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About this initiative and plan 
 
Early on in the consultations with stakeholders, and others involved in developing 
this plan, views were sought on an appropriate ‘nick name’ or short-hand 
promotional title for this demonstration reach.  From among several options put 
forward, ‘Katfish Reach’ was chosen, and has been used throughout this Plan. 
 
But, a catchy name is only part of the overall strategy to increase community 
awareness of the project, its objectives and the outcomes it is seeking to achieve.  
Through adopting community development objectives for the site, in addition to 
ecological and recreational objectives, the Katfish Reach project is seeking to 
engage with the community and involve them in the project’s activities where 
possible.   
 
Overall, the Katfish Reach initiative is hoping to provide the community with a 
visible demonstration that the health of the river and its floodplain, and the plants 
and animals (notably native fish) that depend upon these habitats, can be 
restored to better condition through coordinated actions that address the major 
threats.  
 
The vision for the site that the Katfish Reach initiative aims to address is: 
 

“A healthier and more productive aquatic and floodplain ecosystem that 
everyone can enjoy” 

 
This initiative provides an opportunity for participants to communicate widely 
within the Riverland, and to the broader community, about how areas like this 
can be ‘cared’ for by a range of committed stakeholders rather than simply 
government organisations working alone.  
 
Without the interest, enthusiasm and direction of the community, the Katfish 
Reach initiative risks being just another project that no-one knows about, rather 
than a model for others to follow.   
 
This Implementation Plan presents an overall vision (see above), with goals, 
objectives and guiding principles for the initiative.  It reviews the natural assets of 
the site, and the threats they face, or may face in coming years; then sets out an 
integrated set of actions to be taken in response. 
 
It is recognised that the Katfish Reach Implementation Plan needs to sit beside 
and complement the management plan of the River Murray National Park as well 
as try to draw into a cohesive framework, those activities that are ongoing within 
the area under other programs and initiatives, such as the Living Murray 
Initiative.   
 
The plan is also expected to conform with the Floodplain Planning Guidelines of 
the South Australian Murray-Darling Basin NRM Board, and these have been 
closely consulted throughout the development of this plan. 
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1. Introduction 
 
The Katarapko-Eckert Creek demonstration reach in the Riverland of South Australia 
lies just to the south-west of the prominent fruit and wine growing town of Berri, and 
north and opposite the town of Loxton on the River Murray (See Figure 1). 
 
The demonstration reach is a floodplain habitat of the River Murray that includes The 
Splash, Sawmill and Piggy Creeks.  The total length of the anabranch is approximately 
38 km.  
 

 
Figure 1:  Location and main features of the Katfish (Demonstration) Reach 
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There are four wetland complexes within the demonstration reach; Katarapko Island 
Horseshoe Lagoons, Katarapko Island swamps, Ngak Indau and Eckert Creek 
wetlands, with a total area of approximately 230 hectares.   
 
Much of the site is an island (named Katarapko Island), separated from the rest of the 
site by Katarapko creek, a former major channel (anabranch) of the river.  Many 
smaller creeks braid across the broad floodplain at the north of the site, including the 
narrow channels and broad billabongs of Eckert Creek and The Splash.   
 
This diverse floodplain and wetland habitat, with its relatively undisturbed vegetation, 
is an important habitat for a range of terrestrial and aquatic animals.  It is also a 
place popular with large numbers of visitors who undertake stream-bank relaxation, 
walking, bike-riding and canoeing. 
 
River red gums - Eucalyptus camaldulensis - are the dominant trees on the river 
banks of all the major watercourses and lagoons in the area.  Some of these trees are 
suffering the impacts of dramatically reduced water flows (and vital flooding), and 
rising salinity.  
 
The majority of the demonstration reach is a National Park managed by the South 
Australian Department for Environment and Heritage, with small parcels of land 
privately owned on the north-western perimeter.  The western side of the site is part 
of the Gerard Aboriginal community owned by the Aboriginal Lands Trust, while 
Crown land to the north of The Splash is managed by the Berri-Barmera Council.  The 
River Murray forms the eastern boundary of the site. 
 
1.1 The demonstration reach concept 
 
In May 2003 the Murray-Darling Basin Ministerial Council approved the Native Fish 
Strategy (NFS) for the Basin.  The strategy has a theme of “rehabilitating aquatic 
habitats and ecological processes in the Murray-Darling Basin through management 
actions designed to restore healthy native fish communities”. At its core, the Strategy 
is based around several key issues: 
 

• the decline of native fish populations in the Basin has been caused by a 
combination of threatening processes, not one single process; 
 

• in order to achieve the Strategy’s overall goal (rehabilitation of native fish 
populations to 60% of pre-European condition after 50 years of 
implementation), several key management interventions need to occur 
simultaneously and in an integrated and holistic manner; 
 

• rehabilitation should be based on ecosystem management, with emphasis on 
ecological communities rather than single species; and 
 

• the demonstration reaches concept is a positive way to engage the public and 
learn from practical examples of rehabilitation. 

 
The purpose of demonstration reaches is to show, by example, how river and 
floodplain rehabilitation can be achieved by well-integrated actions such as riparian 
zone rehabilitation, alien/pest species management, re-snagging, improvements to 
water quality, providing environmental flows, improved fish passage and enhanced 
aquatic vegetation.  
 
The successful rehabilitation of a reach or floodplain is designed to enhance 
community awareness, support and involvement in management; providing models 
which can be used elsewhere in the Basin.  It is also hoped this will attract the 
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attention of funding agencies and boost scientific knowledge.  A conceptual diagram 
of a demonstration reach is shown in Figure 2. 

 

 
Figure 2: Conceptual diagram of a typical demonstration Reach 

 
A fundamental premise of a demonstration reach is enhancing community awareness 
and support.  Engagement of both Indigenous and non-Indigenous community 
members will therefore be essential to success.  A range of individuals and 
community groups are expected to be involved.  These individuals or groups may 
have either an interest in a demonstration reach (e.g. fishing, educational, 
environmental) or a right (e.g. property or custodial) linked to the land and/or water 
resources.  A demonstration reach needs a considered approach to engaging with this 
variety of individuals and groups and needs to be cognisant of the different ways in 
which individuals and groups receive, respond to and can contribute to planning and 
management processes. 
 
The establishment of a demonstration reach is consistent with the Murray-Darling 
Basin Commission’s Indigenous Action Plan (currently under development).  
Indigenous people have ownership and custodial responsibilities over waterways and 
fish as well as important traditional knowledge.  Indigenous rights to fish in the 
Murray-Darling Basin are recognised by the Commonwealth Native Title Act 1994.  
The Indigenous Action Plan aims to support a co-management approach to natural 
resources which could be linked with a demonstration reach project.  This would allow 
for the meaningful involvement of Indigenous people in decision making and 
management for the purpose of rehabilitating native fish and fish habitats. 
 
The establishment of a demonstration reach along the River Murray is also consistent 
with the Living Murray Initiative’s First Step Decision.  The Murray-Darling Basin 
Ministerial Council has agreed the following interim ecological objectives for the River 
Murray channel: 
 

• Increase the frequency of higher flows in spring that are ecologically 
significant; 
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• Overcome barriers to migration of native fish species between the sea and 
Hume Dam; and 

 
• Maintain the current levels of channel stability; 

 
and the following outcome, of note here: 
 

• Expanded ranges of many species of migratory fishes. 
 

 
1.2 Identification of Katarapko-Eckert Creek as a priority floodplain 

for environmental flows 
 
This prioritisation project focuses on the identification of broad scale floodplain 
priorities based on environmental values, the degree to which these values are 
threatened and opportunities to deal with those threats. The River Murray 
Environmental Manager uses this information to inform the SA River Murray Watering 
Plan.  This information also guides annual decision making, ensuring that highest 
value floodplain systems, or systems where there is the greatest opportunity to 
deliver environmental outcomes are the focus for environmental flow activities. 
 
The policy framework for the project is defined by the principles for prioritisation of 
assets (from Environmental Flows for the River Murray Strategy) as follows: 
 

• Preserve and protect existing high value areas or areas in good condition; 
• Restore those ecological assets of lesser value and/or moderate condition 

where there is: 
⇒ high environmental and community gain for the resources invested; 
⇒ high degree of community support for restoration activities; 
⇒ high level of Indigenous cultural significance; 
⇒ high potential to restore threatened species; 
⇒ high potential for rehabilitation; 
⇒ strong relationship between environmental degradation, impacting 

processes and opportunities for asset rehabilitation; 
⇒ high degree of connectivity, thereby maximising opportunities for 

complementary benefits; and 
⇒ potential to achieve multiple ecological benefits 

 
• Assign a lower priority to highly degraded areas unless they threaten 

significant infrastructure or pose off-site threats to significant ecological, 
social, cultural or economic values. 

 
The approach also adopts an asset based approach and a triage approach focused on 
asset values, threats and opportunities to deal with threats. 
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1.3 NatureLinks 
 
NatureLinks: Implementing the WildCountry philosophy in South Australia provides a 
vision for biodiversity conservation in South Australia: ecological recovery at broad 
landscape scales, with the management activities of groups and individuals 
strategically planned to work towards common biodiversity outcomes. 
 
NatureLinks is about partnerships to find ecological solutions without compromising 
social, cultural or economic aspirations: an ecologically sustainable future for South 
Australia, integrating pro-active biodiversity conservation with regional development 
and natural resource management. 
 
It establishes timeframes: short-term conservation priorities and targets are set while 
acknowledging that true ecological restoration may take generations to achieve. 
 
The following four key elements characterise the NatureLinks approach to biodiversity 
conservation: 
 

Connectedness – connected habitat facilitating ecological flows across the 
land and sea. 
 
No species loss – South Australia’s species and ecological communities 
surviving and continuing to evolve. 
 
Integration and partnerships – natural resource management across the 
landscape meeting common biodiversity objectives. 
 
People in nature – South Australians sharing the benefits of ecological 
sustainability. 

 
Katfish Reach is a project within the River Murray-Coorong NatureLink corridor; one 
of five corridors across South Australia. To find out more about NatureLinks go to 
http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/naturelinks/ 
 
 
1.4 Purpose of this implementation plan 
 
This Implementation Plan has been prepared to set out a common vision and to 
justify, integrate and document the actions to be undertaken.  These actions seek to 
further the management goals of the National Park Plan, while also seeking to reduce 
impacts on the health of the site, and the ecological communities it supports.   
 
Like all good plans this will be an evolving document.  It is anticipated that elements 
of the plan may be modified based on the results of the ongoing monitoring of the 
site.  This is consistent with the adaptive management approach being used (see 
Guiding Principles – section 1.7).  To track such changes to the plan, each section 
shows (at the bottom of each page) the date when the last amendments were made. 
 
While some studies within the Katfish (Demonstration) Reach area have been 
completed (see Sections 2 and 4), there are some significant gaps in knowledge.  As 
such, this first Implementation Plan applies a conservative approach based on the 
threats identified at present (see Section 4).  When new information becomes 
available, or areas of uncertainty are confronted, every effort will be made to see 
these information gaps addressed as soon as possible and the Implementation Plan 
adjusted accordingly. 

http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/naturelinks/�
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1.5 Vision for the Katfish (Demonstration) Reach initiative 
 

 
“A healthier and more productive aquatic and floodplain ecosystem 

that everyone can enjoy” 

 
 
 
Supporting this vision are the following concepts: 
 
1. Through the activities proposed in this plan, the desire is to stop further 

degradation of the site, and see it become healthier through actions such as: 
 
• Improving floodplain health; 
• Increasing native fish populations; 
• Making best use of available and environmental flows to improve the health 

of the site; 
• Removing or modifying barriers to native fish movements*

• Improving the health of native plant communities – specifically the health 
status and recruitment of River red gums and associated understorey; and 

 and flows; 

• Improving the management of feral and pest species, including where 
appropriate, grazing pressures from introduced and over-abundant native 
species. 

 
2. This initiative is not about introducing greater controls over how people use 

the Katfish Reach, but rather about making it a stronger community asset; 
 
3. This floodplain is a ‘jewel in the crown’ of the River Murray and we need to 

showcase that while also respecting land tenures; 
 
4. This initiative is an opportunity to communicate widely within the Riverland 

community, and also outside it, about how areas like this can be ‘cared’ for by 
a range of committed stakeholders. 

 
 
1.6 Strategic objectives of the Katfish (Demonstration) Reach 

initiative 
 
Implementation Plans should specify objectives for the management efforts they seek 
to guide and mobilise.  Such objectives need to look across the broad range of 
implications of the plan; social, economic, cultural and environmental, since managing 
a wetland as a community asset provides benefits in all these areas.  Importantly, 
these objectives help to further define the ‘Vision’ for the site (see section 1.5 above). 
 
The objectives of this initiative are: 
 

1. Improving the connectivity between river, creek, wetland and floodplain 
environments (for example, through removal or modification of barriers to fish 
passage

Ecological Objectives 
 

Improve the ecology of the site, by  
 

*

 
 and flows); 
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2. Improving environmental flow management for in-channel, wetland and 
floodplain environments; 

 
3. Improving the condition of riparian and aquatic habitats; 

 
4. Increasing the populations and abundance of native flora and fauna; 

 
5. Reducing the impacts from feral and pest plant and animal species, and over-

abundant native species, where this applies. 
 
* Where this plan refers (in section 5 especially) to improving, or introducing new flow control structures, it 
is assumed these will be best practice ‘native fish-friendly’ design. 
 

6. Increasing awareness of the activities - what we are doing and what we are 
trying to do; 

Community Development Objectives 
 

Ensure the community is engaged and aware of what is happening, by 
 

 
7. Improving community capacity to assist with management of the site; 

 
8. Demonstrating, through education, best practice techniques for environmental 

rehabilitation and water use; 
 

9. Improving the understanding of how the river and floodplain’s ecology works, 
through communication with local schools and the community; 

 
10. Assisting a better understanding of the links between traditional culture and 

the ecology of the floodplain; 
 

11. Using the site as a demonstration to the community and other groups so they 
can learn from this in undertaking their own initiatives. 

 

12. Improving visitor and sustainable recreational use on public lands through 
asset improvement and education; and, 

Recreational Objectives 
 

Ensure Katarapko continues to be a site for sustainable recreation, by 
 

 
13. Promoting recognition of the floodplain as a ‘jewel in the crown’ of the River 

Murray, and the Katfish Reach initiative as a model for other river communities 
to follow. 

 
In this context it is also worth noting the objectives of this initiative, as agreed to by 
the signatories of the Memorandum of Understanding governing collaboration 
between the key project funding and governance parties; namely, the Department for 
Environment and Heritage, South Australian Murray-Darling Basin Natural Resources 
Management Board, the Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation, 
Rural Solutions SA, Banrock Station Wines and 

1. To promote collaboration between parties to achieve the common aim to 
restore and maintain the aquatic and floodplain habitats within the Katarapko-
Eckert Creek floodplain; 

Friends of Parks Inc. The following 
section details more about the implementation arrangements.  
 
These objectives are as follows: 
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2. To pursue the intent of the Murray-Darling Basin Commission’s Native Fish 
Strategy’s “Demonstration Reach” concept, where a number of management 
interventions are applied to showcase the cumulative benefits of river 
rehabilitation on native fish populations; 

 
3. To participate in best practice environmental restoration and promote 

community awareness and involvement in riverine restoration activities; 
 

4. To support environmental education and training related to issues of 
conservation and sustainable resource use; and, 

 
5. To develop active participation by and among the local community, all levels of 

government, private groups and organisations to bring resources and expertise 
to achieve project outcomes. 

 
 
1.7 Guiding principles 
 
Guiding principles are the agreed modus operandi or ‘way we will operate’ statements 
upon which implementation of this plan rests.  For the Katfish (Demonstration) Reach 
the following principles apply:  
 

1) Adaptive management will be applied (see Table 1).  This requires on-going 
monitoring of the responses of the system to the management actions taken; 
this then helping to inform those coordinating implementation so that, as 
necessary, these actions can be adjusted or fine tuned;   

 
2) The precautionary approach will be applied.  This states as follows; “Where 

there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific 
certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures 
to prevent environmental degradation.” (Rio Declaration, Principle 15).  
Appendix A explains this concept further; 

 
3) Through the community-based Steering group (see Section 2.3.2), open, 

transparent and consultative decision-making will apply to implementation of 
this plan; 

 
4) Work with those responsible for managing ecologically or hydrologically-linked 

areas where activities may offer a potential risk to the environmental, social, 
cultural or economic values of Katfish Reach and, where such risks are 
identified, seek to have these minimised or mitigated; 

 
5) Respect will be shown for the Indigenous Australian and early European 

settlers’ cultural values of the site;  
 

6) Recognition will be given to regional, as well as broader State and Murray-
Darling Basin policies, initiatives and obligations, especially in relation to water 
management, salinity and environmental flows; and 

 
7) It is recognised that the availability of resources, both human and financial, 

may limit the pursuit of the vision and implementation of this plan, and, where 
necessary, management actions will be prioritised to match available 
resources. 
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2. Land tenure, stakeholders and implementation 
arrangements 

 
 
2.1 Tenure and jurisdiction 
 
The Katfish Reach is approximately 180 kilometres from Adelaide (see Figure 1) in the 
Riverland of South Australia.  It lies opposite the town of Loxton and is 4km south-
west of the township of Berri by road.  The eastern and southern boundaries of the 
site are formed by the River Murray, while to the north and west the boundary of the 
reach is determined by the 1956 flood level. 
 
The demonstration reach is composed of a section of the Murray River National Park, 
a small component of the Gerard Aboriginal Community lands, the Berri Evaporation 
Basin, Berri-Barmera Council lands, Crown Lands and private landholdings (see Figure 
3). 

 
Figure 3: Land tenure of the Katfish Reach 
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2.1.1  Private Land Owners 
 
All privately owned land is located adjacent to, or on the Eckert Creek floodplain. 
Grape vines dominate the irrigated horticulture crop areas with one patch of olives 
adjacent to Eckert Wide-water. The Berri Winery woodlot covers 32 hectares and is 
irrigated with industrial wastewater. The remainder of the private land is either 
dryland paddocks or dominated by native vegetation.   
 
2.1.2  Aboriginal Lands Trust  
 
The Aboriginal Lands Trust owns the Gerard Reserve which is managed by the locally-
based Gerard Community Council. Within the Gerard Reserve, just downstream of the 
Katfish Reach boundary, are located the Gerard community and their horticulture and 
aquaculture ventures. 
 
2.1.3  Berri Barmera District Council 
 
Located on the local council-owned land are the Berri rodeo grounds and the Berri 
Stormwater Disposal Basin.  The Basin receives stormwater runoff from a major 
portion of the township of Berri and provides temporary storage following rainfall 
events.  
 
2.1.4  Berri Irrigation Trust INC. (Central Irrigation Trust) 
 
This land is the site of the Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin which receives water 
from the Berri Irrigation Area. The Berri Irrigation Trust, now incorporated into the 
Central Irrigation Trust, manages the delivery of irrigation water and the disposal of 
irrigation drainage water from the Berri Irrigation Area and other irrigation districts 
within the region. 
 
2.1.5  Minister for Environment and Conservation  
 
On behalf of the Minister, the Department for Environment and Heritage manages the 
Murray River National Park (Katarapko) for both conservation and recreation 
objectives.  It also manages the Crown land between the park and the Berri Saline 
Water Disposal Basin.  
 
2.1.6  Minister for Infrastructure 
 
The Minister for Infrastructure owns the land adjacent to Lock and Weir 4 which is 
associated with the management of the weir. The Murray-Darling Basin Commission 
manages Lock and Weir 4 through an agreement with SA Water, who undertake the 
day-to-day management of the structure. 
 
2.1.7  SA Water Corporation 
 
The SA Water Corporation is responsible for a narrow strip of land adjacent to the 
Berri Township where the Berri irrigation pump delivery pipe is located above ground. 
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2.2 Stakeholders in the Katfish Reach initiative 
 
The following is a preliminary listing of stakeholders and partners identified to date.  
As consultations continue through implementation it is expected more will be 
identified, and added here as appropriate. 
 
Non-government and community stakeholders 

• General Riverland community 
• Users of the Murray River National Park 
• Friends of Riverland Parks 
• Eckert Creek Irrigators 
• Winkie Road landholders 
• Private landholders within the site 
• Central Irrigation Trust 
• Loxton Irrigators 
• Loxton High School, Glossop High School, Winkie Primary School and other 

local Riverland schools 
• Berri-Barmera and Loxton-Bookpurnong Local Action Planning Committees 
• Aboriginal Lands Trust / Gerard Community 
• Recreational anglers / Inland Recreational Fishing Committee 
• Riverland Scouts 
• Riverland 4Wheel Drive Club 
• Canoe SA 
• Banrock Station Wines and LandCare Australia Limited 
• Hardy Wine Company (woodlot) 
• Local Media – Murray Pioneer, ABC Riverland, WIN TV, Loxton News, The River 

News, Adelaide and National media 

Government partners 
• Berri-Barmera Council 
• Department for the Environment and Heritage (DEH) 
• Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation (DWLBC) 
• SA Water 
• Primary Industries and Resources SA (PIRSA) 
• Rural Solutions SA (RSSA) 
• South Australian Research and Development Institute (SARDI) – Aquatic 

Sciences 
• South Australian Murray-Darling Basin Natural Resources Management Board 

(SA MDB NRMB) 
• South Australian Tourism Commission (SATC) 
• Department of the Environment and Water Resources (DEWR) 
• Murray-Darling Basin Commission (MDBC)  
• River Murray Water (RMW) 

 
 
2.3 Implementation arrangements 
 
The project governance arrangements for Katfish Reach are set out in the 
Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) between the following; the Department for 
Environment and Heritage, South Australian Murray-Darling Basin Natural Resources 
Management Board, the Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation, 
Rural Solutions SA, Banrock Station Wines and Friends of Parks Inc. 
 
The MoU includes the following in relation to governance bodies and arrangements, 
establishing both Co-ordinating and Steering Groups with the following advice about 
their respective roles and responsibilities.  In order to comply with the requirements 
of the funding and planning bodies, a Monitoring and Evaluation Group (M&E Group) 
has also been formed.  Further details of this are provided in Section 6. 
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2.3.1  Co-ordinating Group (from the MoU) 
 
“To support the strategic co-ordination of this project a Co-ordinating Group will be 
established.  This Group will be responsible for the co-ordination and implementation 
of the Project.  It will be chaired by a representative of the Department for 
Environment and Heritage and include a single representative from each MOU party 
and the Chairperson of the Steering Group.  
 
The Co-ordinating Group will be responsible for: 
 
 Recommending membership to the Steering Group for appointment by the 

Department for Environment and Heritage; 
 
 Overseeing and advising on a planning process including community 

consultation; 
 

Establishing Annual Implementation Plans in consultation with the Steering 
Group; 

 
Sourcing funding to undertake projects within the Annual Implementation Plan; 

 
Identifying budgetary requirements and activity timelines required to implement 
the Annual Implementation Plan, and agree to each party’s role in delivering 
outcomes; 

 
Developing a meeting schedule so that the Group meets at least once every six 
months; and, 

 
Together with the Steering Group annually reviewing project procedures and 
outcomes in relation to the Annual Implementation Plan and reporting back to 
the parties and the community.” 

 
Membership of the Co-ordinating Group (as of June 2007): 

• Friends of Parks Group (chair) 
• SA MDB NRM Board; 
• Rural Solutions SA (RSSA) 
• Murray-Darling Basin Commission 
• Banrock Station Wines 
• Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity Conservation 
• Department for Environment and Heritage 

 
Observers 

• Other members of the Friends of Parks Group 
 
2.3.2  Steering Group (from the MoU) 
 
“To support stakeholder co-ordination and to assist in the development and 
implementation of this project a Steering Committee will be established by the 
Department for Environment and Heritage.  It will be chaired by a community 
member appointed by The Department for Environment and Heritage and include 
membership from contributing partners, and community stakeholders agreed upon by 
the Co-ordinating Group. 
 
The Steering Group will be responsible for: 
 

Active participation in community consultation;  
 

Providing input into the preparation of the Project Management Plan;  
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Providing advice and assistance in the development and implementation of the 
Annual Implementation Plan; 
 
Active involvement in recruiting resources to implement the Annual 
Implementation Plan; 
 
Promoting community awareness and involvement in Project activities; and, 
 
Together with the Co-ordinating Group annually reviewing Project procedures 
and outcomes in relation to the Annual Implementation Plan and reporting 
back to the MOU parties and the community.” 

 
Members (as of July 2008): 
 

• Kevin Smith - Chairperson 
• Jim Barrett - Murray Darling Basin Commission -(Native Fish Strategy) 
• Jason Higham – Primary Industries and Resources SA – (SA Murray Darling 

Basin Native Fish Strategy Coordinator) 
• Darren Richter - SA Water- River Murray Operations Unit 
• Brenton Zampatti - SA Research & Development Institute - Aquatic Sciences 
• Sandra Leigh - SA Research & Development Institute - Aquatic Sciences 
• Phil Strachan - Dept for Environment & Heritage – (District Ranger) 
• Nick Souter – Dept Water Land & Biodiversity Conservation 
• Peter Waanders - SA Murray Darling Basin Natural Resource Management 

Board (River Murray Environmental Manager Unit)  
• Rebecca Turner  - SA Murray Darling Basin Natural Resource Management 

Board (River Murray Environmental Manager Unit)  
• Gladys Sumner - SA Murray Darling Basin Natural Resource Management 

Board (Indigenous Facilitator) 
• Paul Stribley - Berri Barmera / Loxton Local Action Planning Committees  
• Kingsley Abdulla - Gerard Community Manager 
• Roger Rigney - Aboriginal Lands Trust (Indigenous Landcare Coordinator) 
• Simon Frankel - Inland Recreational Fishers Committee Representative 
• Les Hill - Councillor Berri Barmera Council 
• Jim Caddy - Private Irrigator from Eckert Creek 
• Cindy Shorrock - SA Murray Darling Basin Natural Resource Management 

Board (School Education Officer) 
• Barry Porter - Local Recreational Fisherman 
• Barry Hollis - Local resident interest in the River environment 
• Margaret Jennings - Friends of Riverland Parks 
• Peter Teakle – SA Field and Game Association 
• Sonia Dominelli - Dept for Environment & Heritage - (Deputy Regional 

Conservator) 
• Mike Harper - Dept for Environment & Heritage – (Project Coordinator) 

 
2.3.3  Planning arrangements: 
 
The MoU also indicates the following in relation to planning arrangements for this 
project: 
 
“A Project Management Plan will be developed with the Steering Group and other 
stakeholders to guide the implementation of the project. The plan will include a long-
term vision, management objectives and actions and is to be developed in accordance 
with the following; 
 

• Murray Darling Basin Commission’s Native Fish Strategy’s ‘Demonstration 
Reach’ concept;  
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• South Australian Murray-Darling Basin Natural Resource Management Board 
“Guidelines for Preparing Integrated Floodplain Management Plans”; and,  

• South Australian NatureLinks program. 
 
An Annual Implementation Plan will be developed and will include project description, 
budget and monitoring requirements;” 
 
Planning to be guided by Conservation Action Planning process 
 
The development of this plan has applied the Conservation Action Planning process 
(CAP – see section 4 where this is illustrated).  This approach has been developed by 
The Nature Conservancy (an American-based private conservation NGO), to assist 
conservation efforts by developing strategies, measures (actions) and monitoring 
success at any scale.  The planning process enables the user to manage the project 
from the planning phase through to implementation and ongoing site management 
using an adaptive management framework (see Figure 4 and Table 1 below, as 
adapted from TNC 2007) 

Figure 4:  Conservation Action Planning concept of The Nature Conservancy  
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Table 1:  Steps in the Conservation Action Planning process 

 
Defining your project 

Project People Who will design and implement the project? 

Project Scope What is the overall vision and scale of the project? 

Focal Targets (Assets) What biodiversity are we trying to conserve or 
restore? 

Developing strategies and measures 

Targets (Assets) Viability What is our best estimate of how the biodiversity we 
care about is doing? 

Critical Threats What threats are creating problems and what is the 
estimated seriousness of these threats? 

Situation Analysis Who are the key stakeholders, what factors are 
driving critical threats and what opportunities exist? 

Objectives What specific outcomes are we trying to achieve? 

Actions What actions are needed to achieve the outcomes? 

Establish Measures Identify indicators and methods to determine if our 
actions are achieving the desired outcome? 

Implementing strategies and measures 

Develop Workplan What do we specifically need to do (step-by-step) 
and who will do it? 

Implement Actions  

Implement measures 
(Monitoring) 

 

Using results to adapt and improve 

Analyze Actions & Data How do we know if our actions are working? 

Learn from results  

Adapt Project Do we need to modify our objectives, strategic 
actions and work plans to achieve our vision? 

Share Findings –  Identify key audiences and appropriate 
communication products. 
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2.4 Legislation, planning controls etc applicable to this site 
 
In implementing this plan it is important to take into consideration a range of Acts, 
regulations, planning controls and strategies operating at various levels of 
government; from State to Murray-Darling Basin, and Federally.  Table 2 lists these 
for information. 
 

Table 2:  State, Basin-wide and Commonwealth legislation, policies and strategies 
relevant to Katfish Reach 

 
SOUTH AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT 
Aboriginal Heritage Act, 1988 
Animal and Plant Protection Act, 1986 
Development Act, 1993 
Environmental Protection Act, 1988 
Fisheries Act, 1982 
Heritage Act, 1993 
Mining Act, 1971 
Harbors and Navigation Act, 1993 
Murray Darling Basin Act, 1993 
Natural Resources Management Act  2004 
National Parks and Wildlife Act, 1972 
Native Title (SA) Act, 1994 
Petroleum Act, 1940 
River Murray Act, 2003 
South Australian River Murray Salinity Strategy, 2001 – 2015. 
State Water Plan 2002 
Wetland Strategy for South Australia 2003 
No Species Loss: A Nature Conservation Strategy for South Australia 2007-2017 
 
MURRAY-DARLING BASIN 
Murray Darling Basin Agreement, 1915. 
Basin Salinity Management Strategy, 2001 – 2015. 
Integrated Catchment Management in the Murray-Darling Basin, 2001 – 2010. 
Native Fish Strategy for the Murray Darling Basin, 2002 – 2012. 
Floodplain Wetlands Management Strategy for the Murray-Darling Basin 
Living Murray Initiative 2002 
 
COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT 
Aboriginal and Torres Straight Islander Heritage Act, 1984 
Australian Heritage Commission Act, 1975. 
Environment Protection and Biodiversity Conservation Act, 1999 
Native Title Act, 1993 
River Murray Basin Act, 1993 
Inter-governmental Agreement on the Environment 
National Water Reform Agreement – Council of Australian Governments 
Wetlands Policy of the Commonwealth of Australia, 1997. 
National Management Strategy for Carp Control, 2000 – 2005 
National Strategy for Ecologically Sustainable Development, 1992. 
National Strategy for Conservation of Australia’s Biodiversity, 1996. 
National Principals for the Provision of Water for Ecosystems, 1996. 
National Water Quality Management Strategy, 1992. 
National Weeds Strategy 
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2.5 Murray River National Park 
 
The majority of this demonstration reach is a National Park managed by the South 
Australian Department for Environment and Heritage (see Figure 1).   
 
From the Murray River National Park Management Plan, the National Parks and 
Wildlife Act 1972 describes the general objectives of managing a National Park in 
South Australia as: 
 

• Preservation and management of wildlife; 
• Preservation of historic sites, objects and structures of historic or scientific 

interest; 
• Preservation of features of geographical, natural or scenic interest; 
• Destruction of dangerous weeds and eradication or control of noxious weeds 

and exotic plants; 
• Control of vermin and exotic animals; 
• Control and eradication of disease of animals and vegetation; 
• Prevention and suppression of bush fires and other hazards; 
• Encouragement of public use and enjoyment of reserves, and education in, 

and a proper understanding and recognition of their purpose and significance; 
and 

• Generally the promotion of the public interest. 
 
Specific objectives for management of the Murray River National Park are: 
 

• To provide opportunities for recreation in a near natural environment; 
• To ensure long-term protection of the riverine environment and associated 

values; 
• To encourage natural regeneration of degraded areas; and, 
• To manage the Katarapko Island and Disher Creek Evaporation Basins for 

drainage water management whilst enhancing their wetland habitat values. 
 
Figure 5 below shows the boundaries of the National Park and the recreational and 
management-related infrastructure across the area.  
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Figure 5: Murray River National Park (Katarapko) 
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3. Site description 
 
3.1 Location and site overview 
 
The Katfish (Demonstration) Reach is based on an anabranch, and its associated 
floodplain of the River Murray, which bypasses Lock and Weir 4.  The reach lies 
opposite the town of Loxton, and is 4 km south-west of the township of Berri by road 
(see Figure 1).  The eastern and southern boundaries of the site are formed by the 
River Murray, while the northern and western boundaries correspond with the 1956 
flood level.   
 
Katfish Reach has a total area of nearly 9,000 hectares and comprises a series of land 
parcels under separate land management arrangements and includes: 
 

 a section of the Murray River National Park (Katarapko); 
 a small section of the Gerard community Aboriginal lands; 
 the Berri and Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basins, and  
 Berri-Barmera council land directly north of Katarapko. 

 
Section 2 of this plan provides further information on land tenure and management 
responsibilities for these components. 
 
The Katarapko-Eckert Creek floodplain includes a range of habitats from: 
 

• the permanently flowing; Katarapko, Eckert and Sawmill creeks and The 
Splash, (total length of the anabranch is approximately 39 km); 
 

• freshwater wetland complexes (Katarapko Island Horseshoe Lagoons, 
Katarapko Island swamps, Ngak Indau and Eckert Creek wetlands); 
 

• saline wetlands (Berri and Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basins); 
and, 
 

• floodplains (Katarapko Island, Eckert Island and the Katarapko floodplain). 
 
The flora and fauna of the site includes a diverse fish community.  It is believed this is 
due to the system of primary and secondary anabranches, with their many and varied 
habitats.  Vegetation is also considered highly diverse on the floodplain, with 
significant stands of Red gum and Black box woodland.  Tree health varies across the 
site with large areas of healthy riparian vegetation within the river-flushed zone 
through to degraded areas adjacent to both the Berri and Katarapko Island Saline 
Water Disposal Basins.   
 
The reach has limited water supply off-takes, with Eckert Creek suppling water to only 
two irrigation properties as well as stock and domestic water users.  
 
 
3.2 Climate 
 
Meteorological information recorded at the nearby Loxton weather station, indicates 
climatic conditions are generally warm to hot and dry, with a mean annual maximum 
temperature of 23.6°C. The hottest month is January with a mean daily maximum 
temperature of 33.0°C, while the coolest month is July with a mean daily minimum 
temperature of 3.8°C. Both diurnal and seasonal temperature variation can be 
significant. The mean annual rainfall is 268 mm with the wettest months tending 
towards late winter and spring—August, September and October. However, this 
rainfall is erratic and shows considerable variation from year to year (Commonwealth 
Bureau of Meteorology, 2004). High evaporation rates occur throughout the year, 
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with evaporation exceeding rainfall every month of the year (South Australian State 
Planning Authority, 1978). 
 
 

3.3 Physical features 
 
3.3.1 Geology and soils 
 
The landforms and geology of the River Murray floodplain within the Katfish Reach are 
typical of the river section that extends from the west of Robinvale in Victoria, to 
Overland Corner in South Australia. In this section, the River Murray valley can reach 
up to 10km in width due to the soft-nature of the substrate incised by the river. The 
valley walls are not always steep and may feature quite gentle inclines sloping away 
from the floodplain.  However, where the river is close to the edge of the valley, 
vertical cliffs tend to predominate (South Australian State Planning Authority, 1978).  
 
The Renmark 1:250,000 geological cross-section shows the river as it has cut through 
the Blanchetown Clay lake deposits and the Coonambidgal Formation that together 
comprise a shallow surface layer of impermeable clayey soils. Lying beneath these 
impermeable layers is the Monoman Formation, a sandy, highly permeable layer that 
generally coincides with the top of the water table (Rutherfurd, 1990). This formation 
incises the moderately porous Loxton/Parilla Sands and hydraulic continuity is 
maintained through both these layers (Sharley and Huggan, 1995). At the wetland 
site, this soil structure occurs on top of the Bookpurnong Beds, a mixture of sand and 
clay that acts to prevent water from moving freely through to the Pata Limestone 
underneath (Ludbrook, 1972).  
 
The soils of the present floodplain have been formed largely by the reworking of older 
alluvial deposits during stream processes, resulting in a complex horizontal and 
vertical distribution of soils ranging from heavy clay and fine silts to coarse gravels 
(Caldwell Connell, 1981). The levee deposits consist mainly of fine sand, silt and clay. 
Floodplain channel soils are deeper silty clays and younger soils of surficial accretions 
have a higher clay content. Variations in organic content reflect the degree of swamp 
formation (Thomson, 1975). It has been suggested that the dunes on the Katarapko 
Island terrace and around the Berri Saline Water disposal basin have been produced 
by re-working of levees and point bar deposits (Caldwell Connell, 1981). 
 
A reconnaissance soil map of Eckert Island and associated floodplain has been 
produced as a requirement for the WINDS model (see Figure 6 for description of soil 
types within this section of Katfish Reach) (Rural Solutions, 2007). 
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Figure 6: Description of soil types within the Eckert Island section of Katfish 

Reach 
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3.3.2  Geomorphology 
 
Katfish Reach is within the broad geomorphological division of the Murray Valley, 
which is a Quaternary feature developed essentially in response to repeated 
glacioeustatic lowering of sea level (Murray River National Park Management Plan, 
1994). 
 
The area is characterised by the following features: 
 

Slip off-slopes – the result of erosion process as material moves into the River 
Valley, typically on the inside of a meander and opposite an over steepened and 
undercut slope where the outside bend meets the valley side. 
 
Terraces – represent the remnants of an older, higher floodplain that has partly 
eroded and been re-worked by the modern river regime.  Dunes derived from 
wind erosion of the mallee surface to the north have largely covered the terraces.  
Between some dunes, the original material of dark red, fine-grained sandy clay is 
visible. 
 
Present floodplain formation – Fluvial erosion and deposition has created a 
micro-relief of up to three metres on the modern floodplain.  The geomorphic 
types within the present flooding regime include: exposed point bar deposits, 
levee deposits, swales (floodplain scour routes and channel remnants), surficial 
accretions, clay plugs and crevasse splays. 
 
Wetlands – have been formed by three major processes creating depressions 
which lie permanently or temporarily below the watertable: the abandonment of 
meanders which led to the isolation of horseshoe lagoon; erosion by localised 
surges of entering or receeding floodwaters forming flood chutes; and uneven 
overbank deposition of sediment leading to back swamps between the levee and 
the edge of the valley or terrace. 

See Figure 7; a land unit map of Eckert Island and associated floodplain.    
 
 
3.3.3  Historical and current water flows 
 

The Murray-Darling catchment upstream of Katfish Reach covers an area of approximately 1 million square 
kilometres (Murray River National Park Management Plan, 1994).  Katfish Reach exists within the zone of 
the Murray-Darling Basin Catchment where transmission losses are greater than inflows (Burton, 1974). 

 

The Murray-Darling below the confluence of the Murray and Darling Rivers has a flow seasonality that is 
similar to that of the pre-regulation regime due to the region being located downstream of the major 
irrigation diversions and being fed by a number of unregulated tributaries (Gippel and Blackham, 2002).  
The volume of flow however has been significantly reduced due to regulation of the Murray-Darling Basin, 
as has the frequency, duration and magnitude of flooding (Gippel and Blackham, 2002).  The present 
hydrological regime is dominated by prolonged low flows interspersed with the occasional high flows, the 
variability of mid-range flows having been most impacted by regulation (Wittington et al., 2000 cited in 
Gippel and Blackham, 2002).  
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Figure 7 Description of land units within the Eckert Island section of Katfish 

Reach 
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The installation of weirs to regulate the River Murray and initially enable navigation 
and later irrigation extraction have artificially raised water levels by an average of 
3.1m (Gippel and Blackham, 2002).  The installation of weirs has resulted in a general 
shift in floodplain wetland type from temporary or ephemeral to permanent (Walker 
and Thoms, 1992).  This has also resulted in multiple impacts on aquatic and 
floodplain ecology.  
 
Combined with reduction in mean volume of flow at the South Australian border by 
54% of the natural volume (Maheshwari et al, 1993), the majority of permanent 
aquatic habitats have changed from flowing habitats to lacustrine with significant 
impacts on the recruitment of many large-bodied native fish species (B. Zampatti, 
pers comm.)   
 
The weirs and their operation creates a height difference from upstream to 
downstream.  This difference in water level can result in a flow of water via remnant 
river channels on the floodplain where they exist, that is, the Chowilla anabranch 
system, Lindsay-Walpolla, the Pike-Mundic system and also the Katarapko-Eckert 
creek system.  Most of these anabranches are regulated via ancillary structures that 
limit flows and movement of aquatic fauna – notably fish.   
 
Flowing water habitats are believed to provide a range of ‘hydrological’ habitats. This 
includes area with flow velocities not found in the main channel of the River Murray in 
South Australia under entitlement flows (B. Zampatti, pers. comm.).  These are likely 
to be very important to native fish recruitment, specifically Murray cod, Golden perch 
and Silver perch, as well as the more general aquatic ecology. 
 
In addition to the changes in river hydrology, the floodplain hydrology has also been 
significantly altered regionally with regulation increasing groundwater levels due to 
elevated river levels.  Additionally, the creation of irrigation disposal basins for saline 
waters; one in the northern section, referred to as the Berri Disposal Basin and the 
other on Katarapko Island, referred to as the Katarapko Island disposal Basin or the 
horseshoes, has resulted in additional localised effects on flora and fauna. Both these 
basins receive groundwater from the surrounding irrigation districts.  See below for 
more on these. 
 

Flow behaviour in the Katarapko-Eckert creek 
anabranch 

 
The Eckert and Katarapko Creeks anabranch system extends over the northern side of 
the River Murray floodplain between Berri and Gerard (river kilometres 480 to 522).  
It is a complex system of permanently flowing creeks and terminal wetlands.  The 
system can be broadly divided into three regions; 
 

 The Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin and the Eckert and Sawmill Creeks and 
The Splash; 

 Katarapko Creek; and,  
 The Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin and Yabby Creek. 

 
Figure 8 presents a schematic diagram of the Eckert and Katarapko Creeks anabranch 
system and the major hydrological control structures. 
 
The Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin is isolated from the river at pool level by Banks 
A, B and C which all have hydrological control structures.   
 
The Eckert Creek system receives water directly from the River above Lock 4 at pool 
level through the Northern Arm and main Eckert Creeks, that both have hydrological 
control structures. 
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Katarapko Creek receives water directly from the River Murray below Lock 4 and from 
Sawmill Creek and The Splash.  Below the mouth of Sawmill Creek there is a stone 
weir across Katarapko Creek to limit flows through the waterway. 
 
The Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin, consisting of the two Katarapko 
Island Horseshoe Lagoons and Yabby Creek, have hydrological control structures; one 
on the upstream inlet creek, the other on the outlet of Yabby Creek.  Both structures 
are above river pool level. 
 

 
Figure 8: Schematic diagram of the Eckert and Katarapko Creeks anabranch 

system and the major hydrological control structures 
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A long section through Eckert Creek-The Splash is shown in Figure 9.  This illustrates 
the changes in elevation through the system.  Eckert Creek-The Splash drops 3.1 
meters from AHD 13.2m to AHD 9.9m over a length of approximately 14km.  

Eckert Creek/The Splash Surface Water Elevation at River Murray Flow Rate 
3,200ML/d
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Figure 9: Eckert Creek/The Splash Long section 

 
 
 
The hydrological structures on both Eckert and Katarapko Creeks significantly restrict 
flows down these two waterways. Only limited flow data for these waterways has 
been collected, however the following two tables present a number of river flow bands 
with the corresponding flows down both the Katarapko Creek (Table 3) and Eckert 
creek (Table 4).  No data exits for flow down Eckert Creek once the hydrological 
structures have been overtopped by a high flow event which is estimated to be above 
45,000ML/day.  It is estimated that the Katarapko weir is overtopped at flows above 
8,000ML/day.  
 
 
Table 3: Historical Katarapko Creek Flows (from Barry Porter DLWBC) 
 
Date Average monthly flows to South 

Australia - ML per day 
Katarapko Creek Flow 

ML per day 

Aug 1986 30,000 10,772 

Sept 1986 38,000 11,900 

Oct 1986 42,000 13,727 

Nov 1986 41,000 12,345 

Jan 1987 10,000 1,164 

July 1987 15,000 3,825 

July 1988 35,000 11.463 

Aug 1997 4,000 285 

Aug 2000 15,000 2,050 

April 2005 4,400 400 

Oct 2005 9,500 1,447 
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Table 4: Historical Eckert Creek Flows (from Barry Porter DLWBC) 
 
Date  Average monthly flows to South 

Australia - ML per day 
Eckert Creek Flow 

ML per day 

July 1982 3,500 132 prior to present inlet 
structure 

July 1982 3,500 74 present inlet structure 

Aug 1982 4,500 64 

April 1983 5,000 82 

May 1984 16,000 319 

May 1986 3,000 58 

July 1986 10,000 66 

Sept 1986 38,000 212 

Oct 2003 10,000 66 

May 2005 3,000 60 

Aug 2005 4,100 60 

Oct 2005 9,500 89 

Dec 2005 11,000 96 
 
Flow Barriers 
Katfish Reach has been impacted by the construction of numerous flow barriers over 
the last 80 years.  These barriers have been constructed for a number of reasons, 
starting with the construction of Lock 4 on the main river channel, and associated 
structures on the anabranch system in 1929.  The next period of major barrier 
construction was during the establishment of the Berri Disposal Basin built in 1940 
and Katarapko Island Disposal Basin (built in 1964), to retain saline drainage water 
from adjacent highland irrigation areas.   
 
The most recent construction of barriers was associated with the River Red Gum 
Rescue project during 2004-06 when banks were installed to retain water pumped 
into seven wetlands to counteract the effects of drought. At present there have been 
32 barriers documented (see Appendix B for summary description of flow barriers)  
 
Floodplain watering projects 
During 2005-06 water was pumped into four floodplain or wetland sites by DEH and 
the SAMDB NRM Board as set out in Table 5. The watering occurred at the following 
sites: 
 

Table 5: Floodplain watering events 
 
Location and when watering 
occurred  

ML water pumped Area (ha) 
inundated 

Katarapko Creek Car Park Lagoons 11 
1st 170   watering January 2005   
2nd 156.7  watering June 2006   
Katarapko Creek South Floodrunner 1 
Watering January 2006 6.3  
Katarapko Creek South Lagoon 3 
Watering January 2006 15.8  
Piggy Creek 33 
Watering May 2005 290  
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Weir pool manipulations  
Lock and Weir 4 was constructed in 1929 and Lock and Weir 3 in 1925, raising water 
level of the River Murray by approximately three metres and allowing the 
maintenance of stable water levels for the majority of the year except during 
significant flow events (see Figure 10).  Normal upper pool level for Lock 4 is AHD 
13.20m and Lock 3 AHD 9.8m.  Even during significant flow events differences in 
water level occur between upstream and downstream (See Figures 10 and 11) of 
each weir until the boards have been removed, which for both Locks 3 and 4 is a 
63,000ML/d flow event.  
 
Heavy rainfall in the Ovens, Kiewa and Goulburn catchments of the River Murray 
between August and November 2005 lead to South Australia receiving above 
Entitlement flows through September, October, November and early December 2005. 
Flows to South Australia peaked at about 15 000 ML/day in mid-November. This was 
the highest flow experienced since April 2001. Under natural conditions, flows of this 
magnitude were experienced often and at least every year.  
 
The opportunity was taken to enhance the environmental benefits of the flows by 
raising a number of weirs. The main aim of these weir raisings was to improve the 
health of stressed River Red gums and other floodplain vegetation communities by 
providing them with water. 
 
Beginning on 19 September 2005, Lock 6 weir pool was raised 15 cm above normal 
level, Lock 5 weir pool was raised 50 cm, Lock 4 weir pool was raised 30 cm and Lock 
1 weir pool was raised 10 cm.  
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Figure 10: Plot of pool levels for Locks 1, 4, 5 and 6 from September to December 

2005 
 
These weir pool raisings inundated areas along the river channel; pushed water into 
anabranch creek systems; and allowed the flooding of a number of managed 
wetlands, including Lakes Merreti, Woolpoolool, Templeton, Martins Bend and 
Whirlpool Corner. The weir pool raisings also increased flow down Eckert Creek, 
flooding the Eckert Creek Northern Arm hydrological structure and increasing the area 
flooded at the Ngak Indau wetland. It is estimated that these weir raisings lead to the 
flooding of more than 500 hectares of floodplain and a similar area of wetlands, some 
of which had not been flooded for several years.   
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Recent investigations by the Department of Water, Land and Biodiversity 
Conservation (DWLBC) into the stability of Lock 4 for weir pool manipulations indicate 
that the structure has the capacity for raising upper pool level by 1.1 metres. 
 
Water Extractions from Eckert Creek and The Splash 
Four properties have licences to divert water from Eckert Creek or Eckert Creek Wide-
water, for either irrigation or stock and domestic supply. Water is also diverted from 
The Splash to the Gerard Reserve for stock and domestic supply.  A total of 208,400 
KL of water is available for the current six licensed diversions from the Eckert Creek 
anabranch (see Table 6 for current licensed water allocation details)  
 

Table 6: Current licensed water allocations 
 
Licensed Type Number of licenses  Water Allocation (KL) 

Stock and Domestic  4 3,500 

Irrigation 5 204,900 

 
Floodplain Inundation 
The Floodplain Inundation Model (FIM) illustrates the extent of predicted floodplain 
inundation of the Katfish Reach under different flow scenarios (see Figure 12).  It is 
not until flows of 60GL/day (or 60,000ML/day) that the area of floodplain inundation 
starts to increase markedly with a large percentage of temporary wetlands and large 
areas of floodplain shrubland and open plain becoming inundated.  
 
Since river regulation, there has been a reduction in the frequency and duration of 
larger flows (greater than 40,000ML/day).  Table 7 presents flooding frequency and 
flood duration under natural (pre-regulation) and current (regulated) conditions for 
the four flood bands in Figure 12. 
 

Table 7: Flooding frequency and flood duration under natural (pre-regulation) 
and current (regulated) conditions for the four flood bands 

 
River 

Murray Flow 
ML/d 

Return period * 
(number of times peak 

flows occur in 100years) 

Duration  
(number of months in which 

river flows shown in first 
column is exceeded) 

Area 
inundated 
(hectares) 

Natural Current Natural Current  
40,000 91 40 4.9 3.3 598 
60,000 59 21 3.9 2.5 1863 
80,000 45 12 3.2 2.6 6095 
100,000 32 9 2.9 2.0 7357 

 
Source: MDBC Canberra, River Murray Monthly Simulation Model 
*Figures refer to highest daily flow in the month, not average daily flows for the period  
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Figure 11:  River Murray hydrograph at Lock 4, upstream and downstream between 1990 and 2007 
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Figure 12: Floodplain inundation 

 
 
3.4. Saline Water Disposal Basins 
 
3.4.1 Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin (edited summary from Ken Smith Technical 
Services, 2006)   
 
The Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin (Figure 13) was established in 1940 on the 
floodplain south-west of Berri township.  It receives water from the Berri 
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Comprehensive Drainage Scheme (CDS) that serves most of the 3,300 hectares 
of irrigated horticulture in the Berri Irrigation Area. 
 
Prior to the commissioning of the Noora Disposal Scheme in 1983, the basin 
operated with a full supply level of AHD 14.7m and the whole basin area 
consisted of a number of sub-basins connected at various pool levels. 
 
The current operating level is maintained at about mean river level (close to Lock 
and Weir 4’s upper pool level of AHD 13.2m) by means of pumping to Noora 
Basin. The operational area of the basin comprises the main basin in the westerly 
portion, and a sub-basin and swamp areas along the northerly/north-easterly 
portion. Banks isolate the main basin from an anabranch creek system, which 
includes Eckert Creek. 
 
In recent years, evaporation has exceeded drainage water inflows to the Basin 
negating the need to pump to the Noora Basin.  A study by Ken Smith Technical 
services (2008) has summarised annual inflows and mean water salinities flowing 
into the Basin from both the Puddletown and Monash outfalls during the last two 
irrigation seasons.  During 2005-06, 769ML of water flowed into the Basin with a 
mean EC of 14,499, while during 2006-07 only 531ML of water flowed into the 
Basin with a mean EC of 15,707. DWLBC predict that future water volumes 
entering the Berri Basin will be <1 GL per irrigation season. 
 
Current operations and practices 
Current operations include maintaining the water level in the Berri Basin at about 
mean river level (close to Lock and Weir 4 upper pool) by means of pumping to 
Noora Disposal Basin. Pumping to Noora ceases when it is predicted that river 
flows will exceed 15,000 ML/day. 

For river flows in the 15,000 – 60,000 ML/day range, the opportunity is taken to 
direct flows from the river into the main basin area through Bank C and then 
release the temporary storage increase through Bank B to attain some measure 
of flushing of salt from the basin.  Stoplogs in the upstream inlet structure are 
removed but the more desirable flushing flows emanating from the upstream inlet 
don’t become effective until the river flows exceed, and are sustained above 
65,000 ML/day. 

Road access to, and effective operation of control structures, at Banks B and C 
are lost when river flows exceed 100,000 ML/day. In these circumstances, Bank B 
outlet remains open, but Bank C is closed, so that the flushing process is 
concentrated from the upstream inlet direction.  A summary of the above is given 
in Table 8.   
 
Table 8: Key river flows affecting operational strategies at Berri Saline 

Water Disposal Basin 
 

Key River Flows  
ML/day 

Operating Strategies  

>15,000 
 

 

Start releases through Bank B outlet if: 
Predicted river flows 15,000 to 25,000 ML/day for 4 – 6 weeks or 
>25,000 ML/day for 3 – 4 weeks and Berri ISP < 485 EC 

15,000- 
60,000 

 

Alternate inflows through Bank C and outflows through Bank B 
regulators to effect flushing of main basin 
Remove stoplogs at upstream flushing inlet 
Inflows through upstream flushing inlet commence 

> 35,000 Flushing through basin from upstream flushing inlet 

> 100,000 General flooding of the basin commences 
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Figure 13: Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin 

 
 
3.4.2 Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin  
(edited summary from Ken Smith Technical Services, 2006)   
 
The Katarapko Island Basin (Figure 14) was established in 1964 to receive 
drainage water from the Loxton Comprehensive Drainage Scheme (CDS) and 
involved extensive banking across creeks and floodways around the perimeter of 
the basin.  
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It is located on a complex floodplain wetland area on the opposite side of the 
River Murray to the Loxton township and the Loxton Irrigation District.  Nearly 
60% of the 3,200 hectares of irrigated horticultural plantings in the Loxton 
Irrigation District are drained. 

 

 
Figure 14: Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin 

 
 
There has been significant salinisation and environmental degradation in the 
basin which has been the subject of a number of environmental and salinity 
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studies. Operational strategies prepared in 1976 and 1985 recommended 
restricting the top water level to AHD 11.0m (approximately one metre above 
river pool level) but the volume of drainage flows delivered to the basin in the 
1970’s and 1980’s frequently forced the water level up to EL 11.5, including 
significant salt loads to the river. 
 
During the 1990s, drainage water delivered to the basin significantly decreased 
due to the introduction of improved irrigation practices and the construction of a 
piped water delivery system within the Loxton Irrigation Area. 
 
Recently CIT and DWLBC concluded a study on the present and predicted water 
volumes and salinity level going to the basin.  The study concluded that the 
average water volume of about 1GL/yr is expected to continue to be available at 
the northern drainage pipeline.  Maximum summer flows are predicted to range 
from 150 to 400ML/month.   
 
Based on the historical record of drainage salinity, and the assumption of 10% 
drainage fraction, the average salinity of the drainage water is likely to be about 
2500 EC.  The recent monitoring of average salinity over the irrigation catchment 
indicated that salinities were highest in June (3300 EC), when there was little 
irrigation, and least in December (2023 EC).   
 
Current operations and practices 
Bank No 6 structure’s sluice gates are usually opened when the river flows exceed 
45,000 ML/day to facilitate flushing through the basin.  
 
Following high river flow recessions, these sluice gates are usually shut to prevent 
drainage water outflows, when drainage water is again diverted to the basin 
(during periods of river flows at Lock 4 below 4,500 ML/day). 
 
During high river flow recessions, the Yabbie Creek outlet is kept open to allow 
extended draining periods, sometimes at flows less that 4,500 ML/day (but 
without exceeding local salinity limits). This is required due to the river gradeline 
between Lock 3 and Lock 4, the proximity of the outlet to Lock 4, and the 
associated delay in river levels attaining that which water can gravitate from the 
basin.  
 
3.5 Groundwater 
 
The groundwater in the sub-surface aquifers beneath Katfish Reach is typically 
highly saline and often exceeding 30,000mg/L (Ife et.al 2004).  Groundwater in 
the higher Pliocene sands aquifer, and probably the Lower Murray Group aquifer, 
are in direct hydraulic continuity with the River Murray adjacent to Katfish Reach.  
The depth and quality of groundwater below the floodplain of Katfish Reach is 
therefore probably directly influenced by both systems (Murray River National 
Park Management Plan, 1994). 
 
Located adjacent to the Katfish Reach are the Berri Irrigation Area to the 
northwest and the Loxton Irrigation to the south (see preceding section). 
Recharge from the groundwater mounds under the adjacent irrigation areas 
(Figure 15) have contributed to the salinisation of the adjacent floodplain soils.  
In the case of the Berri irrigation area, this has also seen the establishment of 
extensive beds of Common reed growing on the edge of the floodplain due to 
increase availability of moisture. 
 
The construction of Lock 4, and to a lesser extent Lock 3, significantly modified 
groundwater height and movements within the floodplain.  Lock 4 has raised the 
river above the level of Eckert Creek, and the water from the river is displacing 
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the existing groundwater as it travels across to the creek, flushing the aquifer as 
it goes. In the flush zone, groundwater salinity is very low (between 1,000 to 
5,000EC).  
 

 
 

Figure 15: Regional Groundwater contours surround Katfish Reach (DLWBC 2005) 
 

Complicating the situation in this area is the effect the historical operating 
procedure at the Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin has had on the areas’ 
groundwater.  Prior to the commissioning of the Noora Disposal Scheme in 1983, 
the Berri Basin operated with a full supply level of AHD 14.7m, significantly higher 
than the upstream Lock 4 pool level of AHD 13.2 m.  The extended period of high 
water levels in the Basin significantly raised the saline groundwater throughout 
the adjacent floodplain.  
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Since the Basin water levels have been kept at the Lock 4 upstream pool level or 
below, the groundwater height on the adjacent floodplain has dropped 
significantly.  However, high surface soil salinity is still visible over the majority of 
this floodplain, being particularly evident along section of the Eckert Creek system 
adjacent to the outlet structure of the Basin.  Figures 16 and 17, respectively, 
describe the present groundwater depth and salinity for the Eckert island area of 
the Katfish Reach. 
 

 
Figure 16: Groundwater contours around Eckert Island (DWLBC and DEH) 
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Figure 17: Groundwater salinity around Eckert Island (DWLBC and DEH) 

 
 
The Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin has had similar effects on the 
soil salinity of the southern half of Katarapko Island with significant areas of high 
surface soil salinity still evident in many low level areas. 
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Other factors influencing natural groundwater levels below the floodplain are 
evapo-transpiration and local inputs from flooding and rainfall. At the Ngak Indau 
wetland, groundwater levels and salinity respond rapidly to a flooding event.  In 
2004, after the western lagoon had been dry for approximately three years and 
then inundated for two months, groundwater level beneath the adjacent 
floodplain had risen between 0.75m to 0.48m. During the same period, 
groundwater conductivity ranged from 1,155 to 5,666 EC before inundation, and 
dropped to between 901 and 1,738 EC after the lagoon had been inundated (DEH 
2006). 
 
Katarapko Creek salinity sampling  
(provided by Barry Porter) 
 
Katarapko Creek was sampled for salinity on the 12th,19th and 26th

 

 of November 
2007.  Sampling consisted of near bank EC readings along the length of the creek 
at designated campsites.  The sampling results are shown in Figures 18 and 19 
below. 

The large increase in EC at Campsite 2 is attributable to higher salinity water 
entering Katarapko from Eckert Creek. This salinity increase varies with flow 
through both creeks and in this sampling period averaged about 25 EC.  Flows in 
the River Murray below Lock 4 varied from 2100 to 2600 ML/day during the 
sampling period.  Flows in Katarapko Creek generally amount to 10 to 15% of 
River Murray flows during low flow periods. Therefore, calculated Eckert Creek 
salt loads from Katarapko Creek data during this period are approximately 4 
t/day.  
 

Katarapko Creek salinities (in EC) - November 2007
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Figure 18: Katarapko Creek salinities – November 2007 

 
Eckert Creek was sampled during the same period. Using an Eckert flow of 45 
ML/day, the calculated salt load using Eckert Creek data is approximately 6 t/day. 
Both sets of data give a similar salt load which increases the veracity of this data. 
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This load appears very low, however with floodplain water levels being low, there 
is little groundwater head driving accessions into the surface creeks. 
 
The stretch of creek around Camp 23 may have a small accession showing up 
downstream.  However this EC increase could also be as a result of higher salinity 
water entering the creek in the previous weeks as exhibited by the EC record at 
the Katarapko Creek inlet. 
 

Katarapko Creek upstream salinity and calculated flows
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Figure 19: Katarapko Creek upstream salinities and calculated flows – November 

2007 
 
 

However after examining the physical setting around Camp 23 the following 
points are noted.  
 
The bathymetric trace in this reach around Camp 23 shows a hole up to 5.3 
metres deep and near Camp 24 there is a hole over 6 metres deep.  
 
The River Murray at Rilli is only 900 metres east.  The vegetation in this narrow 
gap is quite healthy, indicating the possibility of a flushed zone and there is a 
constant small head of water between Rilli and Katarapko Creek which would 
drive any higher EC river water across the gap. 
 
Camp 21 to Camp 23 is where the Gerard highlands to the west closely abuts 
Katarapko Creek.  Minor groundwater gradients in this region, could be having 
some affect on accessions to Katarapko Creek as well. This accession, possibly 
from both sources, adds only about 15EC to the creek salinity, thus equating to 
only about 3 t/day currently. 
 
Therefore, currently any salinity accession from the length of Katarapko Creek to 
the River Murray downstream of Loxton is minor. After a major floodplain 
inundation, extra salinity accessions are expected.  However, due to the low 
salinisation of the immediate Katarapko Creek floodplain, this salt load is 
expected to remain low in comparison to other areas of salinised floodplain. 
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3.6 Water quality 
 
Salinity monitoring undertaken for other projects indicates that water quality is 
variable from site to site throughout Katfish Reach and is affected by flow rates, 
flood events, saline groundwater inflows and wetland drying events (Thompson 
1986, Suter et al 1993).  
 
Table 9 describes the water quality parameters for a number of wetlands and 
waterways within the Katfish Reach.   
 
Table 9: Water quality parameters for a number of wetlands and waterways 

within the Katfish Reach 
 

Location / Year Salinity (EC 
Units) 

pH Turbidity 
(NTU) 

Katarapko Creek / 2007+ 296 - 362   

Eckert Creek / 2007+ 274 - 457   

Eckert Creek Widewater / 2007+ 450 - 1130 7 – 9.2 0 - 100 

Ngak Indau Wetland / 1998-2000# 422 - 2,740  1 - 815 

Ngak Indau Wetland / 2004-05# 233 - 450 7.3 - 8.6 0 - 45 

Berri Disposal Basin  / 1990 - 1992* 126 – 9,900 7.5 -9.5 3.3 - 45 

Berri Disposal Basin  / 2007+ 1,900 – 13,900   
 
Data sources: + DEH per com # DEH 2006  * Suter et al 1993 
 
 
3.7 Ecological features and values 
 
3.7.1 Vegetation 
 
Katfish Reach has a rich diversity of both terrestrial and aquatic habitats.  
 
Terrestial habitats, which include the floodplain and dune system, range from 
forests to woodlands, shrublands, sedgelands, herblands and grasslands.  
 
On the floodplain these habitats can intermittently become aquatic systems for 
varying periods of time, depending on the size and length of a flood event, and 
the elevation of a particular habitat.  
 
The truly aquatic habitats range from the permanent waterways to permanent 
and temporary wetlands and saline wetlands. Appendix C describes the 227 flora 
species recorded at Katfish Reach of which 51 are introduced species.  Seventeen 
plant species are considered threatened under State legislation (Table 10). 
 
Vegetation communities of Katfish Reach 
As part of this planning process, eleven vegetation communities were identified in 
Katfish Reach.  See Table 11 for details of each, including an estimate of the area 
covered by each community within the site.  Figure 20 shows the distribution of 
these vegetation communities, and Figure 21 provides a representative 
photograph of each community. 
 
The permanently inundated wetlands such Eckert Creek and Eckert Creek-
Widewater are often fringed by; Common reed (Phragmites australis), Cumbungi 
(Typha spp), River club rush (Schoenoplectus validus) and Spiny Sedge (Cyperus 
gymnocaulos). The aquatic areas themselves often contain Ribbon weed 
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(Vallisneria americana), Curly pondweed (Potamogeton crispus), Floating pond 
weed (Potamogeton tricarinatus) and Azolla (Azolla spp.). 
 

Table 10 Threatened plant species recorded within Katfish Reach 
 

Threatened Species Common Name State Rating 
Eragrostis infecunda Barren cane-grass Rare 
Myoporum parvifolium Creeping boobialla Rare 
Rorippa laciniata Jagged bitter-cress Rare 
Callitriche sonderi Matted water starwort Rare 
Calocephalus sonderi Pale beauty-heads Rare 
Dianella porracea Pale flax-lily Vulnerable 
Exocarpos strictus Pale-fruit Cherry Rare 
Pratia concolor Poison pratia Rare 
Eragrostis lacunaria Purple love-grass Rare 
Myriophyllum papillosum Robust milfoil Rare 
Lepidium pseudotasmanicum Shade peppercress Vulnerable 
Maireana pentagona Slender fissure-plant Rare 
Goodenia heteromera Spreading goodenia Rare 
Picris squarrosa Squat picris Rare 
Brachyscome basaltica var. gracilis Swamp daisy Rare 
Calotis scapigera Tufted burr-daisy Rare 
Nymphoides crenata Wavy marshwort Rare 

 
 
Table 11: Vegetation community description for the Katfish Reach including 

area and percentage of vegetation 
 

Vegetation 
Community 

Description Area (ha) Percentage  

River red 
gum 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis over +/- Acacia stenophylla / 
Cyperus gymnocaulos / Muehlenbeckia florulenta / 
Paspalidium jubiflorum / Phragmities australis 

887 10 

Black box Eucalyptus largiflorens over +/- Acacia stenophylla / 
Atriplex rhagodioides / Chenopodium nitrariaceum / 
Enchylaena tomentosa / Maireana pyramidata / 
Muehlenbeckia florulenta  

1444 16 

River red 
gum /  
Black box 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis / Eucalyptus largiflorens over 
+/- Acacia stenophylla / Chenopodium nitrariaceum / 
Enchylaena tomentosa / Halosarcia pergranulata / 
Muehlenbeckia florulenta  

1522 17 

Cooba Acacia stenophylla over Chenopodium nitrariaceum / 
Enchylaena tomentosa / Muehlenbeckia florulenta 

24 >1 

Black box / 
Lignum 

Eucalyptus largiflorens over +/- Muehlenbeckia florulenta 
/ Enchylaena tomentosa 

703 8 

Lignum  Muehlenbeckia florulenta over +/- Enchylaena tomentosa 
/ Halosarcia pergranulata / Sporobolus mitchelli 

2142 24 

Hop bush  Dodonaea viscosa over Bromus rubens  22 >1 

Chenopod 
shrubland 

+/- Atriplex rhagodioides / Atriplex lindleyi / Atriplex 
vesicaria / Chenopodium nitrariaceum / Halosarcia 
halocnemoides / Halosarcia indica / Halosarcia 
pergranulata / Maireana breviflora / Paschycornia 
triandra / Sarcocornia quinqueflora / Sclerostegia 
arbuscula / Sclerostegia tricuspis / Suaeda australis 

1239 14 

Grassland +/- Eragrostis austalasica / Phragmities australis / Typha 
domingensis / Schoenoplectus validus / Sporobolus 
mitchelli / Sporobolus virginicus 

774 9 

Sedgeland Typha domingensis over +/- Paspalum distichum / 
Paspalum vaginatum / Schoenoplectus validus 

1 >1 

Herbland +/- Polycalymma stuatii / Disphyma crassifolium  30 >1 
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Figure 20: Vegetation communities of the Katfish Reach 
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Figure 21: Representative photographs of each vegetation community 

(Photographs:  all provided by DEH) 

  
River red gum Black box 

  
River red gum/Black box Cooba  

  
Black box/Lignum Lignum 
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Figure 21 (continued): Representative photograph of each vegetation 
community 

 

  
Hop bush Chenopod scrubland 

  
Grassland Sedgeland 

 

 

Herbland   

 

In 2002, a tree health survey of Katfish Reach was conducted as part of the 
South Australian Floodplain Vegetation Mapping project (DEH, 2002).  In 2007, 
the tree health of Katfish Reach was again surveyed (Figure 22) to update this 
information due to the impact on the current drought (DEH, 2007).  These 
surveys have revealed significant changes in tree health class between 2002 and 
2007 (Table 12). There was a 61% decline in healthy River red gum and a 22% 
decline in healthy Black box between the 2002 and 2007.  The area of dead River 
red gum’s has increased by 37% and now covers an area of 141.2 hectares on 
the site. 
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Figure 22: Tree health classes of the Katfish Reach 2007 
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Table 12: Comparison between dominant floodplain tree species health class 
in 2002 and 2007 

 
Species /Health Class 2002 

Hectares 
2007 

Hectares 
% Change 

between 2002 & 
2007 

River red gum Eucalyptus camaldulensis    

Healthy 1180.7 457.3 -61% 

Unhealthy 646.4 892.1 +28% 

Dead 88.4 141.2 +37% 

Black box  Eucalyptus largiflorens    

Healthy 557.4 432.6 -22% 

Unhealthy 1464.6 1935.7 +24% 

Dead 96.5 70.1* -28% 

Cooba Acacia stenophylla    

Healthy 23.1 19.2 -17% 

Unhealthy 15.3 16.6 +8% 

Dead Nil Nil  

 
* Decrease in dead Black box is the result of more accurate mapping in 2007 

 
3.7.2  Fauna 
 
Within Katfish Reach the following animal species have been recorded (See 
Appendix D for detailed lists). 
 

• Seven native mammal species, of which two are bats and six introduced; 
• Twelve native reptile species; 
• Five native frog species; 
• Eleven native fish and three introduced species;, and 
• 158 native bird species and two introduced species. 

 
Two reptiles, one frog and 14 bird species have a threatened rating at State level 
and one frog and two fish species have a national threatened rating (Table 13) 
 

Table 13: Threatened fauna species recorded within the Katfish Reach 
 
Threatened Species Common Name National Rating State Rating 

Reptiles 

Chelodina expansa  Broad–shelled turtle  Vulnerable 

Varanus varius Lace monitor  Rare 

Frogs 

Litoria raniformis Southern bell frog Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Fishes 

Maccullochella peelii Murray cod Vulnerable  

Craterocephalus fluviatilis Murray hardyhead Vulnerable  

Birds 

Anas rhynchotis Australasian shoveler   Rare 

Ardea intermedia Intermediate egret   Rare 

Coturnix ypsilophora Brown quail   Vulnerable 

Entomyzon cyanotis Blue-faced honeyeater   Rare 

Falco peregrinus Peregrine falcon   Rare 

Oriolus sagittatus Olive-backed oriole   Rare 
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Oxyura australis Blue-billed duck   Rare 

Petroica phoenicea Flame robin   Rare 

Philemon citreogularis Little friarbird   Rare 

Plectorhyncha lanceolata Striped honeyeater   Rare 

Polytelis anthopeplus Regent parrot Vulnerable Vulnerable 

Biziura lobata Musk duck  Rare 

Stictonetta naevosa Freckled duck  Vulnerable 

Haliaeetus leucogaster White -bellied sea-eagle   Vulnerable 

 
 
Significant fauna surveys and sites 
 
Fish surveys 
 
Initial baseline surveys of fish assemblages and aquatic habitat in the Katarapko 
anabranch system were undertaken in March/April 2007.  Standardised 
quantitative electrofishing was used to investigate fish species richness, size 
distribution and relative abundance at 16 sites in the Katarapko system and 
adjacent River Murray (See Figure 21 and Table 14).  
 

Table 14:  Boat electrofishing sites (see Figure 20) and the corresponding 
macrohabitat types 

 
Site Number Site Name Aquatic macrohabitat type 

1 Eckert downstream of weir/regulator Fast anabranch 

2 Eckert wide waters Backwater 

3 Eckert upstream of ford/log crossing Slow anabranch 

4 Eckert downstream of ford/log crossing Fast anabranch 

5 The Splash upstream of fence line Backwater 

6 Katarapko downstream of weir Slow anabranch 

7 Katarapko Island Slow anabranch 

8 Katarapko camp site 12 Slow anabranch 

9 Katarapko downstream of camp site 30  Slow anabranch 

10 Murray downstream of 512 km mark Main River Channel 

11 Murray downstream of Rilli island  Main River Channel 

12 
Murray 5km downstream of Katarapko 

confluence Main River Channel 

 
Thirteen species of fish were collected (nine native and four introduced – see 
Table 15) including two species of conservation significance; namely Murray cod 
and Silver perch.  Most species were widespread throughout the sampling area, 
although greater abundances of some species were associated with specific 
macrohabitat types.  Backwater macrohabitats (e.g. Splash and Eckert Creek-
Widewater) were characterised by high abundances of Bony herring, Goldfish, and 
Carp, and by higher abundances of the aquatic macrophytes (Vallisneria 
americana, Typha spp. and Cyperus gymnocaulos).  
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Figure 23:  Map of the Katarapko anabranch system showing electrofishing sites 
1-12 
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Table 15: Electrofishing species richness survey results for March-April 2007 
 
Species Eckert Creek  Katarapko Creek  Murray River 

Golden perch * * * 

Murray cod   * 

Silver perch  * * 

Bony bream * * * 

Australian smelt * * * 

Murray rainbowfish * * * 

Flathead gudgeon *  * 

Unspecked hardyhead * * * 

Carp gudgeon spp. * * * 

Carp * * * 

Gambusia *   

Goldfish * * * 

Redfin perch *  * 
 
Fast anabranch macrohabitats (e.g. Eckert Creek) had higher abundances of 
Australian smelt and Gambusia, the aquatic macrophyte Phragmites australis and 
medium woody debris.  
 
Higher abundances of Golden perch and large woody debris were associated with 
slow anabranch habitats, and River Murray sites were characterised by higher 
abundances of Murray cod, Murray rainbowfish, Unspecked hardyhead, and 
generally had a greater diversity of aquatic macrophytes.  
 
 
Colonial nesting waterbirds 
 
Within the Katfish Reach there are two colonial nesting waterbird sites. The oldest 
historical records are for the Katarapko Island Horseshoe Lagoons during the 
1980’s when high saline water levels were held in the Disposal Basin.  More 
recently nesting has also occurred in the Ngak Indau Wetland (Table 16). 
 

Table 16: Colonial nesting waterbirds (M Harper pers com) 
 

Katarapko Island Horseshoe Lagoons 

Jan 1982 Little black cormorant 
Yellow billed spoonbill 

Darter 

30 nests 
12 nests 
12 nests 

Nov 1982 Little black cormorant 
Darter 

2 nests 
21 nests 

Sept 1987 Darter 6 nests 

Ngak Indau Wetland  

04/05 breeding season 
 

Darter 
Little pied cormorant 
Little black cormorant 
Yellow billed spoonbill 

3 nests 
60 nests 
20 nests 
1 nest 

05/06 breeding season 
 

Darter 
Little pied cormorant 
Little black cormorant 

3 nests 
30 nests 
5 nests 
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Wetland birds at Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin 
 
In the 1980’s, when the Berri Basin was holding capacity water levels, the 
wetland supported regionally significant waterbird numbers and diversity. From 
November 1982 to September 1987, local ornithologist Peter Schramm 
(deceased) conducted wetland bird surveys of the Berri Basin every two to three 
months. The Basin was well known as an important wetland bird site especially 
during drought periods in Eastern Australia.  Surveys recorded 41 wetland species 
using the wetland of which six species were identified breeding (Table 17). The 
survey records also indicate that the Berri Basin consistently held significant 
numbers of wetland birds during the survey period demonstrating its importance 
as waterbird habitat (Table 18). 
 
Over the survey period, numbers of total birds and/or species on the Basin 
fluctuated greatly. The highest number of wetland birds recorded during the 
survey period was in November 1983 when numbers were estimated to be over 
20,000 birds comprising thirteen species. Table 19 identifies the greatest 
numbers of birds recorded for the most commonly seen wetland bird species on 
the Basin during the survey period.  
 
Table 17: Waterbird species recorded at the Berri Evaporation Basin between 

November 1982 and September 1987 
 

Hoary-headed grebe (Poliocephalus 
poliocephalus) 

Australasian grebe (Tachybaptus 
novaehollandiae) 

Great crested grebe (Podiceps cristatus) 

Australian pelican (Pelecanus conspicillatus) 

Great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) 

Little pied cormorant (P. melanoleucos) 

Darter (Anhinga mealnogaster) 

White-necked Heron (Ardea pacifica) 

White-faced heron (A. novaehollandiae) 

Australasian bittern (Botaurus poiciloptilus) 

Rufous night heron (Nycticorax caledonicus) 

Australian white ibis (Threskiornis molucca) 

Yellow-billed spoonbill (Platalea Flavipes) 

*Black swan (Cygnus atratus) 

Freckled duck (Stictonetta naevosa) 

*Australian shelduck (Tadorna tadornoides) 

Pink-eared duck (Malacorhynchus 
membranaceus) 

*Grey teal (Anas gracilis) 

Chestnut teal (A. castanea) 

 

Pacific black duck (A. superciliosa) 

Australasian shoveler (A. rhynchotis ) 

Hardhead (Aythya australis) 

Australian wood duck (Chenonetta jubata) 

Blue-billed duck (Oxyura australis) 

Musk duck (Biziura lobata) 

Swamp harrier (Circus approximans) 

Black-tailed native-hen (Gallinula ventralis) 

Purple swamphen (Porphyrio porphyrio) 

Eurasian coot (Fulica atra) 

*Black-winged stilt (Himantopus himantopus) 

Banded stilt (Cladorhynchus leucocephalus) 

*Red-necked avocet (Recurvirostra 
novaehollandiae) 

Masked Lapwing (Vanellus miles) 

Red-capped plover (Charadrius ruficapillus) 

Black-fronted dotterel (C. melanops) 

Common greenshank (Tringa nebularia) 

Sharp-tailed sandpiper (Calidris acuminata) 

Curlew sandpiper (C. ferruginea) 

*Silver gull (Larus novaehollandiae) 

Whiskered tern (Chlidonias hybridus) 

* Species recorded breeding 
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Table 18: Wetland bird species regularly seen in large numbers at the Berri 

Evaporation Basin between November 1982 and September 1987 
and their estimated numbers over that period 

 
Species Estimated Numbers 

Australasian shoveler (A. rhynchotis) low 100s 

Australian shelduck (Tadorna tadornoides) mid 100s 

Black swan (Cygnus atratus) low to mid 100s 

Black-winged stilt (Himantopus leucocephalus) low 100s 

Grey teal (Anas gracilis) 1000s 

Hardhead (Aythya australis) low 100s 

Hoary-headed grebe (Poliocephalus poliocephalus) low 100s 

Pink-eared duck (Malacorhynchus membranaceus) low to mid 100s 

Red-necked avocet (Recurvirostra novaehollandiae) low 100s 

Silver gull (Larus novaehollandiae) low to mid100s 

 
 

Table 19: Highest numbers of birds recorded for the most commonly seen 
wetland bird species on the Berri Evaporation Basin between 

November 1982 and September 1987 
 

Species Greatest estimated number 

Australasian shoveler (A. rhynchotis) 350-400 

Australian pelican (Pelecanus conspicillatus) 800+ 

Australian shelduck (Tadorna tadornoides) 2500+ 

Black swan (Cygnus atratus) 1500-2000 

Black-tailed native-hen (G. ventralis) 500+ 

Black-winged stilt (Himantopus himantopus) 1500+ 

Eurasian coot (Fulica atra) 2000+ 

Freckled duck (Stictonetta naevosa) 350-400 

Great cormorant (Phalacrocorax carbo) 200 

Grey teal (Anas gracilis) 15000+ 

Hardhead (Aythya australis) 2000+ 

Hoary-headed grebe (Poliocephalus poliocephalus) 1550 – 2000 

Musk duck (Biziura lobata) 15-20 

Pacific black duck (A. superciliosa) 450-500 

Pink-eared duck (Malacorhynchus membranaceus) 1000+ 

Red-capped plover (Charadrius ruficapillus) 250-300 

Red-necked avocet (Recurvirostra novaehollandiae) 2500-3000 

Sharp-tailed sandpiper (Calidris acuminata) 150-200 

Silver Gull (Larus novaehollandiae) 600+ 

Whiskered tern (Chlidonias hybridus) 150-200 

Yellow-billed spoonbill (Platalea flavipes) 60+ 
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3.8 Economic, social and cultural features and values 
 
Recreational users 
 
The Katarapko Creek and River Murray adjoining Katarapko are popular 
recreation areas.  Activities include: 
 

• Small-boating; 
• Canoeing; 
• House boating, and  
• Recreational fishing. 
 

Associated activities on the banks of the waterways are camping and general 
relaxation (Murray River National Park Management Plan, 1994). 
 
The most common recreational activities undertaken in the Katarapko Section of 
the Murray River National Park are fishing (50% of visitors), relaxation (35%), 
water sports (10%) picnicking and bushwalking (5-10%) (Murray River National 
Park Management Plan, 1994).   
 
The location of regular camp sites has been mapped, with most camping taking 
place along a three kilometre stretch of bank downstream of the junction with 
The Splash (Murray River National Park Management Plan).  The next heaviest 
concentration is between the lower junction of the creek with the River Murray 
and a point about four kilometres upstream.  Camp sites tend to be widely 
separated between these zones (Murray River National Park Management Plan, 
1994).  This distribution seems to reflect the ease of access to the creek bank, 
the ease with which boats can be launched and landed and the distribution of 
open, level areas suitable for camping. 
 
Tents are the most common camping mode (60-80% of groups) although 
caravans, campervans and other specialised vehicles are growing in popularity 
(Murray River National Park Management Plan, 1994).  A significant proportion 
(approximately 8-10%) of campers camp in the open (Murray River National Park 
Management Plan, 1994).  Regardless of camping mode, 95% of groups using the 
park have a fire for cooking and relaxation (Murray River National Park 
Management Plan, 1994). 
 
Visitor numbers to the Katarapko Section of the Murray River National Park have 
been obtained from two traffic counters; one at the entrance to the main 
Katarapko Creek section and the other to the Eckert Creek section of the park. 
Estimates of visitors per vehicle have been arrived at by using the state average 
occupancy of 2.7 people per vehicle.  The survey of vehicles entering the National 
Park between May 2005 and April 2007 (Table 20) indicated that on average 
approximately 5,900 visitors use the park per year. 
 
Table 20:  Visitors per month to Eckert Creek and main Katarapko Creek section 

 
Month Eckert Creek section Main Katarapko Creek 

Section 
Totals 

April 05 955 818 1773 

May 05 969 801 1770 

June 05 472 477 949 

July 05 27 72 99 

Aug 05 432 283 715 

Sept 05 753 828 1581 

Oct 05 1233 1277 2510 

Nov 05 175 677 852 

Dec 05 2443 1063 3506 
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Jan 06 2478 1017 3495 

Feb 06 1088 629 1717 

March 06 972 720 1692 

April 06 1077 2168 3245 

May 06 553 526 1079 

June 06 680 923 1603 

July 06 464 513 977 

Aug 06 947 548 1495 

Sept 06 1077 1398 2475 

Oct 06 1409 1044 2453 

Nov 06 1007 602 1609 

Dec 06 1544 720 2264 

Jan 07 1584 1066 2650 

Feb 07 999 105 1104 

March 07 891 653 1544 

April 07 958 2033 2991 

May 07 639   

June 07 329   

 
 
Historical - Archaeological 
 
The Riverland region has a rich cultural history, both in terms of its occupation by 
Aboriginal people dating back some 12,000 years, and its relatively recent 
exploration and occupation by European settlers some 150 years ago.  This has 
resulted in a number of both Aboriginal and European heritage sites located 
across the Katfish Reach site and beyond. 
 
Prior to European settlement, the Erawirung Aboriginal groups occupied the area 
around Loxton. The Aboriginal population had a strong ritualist culture, with strict 
spiritual laws and taboos. They had a keen understanding of plants and animals 
and incorporated the physical features of the land into their rich mythology.   
 
They were skilled craftsmen, making reed baskets and reed and grass nets that 
were used to catch fish and waterfowl.  They also made canoes from the bark of 
River Red Gum trees. Possums, kangaroos, mussels, yabbies and turtles were 
eaten along with Cumbungi (Typha spp.) tubers and Bulrush sprouts and seeds 
that were often ground into flour. Possum skins were sewn with tendons from 
kangaroo tails and used as cloaks. Turtle shells were used to carry water.  
 
Even before the arrival of European settlers to the region, smallpox and other 
diseases spread down the River Murray causing considerable loss of life.  A 
number of sites of Aboriginal significance have been identified throughout the 
Katfish Reach area.  As rocks are rare on the floodplain, burnt clay was used to 
retain heat for baking.  Scattered lumps of burnt clay and “middens” of mussel 
shells mark old Aboriginal campsites. Other sites of significance include burial 
sites, scarred trees and isolated artifacts.  
 
Early European settlement in the area – Extract from River Murray National 
Park Plan, 1994 
 
“In 1838, only eight years after Sturt travelled down the Murray River on his 
exploratory tour, the first drovers brought cattle along the north bank of the 
Murray from Albury to Adelaide and opened it up as a stock route. The first land 
taken up in the Upper Murray was near Morgan between 1839 and 1841, three to 
five years after the first settlement in South Australia (Potter et al. 1973).  
 
The use of the river as a major trading route began soon after 1840 when the 
South Australian Government offered a prize for the first two steamers with 
engines of more than ‘40 horsepower” to navigate between Goolwa at the mouth 
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of the Murray and the junction with the Darling River (South Australian State 
Planning Authority 1978). In the 1880s, in the peak of the trade, there were 
several hundred steamers operating on the river and a larger number of barges. 
After 1900, however, the river trade was negligible due to the introduction of a 
rail network. 
 
Irrigation development began on the Upper Murray at Renmark after 1887 but 
progressed slowly in the face of many difficulties. In 1894, to mitigate the effects 
of a severe depression, the Government established eleven village settlements at 
roughly 32-kilometre intervals between Murtho and Morgan.   By the close of 
nineteenth century irrigation on the Upper Murray had failed to produce the 
economic benefits which had been envisaged. In this century there has been a 
general growth and diversification in irrigation schemes, with spates of 
development between about 1908 and 1925 and following the second World War. 
In 1968 further water allocations for irrigation were frozen and no new irrigation 
districts have since been approved. 
 
In 1914 the Murray Waters Agreement between the Commonwealth and the three 
States concerned with the Murray laid down a programme of locks and storages 
to maintain water levels and a formula for water allocation including releases for 
the control of salinity. Six weirs and locks were built on the Murray between 
Blanchetown and the State border in the 1920s and 1930s. 
 
According to Casson and Hirst (1972), the land immediately opposite Loxton 
formed part of Pastoral Lease 91, a leasehold of 125 square kilometres issued to 
John Walker in July 1851.  The adjoining leasehold to the west was Pastoral Lease 
86 (375 square kilometres), taken up at the same date by John Chambers. The 
present Katarapko Game Reserve was therefore almost entirely contained within 
Walker’s holding except perhaps for a narrow strip of floodplain on its western 
side fronting the river. Walker’s leasehold was eventually taken over by 
Chambers and the present reserve was entirely contained within Chambers’ large 
Cobdogla Station which became an important horse-run from which horses were 
supplied for John McDouall Stuart’s inland explorations. 
 
In 1884 the horses on Cobdogla Station were sold and the run was converted to 
cattle raising. Shortly afterwards sheep became the main concern.  Three horse-
trap yards, one in the waist of the island, one beside the Splash, and one to the 
west of Katarapko Creek on the edge of the floodplain, were areas into which 
horses were run with the aid of long fences forming ‘‘wings” to guide the herds 
into the gates. A punt bridge across Katarapko Creek about 3 kilometres 
downstream from its junction with the Splash was used to move “small cattle” 
(sheep) across to the island and back.  
 
Katarapko Island and adjacent areas were used for a variety of other activities in 
the first half of this century. Large volumes of timber were cut out of the present 
game reserve, the sand dunes south of the mallee area once being covered in an 
open woodland of Callitris preissii until the pine was taken out for the building of 
workers’ shacks in the early Barmera settlements. River Red Gum was also cut, 
mainly from the island, and for a while there was a sawmill on the north eastern 
section of the island which provided planks for the settlements. Timbercutters 
lived in camps in the Katarapko area and cut out large amounts of River Box 
posts for the nearby fruit-growing areas. The heavy use of the floodplain west of 
Katarapko Creek for timber cutting can be seen today by the large number of 
trees which have coppiced from cut trunks. A number of fishermen also lived in 
rough houses on the island from time to time, and among the more unusual 
residents were two German migrants who lived in an old steamboat on Katarapko 
Creek about 1 kilometre downstream from the waist of the island.” 
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4. Floodplain assessment 
 
4.1 Assessment process 
 
Guided by the Conservation Action Planning (CAP) process (see Section 2.3.3), 
conservation assets were identified, their viability (Condition) estimated and 
critical threats to these assets (Stresses and Sources of stress) identified.  Non-
conservation assets (Social Resources / Culture Assets and Heritage Resources) 
were not assessed using the CAP process, as recommended by The Nature 
Conservancy (TNC, 2007). 
 
Assets 
Seven conservation assets, and two non-conservation assets, have been 
identified for Katfish (Demonstration) Reach, as well as a number of nested 
assets; the latter being (as the name suggests), assets that lie within an 
identified larger scale asset (area). 
 
Viability 
The long-term viability of the conservation assets within Katfish Reach is a 
function of the key ecological attributes relating to their size, condition and 
landscape context. Based upon the best available knowledge and informed 
judgement, the key ecological attributes relevant for each asset were identified. 
 

• Size is a measure of the area or abundance of the conservation asset’s 
occurrence. 
 

• Condition is a measure of the composition, structure and biotic 
interactions that characterise the asset’s occurrence. 
 

• Landscape context includes two factors: the ecological processes that 
maintain the asset occurrence and connectivity; 
 

• Ecological processes includes; hydrological (e.g. flooding) and fire 
regimes and many kinds of natural disturbance. 
 

• Connectivity includes such factors as species assets having access to 
habitats and resources and the ability of an asset to respond to 
environmental change through dispersal or migration. 

 
Ecological attributes were selected that are critical to each asset’s long-term 
viability and describe some characteristic of the asset. The key attributes were 
rated for current status. These ratings essentially define the health, or long-term 
viability of each asset.  They also provide a long-term measure of management 
success (monitoring program). 
 
Indicators to measure each ecological attribute were established. Indicators 
can be some type of quantitative assessment, such as hectares of habitat or 
percentage of healthy trees.  It can also involve measurable elements that are 
non- numerical, such as flooding regime or recruitment of a species. 
 
Current status of each indicator was rated for current health, and desired 
health, using the grading scale -- Very Good, Good, Fair or Poor. 
 
A description of the ratings is as follows: 
 

Very Good -- Functioning at an ecologically desirable status, and requires 
little human intervention. 
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Good -- Functioning within its range of acceptable variation; it may require 
some human intervention. 
 
Fair -- Lies outside of its range of acceptable variation and requires human 
intervention. If unchecked, the target will be vulnerable to serious 
degradation. 
 
Poor -- Allowing the indicator to remain in this condition for an extended 
period will make restoration or preventing extirpation practically 
impossible. 

 
Critical threats were determined by ranking the stresses on an asset and then 
ranking the sources of the stress.  A threat is a combination of a stress and the 
source of a stress. 
 
Stresses destroy, degrade or impair conservation assets by impacting a key 
ecological attribute relating to their size, condition or landscape context. A source 
is the proximate cause of a stress.  It is important to understand both the 
stresses affecting the conservation assets and the sources of stress in order to 
ensure that effective conservation strategies are developed. 
 
Rank the stresses  
The relative seriousness of a stress is a function of the following two factors: 
 

• Severity of damage. What level of damage to the conservation asset can 
reasonably be expected within 10 years under current circumstances? 
Total destruction, serious or moderate degradation, or slight impairment? 
 

• Scope of damage. What is the geographic scope of impact to the 
conservation asset expected within 10 years under current circumstances? 
Is the stress pervasive throughout the target occurrences or localised? 

 
Based upon the best available knowledge and expert judgments, each stress was 
ranked to each conservation target. Ranking the stresses was based on the 
following scale: Very High, High, Medium or Low. 
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4.2 Conservation and other assets of Katfish Reach 
 
The following nine assets have been identified for Katfish Reach.  Figures 24 and 
25 identify the locations of the conservation assets.  Following these, each asset 
(and their respective nested assets) are described in Section 4.3.    
 
Nested Assets 
 
The selection of focal assets for Katfish Reach involved taking a comprehensive 
list of potential assets and selecting those (in this case nine) that adequately 
represent the biodiversity, heritage and social character of the site. During the 
selection process potential assets were lumped together if they:   
 

• co-occur across the landscape; 
• share common ecological processes; 
• share similar critical threats; and therefore,  
• require similar conservation strategies. 

 
It is also important to describe how other important assets known to occur within 
Katfish Reach are captured by the focal assets. These are shown as nested 
assets under the relevant conservation or non-conservation assets considered 
below. 
 
Conservation Assets 
 

Asset #1 – Katarapko Creek 
 
Asset #2 – Eckert Creek, The Splash and Sawmill Creek 
 
Asset #3 – Temporary freshwater wetlands 
 
Asset #4 - Murray hardyhead habitat 
 
Asset #5 - Floodplain woodland 
 
Asset #6 – Floodplain shrubland and open plains 
 
Asset #7 – Dune systems 

 
Non-conservation Assets 
 

Asset #8 – Cultural assets and heritage resources 
 
Asset #9 – Social resources 
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Figure 24: Location of identified conservation assets 
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Figure 25: Location of conservation assets 5 (Floodplain woodlands) and 6 
(Floodplain shrublands and open plains) 
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4.3 Description of Assets 
 
Asset #1 – Katarapko Creek 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

Katarapko Creek is approximately 20 – 150 metres 
wide, ranges in depth from <1 – 6 metres and has 
diverse instream habitat.  This habitat consists of 
abundant large and small woody debris (snags) and 
a diverse assemblage of aquatic plants including 
several species of submerged plants (Vallisneria 
spiralis, Myriophyllum verrucosum, Potamogeton 
crispus), floating plants (Potamogeton tricarinatus, 
Azolla filiculoides and Ludwigia peploides) and 
emergent plants (Bolboschoenus caldwellii, 
Phragmites australis, and Typha spp).  
 
The fish community is diverse and includes both 
large and small bodied native species. Dominant 
species are Golden perch, Bony herring, Unspecked 
hardyhead, and Carp 
 
A wide range of other aquatic fauna is also found 
throughout this section including frogs, waterbirds, 
yabbies, shrimps and turtles (Broad-shelled turtle).  
 
Terrestrial fauna include arboreal and ground 
dwelling mammals, birds (Regent parrot) and 
reptiles (Carpet python).  
 
Both healthy and unhealthy River red gums and 
Cooba dominate the riparian zone with patches of 
understorey provided by Lignum, Native cherry, 
Nitre, Spiny sedge and Lippia. 

Aquatic vegetation 

Red gum woodlands 

Lignum shrublands 

Frogs 

Small fish 

Large fish 

Bush birds 

Broad-shelled turtle 

Carpet python 

Arboreal mammals 

Yabbies and shrimps 

Regent parrot 

Waterbirds 

 
Callop  (Photo: Jason Higham) 

Area/Length Katarapko Creek length(16.5km ) 

Current landuse(s) Conservation / Recreation 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH land / SA Water for water flow 

  

Katarapko Creek (Photo: DEH) Katarapko Creek (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #2 – Eckert Creek, The Splash and Sawmill Creek 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

This asset is complex and consists of seven distinct 
aquatic habitats, namely; Eckert Creek Northern 
Arm (3km), Eckert Creek (4km), Eckert Creek 
Southern Arm (3.4km), Eckert Creek Wide Waters 
(45.8 ha) Sawmill Creek (1.4km) and The Splash 
(6.9km).  
 
Riparian habitat type and health vary greatly within 
this region, with areas of healthy, diverse and 
dense habitat to unhealthy and sparse, generally 
depending on saline ground water intrusion and 
amount of flow through the system. 
 
A wide range of aquatic fauna is found throughout 
this section including fish, frogs, waterbirds, 
yabbies and shrimps, Broad-shelled turtle and 
Carpet python. Terrestrial fauna include mammals, 
birds, and reptiles. 
 
Eckert Creek northern arm, Eckert Creek and 
Eckert Creek southern arm  
The littoral zone along the upper reaches of Eckert 
Creek complex (Eckert Creek southern and 
northern arm to the wide waters) has significant 
patches of healthy vegetation interrupted by areas 
of saline ground water intrusion. The aquatic 
habitat along this section is diverse with significant 
snag habitat (large and small snags and red gum 
roots) and diverse aquatic vegetation types 
dominated by Phragmites australis (emergent), 
Ludwigia peploides (floating), Vallisneria spiralis 
(submerged). 
 
The creek channels are 5 – 10 m wide, <1 – 4 m 
deep and water velocities are fast (> 0.20 ms-1

 

). 
The fish community is diverse consisting of both 
large and small bodied native species and 
dominated by Australian smelt, Bony herring and 
Unspecked hardyhead. 

Eckert Creek Wide Waters  
The Eckert Creek Wide Waters is a broad (50 – 200 
meters) and shallow (< 1 m) water body. The 
aquatic vegetation community is relatively 
homogenous and dominated by dense areas of one 
emergent (Typha spp) and one submergent species 
(Vallisneria spiralis). Fish species richness (number 
of species) is low and dominated by Bony herring, 
Goldfish and Carp. 
 
Eckert Creek downstream of Eckert Creek 
Weir 
Downstream of the Eckert Creek ford, water 
velocity increases resulting in a diverse fish 
community and instream habitat. The channel is 
approximately 1 – 4 m deep and ranges in width 
from 5 – 15 m. 
 
The emergent vegetation is diverse at this site 
(Typha spp., Cyperus gymnocaulos, Cyperus 
exaltatus, Juncus usitatus, Bolboschoenus 
caldwellii, Paspalum distichum and Eleocharis 
acuta) but the submerged vegetation is dominated 
by one species (Vallisneria australis). 

Aquatic vegetation 

Red gum woodlands 

Lignum shrublands 

Frogs 

Small fish 

Large fish 

Bush birds 

Broad-shelled turtle 

Carpet python 

Arboreal mammals 

Yabbies and shrimps 

Water birds 

Dominant fish species were Bony herring, 
Unspecked hardyhead and Carp with moderate 
numbers of Golden perch. 

 
Long-neck turtle (Photo: DEH) 
 
Sawmill Creek  
Is a unique creek fed by Eckert Creek above the 
Eckert Creek ford.  It flows into Katarapko Creek 
and the change in slope along the creek from the 
head to the confluence with Katarapko creates a 
narrow (1 – 5 m), shallow (1 m) creek with medium 
to fast flow. 
 
The Splash 
The water velocity slows as it reaches this section, 
the channel begins to widen (50 – 150 m) and 
becomes shallow (<1 m). The aquatic vegetation 
community is relatively homogenous and 
dominated by dense sections of two emergent 
species (Typha spp and Bolboschoenus caldwellii) 
and one submergent species (Vallisneria spiralis). 
Fish species richness is low and the fish community 
is dominated by Bony herring, Unspecked 
hardyhead, Goldfish and Carp. 
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Area/Length Total length of creek 21.8km 

Current landuse(s) Conservation / Recreation 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH & Aboriginal Land Trust land management / SA 
Water for water flow 

  

Eckert Creek Southern Arm (Photo: DEH) The Splash (Photo: DEH) 

  

Eckert Widewater (Photo: DEH) Sawmill Creek (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #3 – Temporary freshwater wetlands 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

There are 25 temporary wetlands across the 
Katfish Reach ranging in size from 0.1 to 41.2 
hectares.  
The majority of wetlands have significant death of 
River red gum due to the lack of flooding since 
the 2000 high river event and /or salinity.   
However, wetlands which have received water in 
the past three years through either being a 
managed wetland site, or part of the River red 
gum Rescue project, still have healthy riparian 
vegetation.   
A number of wetlands have structures, or 
embankments, as a result of present or past 
management practices for the site (see Appendix 
E) for Summary of Individual Temporary Wetland 
Condition). .(DEH 2008) 

Aquatic vegetation 

Red gum woodlands 

Colonial nesting birds 

Frogs 

Small fish 

Bush birds 

Carpet python 

Waterbirds 

Yabbies and shrimps 

 
Southern bell frog (Photo:  David Scott) 

Area 222 hectares 

Current landuse(s) Conservation / Recreation 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH & Aboriginal Land Trust 

  

Wetland 408 (Photo: DEH) Ngak Indau Wetland (2005) (Photo: DEH) 

  

Wetland 435 (Photo: DEH) Wetland 540 (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #4 -- Murray hardyhead habitat 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

Shallow (<0.5m), saline (5,000 to 31,000 uS/cm) 
water that is completely, or partially, isolated 
from the main river channel, with scant woody 
debris and few macrophyte species 
(predominantly Ruppia). 
Murray hardyhead are presently only found within 
the outlet creek of the Berri Saline Water 
Disposal Basin which is about 1.4km long. 
The dominant aquatic vegetation is Common reed 
with areas of Three-cornered bulrush, Cumbungi, 
Chara spp., Ruppia spp. and filamentous algae. 
 

Aquatic vegetation (Ruppia) 

Waterbirds (wading) 

Murray hardyhead 

Saline wetlands 

 
Murray hardyhead (Photo:  Mike Hammer) 

Area 2.2 hectares 

Current landuse(s) Saline groundwater disposal 

Responsibility for managing asset Central Irrigation Trust / DWLBC 

  

Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin (Photo: DEH) Berri Basin Outlet Creek (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #5 - Floodplain woodland 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

Incorporating River red gum (Eucalyptus 
camaldulensis), Black box (E. largiflorens), River 
red gum / Black box, Cooba (Acacia stenophylla) 
and Black box / Lignum (Muehlenbeckia 
florulenta) vegetation associations. 
Health class of dominate tree species coverage 
in 2007 was 23% healthy, 72% unhealthy and 
5% dead.   
The healthy woodland vegetation is centred on 
the river groundwater flush zone with the 
dominant areas of dead trees being River red 
gums adjacent to temporary wetland and creeks.   
Nearly 80% of Black box was classed as 
unhealthy while only 60% of River red gum.  
The species with the largest percentage of dead 
trees (9.4%) was River red gum. (DEH 2008). 

Red gum woodland 

Black box woodland 

Regent parrot 

Lace monitor 

Python 

Bush birds 

Broad-shell turtle nesting sites 

Lignum 

Chenopod plants 

 
White-striped freetail bat (Photo: Terry Reardon) 

Area 3280 hectares 

Current landuse(s) Conservation / Recreation & Saline water disposal 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH, CIT and Aboriginal Land Trust 

  

Red Gum (Photo: DEH) Red Gum and Black Box (Photo: DEH) 

  

Black box (Photo: DEH) Cooba (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #6 – Floodplain shrublands and open plains 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

This asset incorporates Lignum, Chenopod, 
Grassland, Sedgeland and Herbland vegetation 
associations.  
The health of the floodplain shrubland and open 
plain has not been formally assessed, however 
observations indicate the following:   
As with the woodland areas, the river 
groundwater flush zone also has healthy 
shrubland.  
Throughout the majority of the floodplain, Lignum 
is unhealthy and dead in higher floodplain 
elevation areas and species such as Nitre Bush 
and Emu bush are unhealthy.  
In areas with soil salt accumulation, ground cover 
species are dominated by +/- Samphire, Round-
Leaf pig face and Desert glasswort. (DEH 2008). 

Lignum 

Chenopod shrubs 

Bush birds 

Broad-shelled turtle nesting sites 

 
Zebra finches (Photo: Lynn Pedler) 

Area 4187 hectares 

Current landuse(s) Conservation / Recreation & Saline water disposal 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH, CIT & Aboriginal Land Trust 

  

Lignum (Photo: DEH) Chenopod shrubland (Photo: DEH) 

  

Grassland (Photo: DEH) Herbland (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #7 – Dune systems 

 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

The Dune sstem consists of eight individual dunes 
centred around the Berri Saline Water Disposal 
Basin and on Katarapko Island.   
The Dunes range from 3.4 to 17.4 hectares in 
size and all show signs of soil erosion.   
All are impacted by high grazing pressure from 
rabbits.  
Kangaroos occur across all sites.  Some dunes 
have significant pest plant infestations.  
The Katarapko Island dunes have Aboriginal 
heritage sites present with varying degrees of 
erosion.   
In the past, limited soil stabilisation works have 
occurred on Dune number 8 and significant 
revegetation has occurred on Dune number D1 
(see Appendix F for Summary of Individual Dune 
Condition). (DEH 2008). 

Native pine 

Dryland Tea-tree 

Darling lily 

Long-necked turtle 

Reptiles 

 
Sand goanna (Photo: David Scott) 

Area 78 hectares 

Current landuse(s) Conservation and saline water disposal 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH & CIT 

  

Dune 5 (Photo: DEH) Dune 3 (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #8 – Cultural assets and heritage resources 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

Includes both Aboriginal and European heritage. 
Aboriginal burial grounds, shell middens and 
campsites have been found on the dune system 
and along most of the waterways.  
Condition of individual sites varies from highly 
eroded to stable. 
In relation to European heritage, only the Eckert 
Creek Log Crossing is still usable and the 
Katarapko island stock yards are still standing. 
The structures at the remaining sites have been 
destroyed or there are only remnants.  

Aboriginal burial grounds 

Aboriginal shell middens 

Aboriginal camp sites 

Aboriginal scar trees 

Aboriginal artefacts 

Plant and animal use 

Water 

Land 

River Murray 

Nalta peggaralin (River dreaming) 

Ngatji (Totems) 

Katarapko Island house ruin and stock yard 

Eckert Creek Log Crossing 

Katarapko Creek timber cutters bridge site 

Eckert Creek Shag Shit bridge site 

Katarapko wooden weir near stone weir site 

The Splash sheep race 

Area N/A 

Current landuse(s) Conservation, recreation and saline water 
disposal 

Responsibility for managing asset DEH, CIT and Aboriginal Land Trust 

  

Shell midden (Photo: DEH) Katarapko Island stock yards (Photo: DEH) 

  

The Splash Sheep Race (Photo: DEH) Eckert Creek log crossing (Photo: DEH) 
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Asset #9 – Social resources 
 
Asset Description Nested Assets 

Katfish Reach is a popular recreation site for both 
locals and visitors to the region.  
Recreation facilities are centred on the Murray 
River National Park (Katarapko Section) where 
formal campsites, toilets and nature trails exist 
(see Figure 5).  
A number of private properties are located on the 
floodplain adjacent to the Winkie irrigation area.  
The largest parcels of land are irrigated with two 
having commercial horticulture crops and one 
being a waste water disposal woodlot. 
Five irrigation and/or stock and domestic water 
diversion licences have rights to take water from 
Eckert Creek and The Splash. 

Recreational values and activities (campsites, 
fishing, canoeing, boating etc) 

Recreational facilities within the Murray River 
National Park 

Educational facilities (vehicle, walking and canoe 
trails) 

Private use land 

Saline water disposal basins 

Horticulture industry 

Water supply 

Regulating structures 

Monitoring projects 

Community engagement programs 

Area N/A 

Current landuse(s) See above 

Responsibility for managing asset See above 

  

Campers (Photo: Mike Harper) Canoeists (Photo: Ken Smith) 

  

Lock 4 (Photo: SA Water) Water quality monitoring training (Photo: Roger 
Rigney) 
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4.4 Asset Viability 
 
The viability of the Katfish Reach assets was assessed.  Appendix G describes the 
ecological attributes, the indicators for each asset, and gives an individual rating 
of present and desired condition. Table 21 below summarises the individual 
assets and overall viability (condition).  
 
In Table 21, the far right column shows the assessed viability (or condition) of 
each asset.  Two of these (Katarapko creek and Murray hardyhead habitat) are 
rated as ‘fair’ with all others rated as ‘poor’.  The overall biodiversity health rating 
is ‘poor’. 
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Table 21: Summary of individual asset and project viability (condition) 

 

Assets 

Landscape Context Condition Size Viability 
(Condition) 

Rank Grade Weight Grade Weight Grade Weight 

1 Katarapko Creek Fair 1 Fair 1 - 1 Fair 

2 
Eckert Creek, The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek Poor 1 Poor 1 - 1 Poor 

3 Temporary freshwater wetlands Poor 1 Poor 1 - 1 Poor 

4 Murray hardyhead habitat Fair 1 - 1 Poor 1 Fair 

5 Floodplain woodlands Poor 1 Poor 1 - 1 Poor 

6 
Floodplain shrublands and open 
plains 

Poor 1 Poor 1 - 1 Poor 

7 Dune system - 1 Poor 1 Poor 1 Poor 

8 Cultural assets/heritage resources Poor - Poor - - - Poor 

Biodiversity Health Rank Poor 
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4.5 Assessment of threats to the Katfish Reach assets 
 
4.5.1 Threats 
 
Lack of environmental flows  
 
Increased storage and regulatory structures throughout the Murray-Darling Basin 
have resulted in a significant reduction in the numbers and height of flood events.  
Whilst the very big floods are affected to only a limited extent, the small to 
medium-sized floods have reduced dramatically on most of the catchment’s 
rivers.   
 
Very little variation in flows down the River Murray occurs throughout the year 
except, during flood periods.  These major changes in the hydrological regime 
have had significant impacts on the overall ecology and health of the river system 
especially in the lower Murray, where most biota has been impacted. 
  
River regulation has greatly modified the frequency, height and duration of flood 
events occurring within the Katfish Reach section of the River Murray.  Under 
natural conditions, a 60,000 ML/day flood event would have happened on an 
average every two years for a period of nearly four months.  This has been 
reduced to once every five years and on average for two and half months.   
 
Larger 80,000ML/day flood events, which cover approximately 80% of the 
floodplain under natural conditions, once happened just over every two to three 
years on average and lasted for a period of over three months.  This has now 
been reduced to once every eight years on average for two and half months.  
 
Ecological impacts include; reduced and even loss of species requirements for 
reproduction and regeneration, loss or redistribution of habitats, reduced 
exchange of organic material and carbon, nutrients, sediment, etc., between the 
floodplain and river, and reduced flushing of salt from floodplain soils and 
freshwater recharge.   
 
Lock and Weirs 3 & 4 (maintenance of stable pool levels) 
 
The river, main anabranch systems and some wetlands within the Katfish Reach 
have become permanently inundated as a result of the construction of Locks and 
Weirs 4 and 3 in 1929 and 1925, respectively.  Both Eckert creek inlet and 
Katarapko weir were also constructed during the same era.  
 
Weir construction raised the water level of the river approximately three metres 
and has allowed the maintenance of stable water levels to favour water 
extraction, navigation and to minimise saline inflows from riverbanks and 
wetlands directly connected to the river.   
 
Ecological impacts consist of; no natural summer drying leading to loss of 
ephemeral habitats, reduced range of bank habitats, loss of in-stream habitat 
diversity necessary to maintain biological diversity, barriers to fish passage, 
degradation of natural low-flow channel shape and thermal stratification that 
develops anoxic bottom water that favours cyanobacteria.   
 
Artificially high water levels have also raised saline groundwater levels into the 
root zone of floodplain vegetation, causing dieback and soil scalding.   
 
Basin wide flow regulation has created additional hydrological impacts such as 
constant flow for sustained periods, unseasonal flows and increased minimum 
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flows.  The construction of weir pools has to a major extent masked these 
ecological impacts.     
 

Identified impacts of regulation on the hydrology between Lock 11 
(Mildura) and Lock 3 – from Gippel and Blackham, 2002 

 
Variable Change due to flow regulation 

Flow volume  Reduction in mean volume of flow at the South 
Australian border by 54% of the natural volume 
(Maheshwari et al., 1993, p. 17) 

  
Flow variability 
 

 Median annual natural flow exceeded only 8% of the 
time, compared with approximately 50% under 
natural conditions (Wittington et al., 2000) 

 Prolonged periods of medium-low flow. This is 
illustrated by the fact that entitlement flow is 
received on average in 55% of months, and that 
flows in the range 500- 1500 GL/month have 
increased by a factor of approximately two (Thoms 
et al., 2000) 

 Low flows (<500 ML) occur 66% of the time under 
regulation, but only 7% of the time under natural 
flow conditions (Wittington et al., 2000) 

 Coefficient of variation of annual flows at the South 
Australian border increased from 0.55 to 1.00 
(Maheshwari et al., 1993) 

  
Flow seasonality  Seasonality of flows unaltered (Thoms et al., 2000) 
  
Floods  Reduced frequency, duration and magnitude of 

flooding. Inundation of the Chowilla floodplain now 
occurs at a frequency of 1 in 13 years compared to 
the natural frequency of 1 in 4 years (Sharley, 1992) 

 Flows of 3,000 GL/month occurred 1 in 3.6 years 
under natural conditions, but occur only 1 in 10.5 
years under regulated conditions (Thoms and 
Walker, 1993). 

 Increased rates of flood recession (Thoms and 
Walker, 1992a) 

 
Flow control structures (e.g. road / log crossings, watering 
embankments, inlets, Kat Weir) 
 
The floodplain and waterway hydrology has also been impacted through flow 
restrictions between the main river channel and the floodplain by the construction 
of levee banks and blockages on anabranch creeks and floodplain channels 
feeding temporary wetlands.   
 
The ecological impacts are similar to those caused by reduced frequency, height 
and duration of flood events which lead to diminished area and quality of wetland 
and floodplain habitats.   
 
At present there have been 32 barriers documented throughout the floodplain of 
Katfish Reach (see Section 3.3 and Appendix B for further information)  
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Lack of fish passage (adapted from Thorncraft and Harris, 2000)  
 
The three major barriers to fish passage at pool level are Katarapko Weir, the 
Eckert Creek inlet structure and the Eckert Creek log crossing.  There are also 20 
or more flow path and floodplain barriers  
 
“Some fish can migrate thousands of kilometres while others only move a short 
distance. These movements are necessary for maintaining fish populations.   
Migration is defined as ‘movements resulting in an alternation between two or 
more separate habitats occurring with regular periodicity and involving a large 
fraction of the population’ (Northcote 1978).  
 
All fish need to be able to move freely between habitat areas within their 
environment, although at present only the large-scale movements are popularly 
recognised as migrations, these migrations may be very small in scale. These 
movements can occur for a variety of reasons, including search for food and 
shelter, or simply for dispersal into available habitats. At a larger scale, the 
populations’ optimal use of resources, and the flow of genetic material within 
populations through the movement of individuals, are essential for maintaining 
the fitness of the species and their adaptability to change (Thorncraft and Harris, 
2000). 
 
For all fish species, major barriers isolate and can modify previously continuous 
fish communities, resulting in changes in the faunal community structure in that 
river system (Harris and Mallen-Cooper 1994; McDowall 1996; Stuart 1997; 
Harris 1997; Harris et al. 1998). Complete barriers to upstream fish passage, 
such as large dams, have the most obvious effect. 
 
Partial barriers to fish migration such as low weirs can be passable at certain 
stream flows, or may be removed at certain times (Mallen-Cooper & Edwards 
1991; Harris et al. 1992; Mallen-Cooper and Thorncraft 1992; Williams et al. 
1996; Pethebridge et al. 1998). Partial barriers have less immediately noticeable 
impact on fish populations than total barriers.  
 
If conditions allowing fish passage occur only infrequently, they may not 
correspond to the natural timing of fish migration each year, or suitable 
conditions may not extend over a long enough period to permit movement by a 
sufficient portion of the population. In these situations recruitment to upstream 
areas is reduced; mortalities increase, because of predation for example; fish 
congregate below the barrier; and the overall productivity of the system 
decreases (Harris 1984; Harris & Mallen-Cooper 1994; Mallen-Cooper et al. 
1995).” (Thorncraft and Harris, 2000) 
 
Lack of managed water for Murray hardyhead habitat 
 
The lack of security for water to maintain Murray hardyhead habitat is a 
significant threat because without aquatic habitat this population will be lost.  
Appropriate water quality is also required to maintain the population.  Although 
they can withstand elevated salinities, Murray hardyhead need appropriate 
salinities to ensure breeding occurs each year, if possible, due to their short life 
span of just 2-3 years. 
 
Murray hardyhead population existing in one location 
 
When species go through population contractions back to a single location, for 
what ever reason, the risk of extinction increases due to the following factors: 
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1) a single population is far more susceptible to catastrophic events like 
bushfires, chemical spills, droughts, etc , as they are concentrated in one 
area not dispersed across the landscape.  As a result these isolated 
populations often have very few or no refugia areas in order to avoid such 
events; 

 
2) populations that have contracted in numbers (demographically) often 
move beyond a threshold where they can no longer maintain genetic 
diversity. The population becomes less resilient and less able to cope with 
changes in the environment, new predators, competitors, parasites and 
diseases. Both these demographic and genetic effects can be synergistic 
and erode a population down to extinction; 

 
3) populations that have contracted in range lack the capability to move 
locations in response to change or threats. More populations often means 
more resilience to threats faced by the species. 

 
Murray hardyhead are believed to exist only in one location in the Katfish Reach 
and as a result are at significant risk of becoming extinct within the site.  
Presently the population is composed of a relatively small number of individuals 
and limited year classes and hence highly susceptible to extinction. 
 
Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation 
 
Located adjacent to the Katfish Reach are the Berri Irrigation Area to the north-
west and the Loxton Irrigation Area to the south. Recharge from the groundwater 
mounds under these irrigation areas (Figure 15) have contributed to the 
salinisation of the adjacent floodplain soils.  In the case of the Berri Irrigation 
Area, the establishment of extensive beds of Common reed growing on the edge 
of the floodplain has occurred due to increased moisture availability.  
 
In the past, low efficiency irrigation practices throughout the Berri and Loxton 
Irrigation areas resulted in significant quantities of saline irrigation drainage water 
going to both the Berri and Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin (see 
below).  Until the late 1980’s saline drainage water was held well above the 
adjacent river pool levels resulting in significant salinisation of the floodplain and 
salt loads to the river. 
 
Increased soil salinity from disposal basins 

Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin was established in 1940 on the floodplain 
south-west of the Berri Township and covers an area of 571 hectares. The 
Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal Basin was established in 1964 on the 
southern section of Katarapko Island and covers an area of 800 hectares.  During 
the 1970’s and 1980s both Basins regularly held water 1.5 meters above river 
pool level, thus having significant effects on the floodplain groundwater both 
within the basins and on the adjacent floodplain. The management of the basins 
also contributed significant salt loads to the river and adjacent waterways. Due to 
significant reduction in irrigation drainage water, both basins now hold limited 
water (see section 3.4 for more details). 

As a result of past management the floodplain soils in and around the basins have 
become increasingly saline due to the mobilisation of underlying saline 
groundwater. These areas of floodplain can now be regarded as a net discharger 
of salt instead of a net recharger. These changes have placed the floodplain 
vegetation under great stress, and in many areas have caused extensive 
vegetation death.  They still continue to contribute salt loads to the surrounding 
waterways today.  
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Grazing impacts by introduced herbivores 
 
Populations of feral herbivores, such as European rabbits and hares, vary 
considerably across the site. The density of feral animals depends on the control 
effort by the individual landowner, and the area’s location within the landscape. 
Rabbits are particularly common throughout the dune system asset.  High density 
grazing by introduced herbivores can greatly suppress regrowth of native 
vegetation and enhance soil erosion.  Combined with increased soil salinity and 
reduced flood inundation, high density grazing by herbivores can reduce the 
ability for regeneration and cause changes in native vegetation species and 
structure.   
 
Grazing impacts by over abundant native species 
 
The densities of both the Red Kangaroo (Macropus rufus) and Western Grey 
kangaroo (Macropus fuliginosus) are highly variable, both between locations and 
over time. In 2003, a kangaroo survey revealed that Katarapko Island had a 
density of 28.8 Red kangaroos and 57.9 Western Grey Kangaroos per Km2

 

. High 
density grazing by native herbivores on a stressed ecosystem can greatly 
suppress regrowth of native vegetation. Grazing by high number of kangaroos on 
the dune system asset, combined with rabbit grazing has greatly increased the 
soil erosion on this fragile land system. Seedlings and sapling trees, especially 
Murray cypress pine, are very susceptible to damage by high kangaroo numbers. 

Alien fish (Carp, Gambusia and Redfin) 
 
European carp (Cyprinus carpio) and Eastern gambusia (Gambusia holbrooki) are 
found in the region. Both species have been shown to have negative impacts on 
aquatic ecosystems.  Carp displace shallow-rooted aquatic macrophytes, increase 
water turbidity through their feeding behaviour, compete with small native fish 
for food and habitat, and predate on frog eggs, fry and tadpoles.  The aggressive 
Plague minnow is a well-recognised threat to small native fish like the Carp 
gudgeon that they attack, and compete with for resources, as well as consuming 
their eggs and young. They are also known to have adverse effects on macro-
invertebrate populations and are considered a major factor in the decline of 
several species of frogs, including the Southern Bell Frog, which is listed as 
vulnerable in Australia.  
 
Predation by foxes 
 
Foxes (Vulpes vulpes) are well established throughout the Katfish Reach.  To 
varying degrees this introduced predator is a threat to most ground and lower 
shrub strata-dwelling fauna species.  Threatened species within the Katfish 
Reach,such as Broad-shelled turtle and Lace monitor, are at risk from this 
introduced predator due to predation on eggs and newly hatched young.   
 
Weeds 
 
A vegetation survey of Katfish Reach conducted during 2002 revealed a 
significant proportion (22%) of the 227 species of vascular plant were introduced 
(see Appendix C for plant species list).  The majority of these introduced species 
were ephemeral forbs or grasses that are dependent on seasonal rainfall or 
flooding events for their growth. A number of introduced plant species are of 
potential environmental concern and have a limited distribution within the Katfish 
Reach at present. Species of concern are identified in Table 22. 
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Table 22: Introduced plant species of environmental concern 
 
Species  Location  Plant Density  

Bamboo Arundo donax Eckert Island One patch 

Desert ash Edge of The Splash floodplain Individual trees 

Gazania  Dune System and Sandy Box 
ridges 

Individual plants  

Poplar Spp. Edge of Katarapko Creek 
opposite campsites 13 and 14 

One patch 

Prickly pear Katarapko Island upstream and 
opposite Loxton pumping station 

Individual plants  

Swamp Lantern-bush Ngak Indau wetland Throughout the western 
lagoon 

Tamarix Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin Scatter around the 
western edge 

 
Inappropriate recreational use (off-road vehicles, track proliferation, 
firewood collection) 
 
The majority of the Katfish Reach is within the Murray River National Park 
(Katarapko Section) (see Figures 1 and 5) which has significant recreational 
infrastructure and visitors are supervised by Park Rangers.  However, the 
majority of the area between the park boundary and the township of Berri has 
open public vehicle access and no recreational infrastructure or visitor 
management program. 
 
The lack of sufficient resources, and a social resistance to change, has reduced 
the ability of land managers of this section of Katfish Reach to implement 
effective sustainable policies and practices to manage recreational impacts. 
 
Many years of unmanaged public vehicle access to this area has resulted in a 
highly complex and largely unnecessary track network. Many of these tracks are 
actually, or potentially, damaging to the floodplain and adjacent dune system. A 
high density of vehicle tracks and off-road vehicle activity can cause soil erosion 
especially to the dune system, soil compaction, increased fire risk by allowing 
access to fire prone areas, and help spread weeds and litter. 
 
Within this semi-arid environment native fallen timber is limited and over-
collecting timber for campfires can denude large areas of fallen timber if not 
managed. Fallen timber is valuable habitat for insects, animals and plants, and an 
important part of the ecosystem processes. Even during floods, fallen timber 
supplies critical refuge for aquatic animals and especially fish and their fry. 
Throughout the Katfish Reach, fallen timber has become very scarce in and 
around popular camping sites along the waterways.  
 
While many impacts from unmanaged recreation are clearly visible, such as off- 
road vehicle activity, low level and/or cumulative impacts of other activities can 
also cause significant environmental damage over time due to the nature of the 
recreational activity and the semi-arid conditions of the site.  
 
Threats to Indigenous cultural assets 
 
Wild Fire 
 
Historically, there has been the occasional small fire on the floodplain within 
Katfish Reach started either by a dry electrical storm, escaped picnic or campfire 
or deliberately lit by an arsonist.  Fuel loads can increase after river floods, 
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sporadic rainfall events and within the River flush zone that result in vegetation 
flushes.  Furthermore, dry electrical storms are also a frequent event between 
November and February and provide a regular source of fire ignition.  Similarly, 
increasing numbers of visitors and their accompanying picnic or campfires, 
present a threat, particularly to the woodland areas of the floodplain.   
 
Even though historically fires have been an infrequent occurrence on the 
floodplain, in areas of high fuel loads significant damage can occur to mature 
River red gum and Black box trees resulting in the loss of Aboriginal scar trees 
 
Vandalism 
 
In the past vandalism of Aboriginal sites either through ignorance or wilful 
damage has occurred within the Katfish Reach.  
 
Issues of concern are: 
 

• Burning or defacing scar trees; 
• Established vehicle tracks crossing midden sites; 
• Off road vehicle traversing midden and burial sites; and,  
• Destruction of sites or objects through day-to-day land management 

actions. 
 
Non registration of Aboriginal heritage sites 
 
The Aboriginal Heritage Act 1988 covers all areas of South Australia and provides 
protection for Aboriginal remains and Aboriginal sites and objects of significance 
to Aboriginal archaeology, anthropology, history and tradition.  As part of its 
legislative responsibility, the Aboriginal Heritage Branch of the Aboriginal Affairs 
and Reconciliation Division of the Department of the Premier and Cabinet 
maintain a Register of Aboriginal Sites and Objects.  
 
The Register is not a comprehensive record of all Aboriginal sites and objects in 
South Australia, thus sites or objects may exist in an area of interest but not be 
recorded on the register. Few Aboriginal sites within the Katfish Reach area have 
been place on the register. The first step taken by the Aboriginal Heritage Branch 
in identifying sites and objects in an area of interest is to consult the Register of 
Aboriginal Sites and Objects. The registering of known sites and objects for a 
given area assists both the landowner in day-to-day management decisions and 
the protection of sites and objects.  
 
4.5.2  Analysis of threats 
 
Using the CAP process (see Section 2.3.3) the critical threats referred to above 
were ranked by determining the stresses on each conservation asset and the 
source of each stress.  The CAP process wasn’t used in the case of Indigenous 
cultural assets; this process being undertaken by an Expert Panel of Indigenous 
representatives. 
 
Appendix H describes the ranking of stress factors, and the threats on each asset.  
Table 23 summaries the threat rating for each asset and identifies the ranking for 
each threat.  
 
From this analysis, the highest ranking threat to the ecological health of Katfish 
Reach is the lack of environmental flows which was assessed to be ‘very high’. 
The Murray hardyhead habitat has the highest threat status, with ‘very high’ 
which indicates the overall project has a ‘very high’ threat status.  
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Table 23:  Summary of threat ratings for each asset 

Threats across assets 
Katarapko 

Creek 

Eckert 
Creek, 

The 
Splash & 
Sawmill 
Creek 

Temporary 
freshwater 
wetlands 

Murray 
hardyhead 

habitat 

Floodplain 
woodlands 

Floodplain 
shrubland 

& open 
plain 

Dune 
system 

Cultural 
assets & 
heritage 
resources 

Overall 
Threat Rank 

Project-specific threats 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

1 Lack of environmental flows High High High Very high High Very high - Very high Very high 

2 Lack of fish passage Medium Medium Low Very high - - - High High 

3 Lack of managed water for Murray hardyhead 
habitat - - - Very high - - - High High 

4 
Murray hardyhead population existing in one 
location - - - Very high - 

- 
- High High 

5 Locks 3 & 4 (maintenance of stable pool levels) High High Medium - Medium Medium  High High 

6 Increased soil salinity from disposal basins - Medium Medium - High High  High High 

7 
Flow control structures (e.g. road / log 
crossings, watering embankments, inlets, Kat 
Weir) 

High High Medium - Low Low - High High 

8 
Inappropriate recreational uses (off-road 
vehicles, track proliferation, firewood 
collection) 

- - - - Low Medium High Very high Very high 

9 Grazing impacts by over abundant native 
species - - Low - Low Low High Very high Very high 

10 Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation - Medium Medium - Low Low - Medium Medium 

11 Weeds - - Medium - Low Medium Low Medium Medium 

12 Grazing impacts by introduced herbivores - - - - Low Medium Medium Very high Very high 

13 Alien fish (Carp, Gambusia, Redfin, Oriental 
weatherloach) Low Low Low - - - - High Medium 

14 Predation by foxes - - - - Low Low - High Medium 

15 Wild fire - - - - High Medium Low Very high Very high 

16 Vandalism - - - - - - - High High 

17 Non-registration of Aboriginal heritage sites - - - - - - - Very high Very high 

Threat status for asset High High High Very high High High High Very high Very High 
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4.6 Conceptual (stressor) models 
 (the following comes from Cale, 2008) 
 
4.6.1  Introduction 
 
A complex set of processes, spanning a range of spatial and temporal scales, is 
responsible for the decline in health of the River Murray and its associated 
wetlands and floodplains (Humphries et al. 1999). One way to unravel the 
complexities of a system is to develop a conceptual model.  A conceptual model is 
a way of conceptualising the processes and drivers considered important to the 
functioning of a system. They integrate current understanding of system 
dynamics, identify important processes, and illustrate complex interactions (Gross 
2003). 
 
The stressor models presented here use the terminology, symbols and format 
described in Wilkinson et al. (2007). They illustrate the drivers, stressors, 
ecosystem processes and interactions that determine system dynamics. The 
models incorporate perceived stressors or threats to each of the seven 
conservation assets identified at Katfish Reach. These models are based on 
information provided within the foregoing sections of this Implementation Plan, 
through consultations with members of the Steering group. 
 
Terms used in the conceptual model are defined below (adapted from Wilkinson et 
al. 2007) 
 

Drivers – exert major forcing influences on natural systems and are 
associated with large-scale processes (e.g., climate, geology/soil) 
 
Stressors – cause significant changes in ecological components, patterns 
and relationships. A stressor applied to a system may be (a) foreign to that 
system or (b) natural to that system but applied at an excessive (or 
deficient) level (Barrett et al. 1976). In the Katfish Reach conceptual 
models ‘stressors’ are the threats identified in Table 23. The relative rating 
of each threat is indicated by the thickness of the lines in each model. 
 
Ecosystem process/response – physical, chemical or biological factors 
that respond to the drivers and stressors.  This response may be positive or 
negative.  Examples include population dynamics, water and sediment 
quality and flow regime.  
 
Summing point – Multiple factors may influence an ecosystem 
process/response.  Some of these may be positive and/or negative. The 
combined effect of these factors is represented at a summing point. 

 
 
4.6.2 Summary of processes that influence floodplain soil 

salinity 
 
Below the floodplain of Katfish Reach groundwater systems, comprised of aquifers, 
interact with the dynamics of the River Murray. An aquifer is a soil (e.g., sand or 
gravel) or rock (composed of interconnecting fractures or pores) that allows 
groundwater to freely move through it (Sharley and Huggan 1995).  
 
In the Katfish Reach area the sub-surface aquifers are typically highly saline, often 
>30,000 mg/L.  River regulation and irrigation practices have increased the 
salinity of the floodplain soils, and this has occurred via five processes. Several of 
these processes involve an interaction with groundwater. The following describes 
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these five processes and relates them to the threats identified in the stressor 
models for Katfish Reach. 
 

• Historical irrigation of highland areas adjacent to Katfish Reach has 
contributed to the salinisation of the floodplain soils through mobilisation of 
underlying saline groundwater. 
(THREAT: Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation) 

 
• Prior to 1983 the Berri Saline Water Disposal Basin operated at a pool level 

significantly higher than the upstream Lock 4 pool level. Water from the 
basin displaced groundwater under the floodplain via hydraulic pressure. 
This raised the saline groundwater throughout the adjacent floodplain and 
led to high surface soil salinity. The Katarapko Island Saline Water Disposal 
Basin has had similar effects on the soil salinity of the southern half of 
Katarapko Island with significant areas of high surface soil salinity in low 
lying areas. 
(THREAT: Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation) 

 
• As a result of past management the floodplain soils in and around the basin 

have become increasingly saline due to the disposal and evaporation of 
saline groundwater, and the mobilisation of underlying saline groundwater. 
These floodplain areas now contribute salt loads to the surrounding 
waterways. 
(THREAT: Increased soil salinity from disposal basins) 
 

• Lock 4, and to a lesser extent Lock 3, have modified groundwater height 
and movements across the floodplain. Lock 4 has raised the water level of 
the river above that of Eckert Creek, and water from the river displaces 
existing groundwater as it travels across to the creek. This displacement of 
groundwater has raised saline groundwater levels under floodplain areas 
away from the river. Immediately adjacent to the river, a fresher (between 
1,000 to 5,000EC) groundwater layer (a ‘flushed zone”) has developed. 
(THREAT: Locks 3 & 4 Maintenance of stable pool levels) 

 
• River regulation has reduced the frequency, height and duration of flooding 

events.  As a result there is reduced flushing of salt from floodplain soils 
and reduced freshwater recharge.  
(THREAT: Lack of environmental flows) 
 

Increased soil salinity is detrimental to floodplain vegetation that is not tolerant to 
high salt levels. In addition, raised saline groundwater levels can reach the root 
zone and thereby influence the health of floodplain vegetation.  At raised levels, 
saline groundwater can enter water bodies (e.g., temporary freshwater wetlands) 
and reduce water quality for various aquatic biota. 
 
Asset #1 - Katarapko Creek 
 
The stressor model for Katarapko Creek identifies five drivers: climate, 
groundwater, geology/soils, river hydrology and biological disturbance (see Figure 
26). In this area current irrigation practices influence the river hydrology.  
 
Within this model five identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of 
Katarapko Creek. The most significant of these are ‘Lack of environmental flows’, 
‘Locks 3 & 4, maintenance of stable pool levels’ and ‘Flow control structures’. 
These three threats influence the quality, level and volume of water in Katarapko 
Creek, and groundwater height.  
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Environmental flow

 

 is water provided for the environment to be sustained, and 
where necessary, restore ecological processes and biodiversity of water dependent 
ecosystems. Prior to river regulation (i.e., construction of locks, weirs and flow 
barriers) the River Murray had a varying flow regime. Typically in spring and early 
summer, the river was generally high, cool, turbid and fast-flowing, gradually 
becoming low, warm, clear and slow-moving towards the end of summer. During 
droughts the flow would cease and a series of saline pools remain (Sharley and 
Huggan 1995).  

Although the seasonality of flows remains unaltered, the present hydrological 
regime is less ephemeral and is dominated by prolonged low flows interspersed 
with occasional high flows, and a less variable range of mid-range flows. The 
hydrological structures on both Eckert and Katarapko Creeks significantly restrict 
flows down these two waterways. Hydrological changes modify the hydraulic 
environment, and reduce the range and diversity of instream and bank habitats 
available to aquatic biota. For example, prolonged low flows reduce the velocity 
and quality of water, while stable water levels decrease the extent of littoral zone 
habitats, with a loss of ephemeral habitats. For some fish species flooding may act 
as a cue to initiate migration and/or breeding (see references in Graham and 
Harris 2005), so changes to the volume and timing of the flow regime can affect 
recruitment and population dynamics. 
 
The lack of environmental flows and Locks 3 and 4 also contribute to elevated 
groundwater levels. As a consequence of the locks, water levels in the River 
Murray are higher than the creek and river water moves laterally through the soil 
and displaces existing groundwater. This displacement of groundwater has raised 
saline groundwater levels in floodplain areas away from the river. As groundwater 
rises, salt is brought to the surface and can result in salt scalding along the edge 
of the creek. As a consequence the condition and extent of littoral zone 
vegetation, not adapted to high soil salinities, is reduced. In addition, the lack of 
environmental flows means there is less sub-surface water available to prevent 
saline groundwater levels rising. Immediately adjacent to the river, the lateral 
movement of river water can create a fresher (between 1,000 to 5,000EC) 
groundwater layer (a ‘flushed zone’).  
 
The lack of fish passage in Katarapko Creek is identified as a medium priority 
threat. Barriers can isolate and/or modify previously continuous fish populations, 
and thereby influence the population dynamics of each fish species. Alien fish were 
identified as a low priority threat for Katarapko Creek. Alien fish may compete with 
native fish species for resources, and can alter habitat quality by inducing physical 
habitat disturbance and increasing the turbidity of water (e.g., carp). 
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Figure 26:  Stressor model for Asset 1 - Katarapko Creek (Cale, 2008)
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Asset #2 - Eckert Creek, The Splash and Sawmill Creek 
 
The stressor model for Eckert Creek, The Splash and Sawmill Creek (hence termed 
‘Eckert Creek’) has similar features to the model for Katarapko Creek with five 
primary drivers (see Figure 27): climate, groundwater, geology/soils, river 
hydrology and biological disturbance. In this area current irrigation practices 
influence both the river hydrology and groundwater.  
 
Within this model six identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of 
Eckert Creek. The most significant of these are ‘Lack of environmental flows’, 
‘Locks 3 & 4, maintenance of stable pool levels’ and ‘Flow control structures’. 
These three threats influence the quality, level and volume of water in Eckert 
Creek, and groundwater height.  
 
The influence of these threats on ecosystem processes is the similar to those 
discussed for Katarapko Creek, but in the Eckert Creek area two other threats 
contribute to salt loads in the soil and groundwater – ‘Increased soil salinity from 
the disposal basin’ and ‘Historical irrigation’. 
 
As with Katarapko Creek, the ‘Lack of fish passage’ is identified as a medium 
priority threat for Eckert Creek. Barriers can isolate and/or modify previously 
continuous fish populations, and thereby influence the population dynamics of 
each fish species. Alien fish were identified as a low priority threat for Eckert 
Creek. Alien fish may compete with native fish species for resources, and/or can 
alter habitat quality by inducing physical habitat disturbance and increasing the 
turbidity of water (e.g., carp). 
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Figure 27:  Stressor model for Asset 2 - Eckert Creek, The Splash and Sawmill Creek (Cale, 2008) 
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Asset #3 - Temporary freshwater wetlands 
 
The stressor model for Temporary freshwater wetlands (see Figure 28) identifies 
five drivers: climate, groundwater, geology/soils, river hydrology and biological 
disturbance. In these areas current irrigation practices influence the river 
hydrology.  
 
Within this model nine identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of 
the asset. The most significant of these is the ‘Lack of environmental flows’, which 
influences the quality and volume of water in wetlands, and groundwater height.  
 
Obviously, most ecological processes within a temporary freshwater wetland will 
be driven by the frequency, magnitude and extent of water flow into the system. 
In addition, the lack of environmental flows means there is less sub-surface 
freshwater available to prevent saline groundwater levels rising. Increased soil and 
groundwater salinity levels are exacerbated by three other identified threats 
including ‘Increased soil salinity from the disposal basins’, ‘Historical irrigation’ and 
the presence of Locks 3 & 4. Reduced frequency of flooding and increased 
soil/groundwater salinity in wetlands decreases the productivity of aquatic 
vegetation and fauna, and the health of vegetation in the littoral zone. In the 
majority of wetlands in Katfish Reach there has been significant die-off of River 
red gums due to a lack of flooding and/or salinity. 
 
Souter et al. (2008) recognized three states of health for temporary freshwater 
wetlands; healthy non-salinised, threatened and unhealthy salinised. In healthy 
non-salinised wetlands, groundwater is maintained at a level which prevents the 
intrusion of saline groundwater into the wetland. Threatened wetlands occur where 
there is connection between the wetland and saline groundwater, but the salinity 
levels in the wetland are balanced by adequate flooding frequency. In unhealthy 
salinised wetlands, groundwater intrusion and a lack of adequate flooding 
frequency results in permanent highly saline water. Ecological processes within 
each type of wetland will differ, as will the composition of the aquatic biota. 
 
Weeds are identified as a medium priority threat in the Temporary freshwater 
wetlands asset. In Ngak Indau wetland, Swamp Lantern-bush Abutilon theophrasti 
is of concern throughout the western lagoon. Weeds threaten wetland biodiversity 
by directly competing with established native wetland plant communities, 
restricting regeneration, and reducing habitat resources for aquatic biota. Grazing 
by native herbivores (i.e., kangaroos) was identified as a low priority threat for 
this asset. Preferential grazing by kangaroos can change the species composition 
of the vegetation surrounding a wetland. 
 
Lack of fish passage and alien fish were identified as low priority threats for the 
Temporary freshwater wetlands asset. Barriers can reduce the connectivity of 
wetlands with other water bodies, and thereby isolate and/or modify fish 
populations. Alien fish may compete with native fish species for resources, and can 
alter habitat quality by inducing physical habitat disturbance and increasing the 
turbidity of water (e.g., carp).  
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Figure 28:  Stressor model for Asset 3 - Temporary freshwater wetlands (Cale, 2008) 
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Asset #4 - Murray hardyhead habitat 
 
The stressor model for Murray hardyhead habitat (see Figure 29) identifies three 
drivers: climate, river hydrology and biological disturbance. In this area current 
irrigation practices influence the river hydrology.  
 
Within this model four identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of 
Murray hardyhead habitat. All four of these threats were given a ‘Very high’ 
priority rating.  
 
The ‘Lack of environmental flows’ and ‘Lack of managed water’ affect the quality, 
level and volume of water in the one area in which Murray hardyhead occur in 
Katfish Reach.  
 
Increased water salinity levels pose a significant threat to this species. Although 
Murray hardyhead can tolerate a wide range of salinities (~ 5,000 – 33,000 
µS/cm) (Wedderburn et al. 2007), it is thought to require a lower salinity range 
(<12,000 µS/cm) to successfully breed (Ellis 2005). Murray hardyhead can occur 
in lower salinity habitats (~1,700 µS/cm) in the lower reaches of the Murray River, 
but in sites further upstream the species appear to have a competitive advantage 
in waters with a higher salinity range (Wedderburn et al. 2007). Few other fish 
species co-occur with Murray Hardyhead in these high salinity habitats. 
 
Currently the single Murray hardyhead population at Katfish Reach consists of a 
relatively small number of individuals, with limited year classes. A small population 
size in a single location has increased risk of extinction. The population is more 
susceptible to catastrophic events; may no longer be able to maintain genetic 
diversity; and can lack the capability to move location in response to change. The 
lack of connectivity between this population and other suitable habitat also 
increases its risk of extinction. 
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Figure 29:  Stressor model for Asset 4 - Murray hardyhead habitat (Cale, 2008) 
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Asset #5 - Floodplain woodlands 
 
The stressor model for Floodplain woodlands (see Figure 30) identifies five drivers: 
climate, groundwater, geology/soils, river hydrology and biological disturbance. In 
this area current irrigation practices influence both the river hydrology and 
groundwater.  
 
Within this model nine identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of 
Floodplain woodlands. The most significant of these are ‘Lack of environmental 
flows’ and ‘Increased soil salinity from disposal basins’. These two threats 
influence surface recharge and soil salinity. Decreased flooding frequency reduces 
freshwater surface recharge on the floodplain, and thereby contributes to tree 
mortality.  
 
The lack of environmental flows and Locks 3 and 4 contribute to raised 
groundwater levels, and thereby raise soil salinity. In addition, salt loads from the 
disposal basins and ‘historic irrigation practices’ further contribute to soil salinity.  
 
The lack of water, raised saline groundwater levels and increased soil salinity 
combine to decrease the condition of mature Eucalypts by reducing their ability to 
flower and set seed, causing tree mortality, and reducing recruitment of new 
individuals (Souter et al. 2008). 
 
Weeds, grazing, inappropriate recreational uses and predation by foxes were 
identified as low priority threats to this asset. Weeds may compete with new tree 
seedlings and thus reduce habitat quality. In addition, grazing by overabundant 
native grazers (i.e., kangaroos) and introduced grazers (i.e., rabbits and hares) 
can reduce the ability of new tree seedlings to survive and recruit into the 
population.  
 
Inappropriate recreational use, such as track proliferation and firewood collection, 
can reduce habitat quality. Tracks increase soil erosion and cause soil compaction, 
while the collection of fallen timber removes valuable habitats for terrestrial fauna. 
Fallen timber also provides habitat for aquatic fauna during flooding events. 
Predation by foxes can impact the population dynamics of ground-dwelling fauna, 
such as the Broad-shelled turtle and Lace monitor. 
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Figure 30:  Stressor model for Asset 5 - Floodplain woodlands (Cale, 2008) 
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Asset #6 - Floodplain shrublands and open plains 
 
The stressor model for Floodplain shrubland and open plain (hence termed 
‘Floodplain shrubland’ –see Figure 31) has similar features to the model for 
Floodplain woodland (Asset 5) with five primary drivers: climate, groundwater, 
geology/soils, river hydrology and biological disturbance. In this area current 
irrigation practices influence both the river hydrology and groundwater.  
 
Within this model nine identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of 
the asset. The most significant of these is the ‘Lack of environmental flows’. 
Decreased flooding frequency, duration and extent reduces freshwater surface 
recharge on the floodplain, and thereby alters understorey vegetation 
communities. Areas that once supported a flood-dependent plant community can 
develop into a chenopod community when flooding is denied.  
 
The lack of environmental flows and Locks 3 and 4 contribute to raised 
groundwater levels, and thereby raise soil salinity. In addition, salt loads from the 
disposal basins and ‘historic irrigation practices’ further contribute to soil salinity. 
Raised saline groundwater levels and increased soil salinity can dramatically alter 
the understorey plant community. High salinity levels can result in either a salt 
scald that is devoid of vegetation or a salt tolerant samphire community (Souter et 
al. 2008). Any changes to the understorey plant communities are likely to have a 
direct impact on the fauna utilising them. 
 
Weeds, grazing by introduced herbivores and inappropriate recreational uses were 
identified as medium priority threats to Floodplain shrublands. Weeds may 
compete with understorey plant species and thus reduce recruitment. In addition, 
grazing by introduced herbivores (i.e., rabbits and hares), and to a lesser extent 
native herbivores (i.e., kangaroos), can reduce the ability of seedlings to survive 
and recruit into the population, and can alter plant species composition.  
 
Inappropriate recreational use, such as track proliferation and firewood collection, 
can reduce habitat quality. Tracks increase soil erosion and cause soil compaction, 
while the collection of fallen timber removes valuable habitats for terrestrial fauna. 
Fallen timber also provides habitat for aquatic fauna during flooding events. 
Predation by foxes was identified as a low priority threat, and can impact the 
population dynamics of ground-dwelling fauna, such as the Broad-shelled turtle 
and Lace monitor. 
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Figure 31:  Stressor model for Asset 6 - Floodplain shrublands and open plains (Cale, 2008) 
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Asset #7 - Dune System 
 
The stressor model for this asset identifies three primary drivers: climate, 
geology/soils, and biological disturbance (see Figure 32). Within this model four 
identified stressors (or threats) influence the condition of the Dune System. The 
most significant of these are ‘Inappropriate recreational use’ and ‘Grazing by over 
abundant native species’.  
 
Inappropriate recreational use affects the Dune system in two ways; habitat 
quality and site stability. Firewood collection and the loss of vegetation from track 
formation can reduce habitat quality, and remove valuable habitats for terrestrial 
fauna.  
 
In addition, the sandy soils of the Dune system are prone to soil erosion from 
tracks and off-road vehicles. Lack of soil stability can reduce the ability of 
understorey plant species and tree seedlings (e.g., Murray Cypress pine) to 
establish.  
 
In the Dune system, seedlings and sapling trees, especially Murray Cypress pine, 
are susceptible to grazing by high densities of kangaroos, and to a lesser extent 
introduced herbivores. Weeds were identified as a low priority threat, and may 
compete with understorey plant species and tree seedlings, and thus reduce 
recruitment.  
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Figure 32:  Stressor model for Asset 7 – Dune system (Cale, 2008) 
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5. Management objectives and actions 
 
 
The Katfish Reach initiative works with a range of existing, on-going, (and even 
future) actions being taken by a range of organisations – chiefly represented in 
the partners group (see Section 2.3 and Appendix I, an inventory of current 
projects and activities).  Because of this it differs somewhat from a full floodplain 
planning and management process, as some activities will continue to operate 
independently of this project, such as management of the national park.   
 
Section 4 of this plan has identified the assets (and threats to them) that the 
Katfish Reach initiative aims to address.    
 
The management strategies and actions for this initiative are set out below under 
the following eight themes: 
 
Action Plan Themes: 
 

1. Institutional endorsement and support 
2. Hydrological management and fish passage 
3. Murray hardyhead population management 
4. Pest species management 
5. Soil erosion 
6. Community involvement 
7. Sustainable recreation 
8. Heritage resource protection 

 
 
Management objectives and threat reduction: 
 
This Implementation Plan, and in particular this section of it, seeks to see the 
major threats to the condition of each identified asset reduced.  The preceding 
section listed, described and rated these threats (in Table 23).  Below, in Table 24 
these identified threats have been re-stated and an assessment provided as to 
how each of the Action Plan themes (listed above) rates in terms of its response. 
 

0 = no impact on threat anticipated 
1 = minor impact on threat reduction 
2 = medium level impact on threat reduction 
3 = major impact on threat reduction 
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Table 24:  Assessment of how each Action Plan theme rates in terms of its response to identified threats 
 
Action plan themes 

1. Institutional 
endorsement 
and support 

2. Hydrological 
management 

and fish passage 

3. Murray 
hardyhead 
population 

management 

4. Pest species 
management 

5. Soil erosion 
management 

6. Community 
involvement 

7. Sustainable 
recreation 

8. Heritage 
resources 
protection 

Threats across assets 

1. Lack of environmental 
flows 

3 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 

2. Lack of fish passage 3 3 0 0 0 3 0 0 

3. Lack of managed water 
for Murray hardyhead 
habitat 

3 3 3 0 0 3 0 0 

4. Murray hardyhead 
population existing in one 
location 

3 0 3 0 0 3 0 0 

5. Locks 3 & 4 (maintenance 
of stable pool levels) 

3 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 

6. Increased soil salinity 
from disposal basins 

3 2 0 0 0 3 0 0 

7. Flow control structures 
(e.g. road / log crossings)  

3 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 

8. Inappropriate recreational 
use (e.g. off-road vehicles, 
track proliferation)  

3 0 0 1 3 3 3 0 

9. Grazing impacts by over 
abundant native species 

3 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 

10. Historical (incompatible) 
highland irrigation 

3 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 

11. Weeds 3 0 0 3 1 3 1 0 

12. Grazing impacts by 
introduced herbivores 

3 0 0 2 3 3 0 1 

13. Alien fish  3 2 0 3 0 3 0 0 

14. Predation by foxes 3 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 

15. Wild fire 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 

16. Vandalism 3 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 

17. Non-registration of 
Aboriginal heritage 

3 0 0 0 2 3 3 3 
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Action Plan Theme 1: Institutional endorsement and support 
 

Management 
objectives 

Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

1.1  Complementarity 
between the River 
Murray National Park 
Management Plan and 
the Katfish Reach 
Implementation. 

1.1.1 Harmonised 
activities between 
park management 
and Katfish Reach 
implementation 
by 2009 

a. Ensure the River Murray National Park planners have the latest 
copy of the Katfish Reach Implementation Plan and are actively 
engaged with its implementation, where appropriate 

Assets to benefit: All 
 
Threats targeted: All 

Coordinating time 
lines between DEH 
and Katfish Reach  
requirements 

1.2  Endorsement of this 
plan by the River Murray 
Environmental Manager. 

1.2.1 
Endorsement of 
this plan by 2009 
or sooner 

a. Seek formal written endorsement of the Implementation Plan 
from the River Murray Environmental Manager. 

Assets to benefit: All 
 
Threats targeted: All 

1.3  Endorsement of this 
plan by the Murray 
Darling Basin 
Commission under its 
Native Fish Strategy 

1.3.1 
Endorsement of 
this plan by 2009 
or sooner 

a. Seek formal written endorsement of the Implementation Plan 
from the CEO of the Murray Darling Basin Commission. 

Assets to benefit: All 
 
Threats targeted: All 

1.4  Business plan in 
place to mobilise 
investments in 
implementation of this 
plan 

1.4.1  Business 
plan in place and 
mobilised by 2009 
or sooner. 

a. Develop concept drawings, estimated costs for all works etc 
b. Develop a three year rolling implementation plan and business 
plan 

Assets to benefit: All 
 
Threats targeted: All 
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Action Plan Theme 2 – Hydrological management and fish passage 

 
Management 

objectives 
Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

2.1  Improve spring-
summer inundation of 
Eckert Island 

2.1.1  By 2011, 
inundation of 40 
% of Eckert 
Island equivalent 
to a 60-80.000 
ML/day flood 
event, every 2 to 
3 years, for 3-4 
months, during 
spring-summer 

Upgrade Eckert Creek Northern Arm and Eckert Creek 
hydrological structures to enable hydrological management 
flexibility and provide fish passage through the system. 
a.  Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force to guide 
the design of appropriate fish passage and hydrological control 
structures 
b.  In co-operation with SA Water (structure owners) and SA MDB 
NRMB design and cost hydrological structures to ensure that 
flooding of Eckert Island, Lock 4 weir raising and drying Eckert 
Creek Anabranch system requirements are incorporated into the 
design 
c.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works(DEH & SA 
Water) 
d.  Develop agreement with structure owner on operational 
procedures 
e.  Construct upgraded hydrological control structures with 
appropriate fish passage. 
f.  Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedures 

Assets to benefit:  
Eckert Creek, The 
Splash and Sawmill 
Creek 
 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands 
 
Floodplain woodlands 
 
Floodplain shrubland 
and Open plain  
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of environmental 
flows  
 
Lack of fish passage 
 
Locks 3 & 4 
(maintenance of stable 

Water availability and 
timing 
 
Cyanobacteria 
 
Blackwater events 
 
Blue green algae 
 
Native fish 
 
Carp 
 
Groundwater 
 
Pest plants 
 
Inundation build up 
and recession  
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2.1.2  
Construction of 
appropriate 
hydrological 
control structures 
and blocking 
banks on the 
downstream end 
of Eckert Island 
by 2010 

Construct appropriate hydrological control structures and  
blocking banks on the downstream end of Eckert Island to enable 
inundation of floodplain vegetation. 
a. Develop a simple flow model to assist in the planning and 
operation of the project. 
b. Conduct a workshop to identify and assess possible options to 
improve floodplain vegetation health 
c. Develop the WINDS Model to determine tree health response to 
management actions (require site digital terrain model, soil, 
vegetation and groundwater maps). 
d. Review the Digital Terrain Model to identify potential positions 
for structures and blocking banks 
e.  Finalise location of proposed locking lines and conduct a 
detailed AHD survey of the location. 
f.  Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force to guide 
the design of appropriate fish passage, hydrological structures 
and carp control opportunities. 
g.  In co-operation with DEH & SA MDB NRMB design and cost low 
impact hydrological control structures with fish passages where 
appropriate. 
h.  Through negotiation with landowner (DEH) and infrastructure 
funding body determine construction authority and infrastructure 
ownership and maintenance.  
i.  In co-operation with SA MDB NRMB and MDB Fish Passage 
Task Force develop operational objectives and procedures which 
are consistent with Lock 4 weir raising program. 
j.  Negotiate with River Murray Environmental Manager (RMEM) to 
secure a water allocation. 
k.  Establish monitoring of key attributes. 
l.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH). 
m.  Develop agreement with structure owner on operational 
procedures. 
n.  Construct hydrological control structures with appropriate fish 
passage. 
o. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedures. 

pool levels) 
 
Increased soil salinity 
from disposal basins 
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2.1.3 Operational 
guidelines in 
place by 2010 

2.3.1 Develop operational guidelines to maximise ecological 
benefits and minimise risks  
a.  In co-operation with DEH SA Water, DEH,  SA MDB NRMB and 
MDB Fish Passage Task Force develop operational objectives and 
procedures. 
b.  Establish monitoring of key attributes. 
c.  Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
d. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

2.2 Improve capability 
to manage water levels 
in the Eckert Creek 
anabranch system  

2.2.1 Alternative 
water supply 
arrangements in 
place by 2010. 

Supply alternative water supply arrangements through the 
Central Irrigation Trust (CIT) infrastructure for Eckert Creek 
irrigators and stock and domestic diverters and decommission 
existing pump. 
a. Design and cost alternative supply infrastructure and routes. 
b. Negotiate with CIT and irrigators to determine the most 
appropriate infrastructure and cost efficient water supply route. 
c. Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH, Native 
Vegetation Council & Planning SA). 
d. Construct alternative water supply system and decommission 
existing pumps. 

Assets to benefit: 
Eckert Creek anabranch 
system 
 
Threats targeted:  
Locks 3 & 4 
(maintenance of stable 
pool levels) 
Lack of flows 
Lack of fish passage 
Alien fish 

 

2.2.2  
Operational 
guidelines in 
place by 2010 

Develop operational guidelines to maximise ecological benefits 
and minimise risks 
a.  In co-operation with DEH, SA Water, SA MDB NRMB and MDB 
Fish Passage Task Force develop operational objectives and 
procedures. 
b. Establish monitoring of key attributes. 
c. Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
d. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 
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2.2.3  Partial dry 
the Eckert Creek 
Anabranch 
system, for four 
to five months, 
three out of five 
years, by 2011 

Ensure the upgrade of the Eckert Creek Northern Arm,,, Eckert 
Creek Southern Arm and Log crossing hydrological structures 
have the hydrological management flexibility to allow the drying 
of the Eckert Creek Southern and Northern Arms and The Splash. 
a.  See above under 2.2.2. 

2.3 Achieve increased 
in-stream velocity and 
fish passage at pool 
level for Eckert and 
Katarapko Creeks. 

2.3.1  Increase in 
in-stream 
velocity at pool 
level of Eckert 
Creek (0.3m/s) 
and Katarapko 
Creek (0.2m/s) 
from July to 
January each 
year  

Ensure the upgrade of the Eckert Creek Northern Arm and Eckert 
Creek hydrological structures have the hydrological management 
flexibility to deliver appropriate water volume to achieve the 
required water velocity. 
a. Determine the volume of additional water or alteration to river 
operations required to be diverted via Eckert Creek, the Splash 
and Katarapko Creek to achieve in stream velocities using flow 
model 
b. Negotiate with River Murray Environmental Manager (RMEM) 
and SA Water to enable additional water to be diverted around 
Lock4 and Loxton to achieve in stream velocities. 
c. Ensure the delivery of the required water velocity is identified 
in the operational objectives and procedures for the structures. 
d.  Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
e.  Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures 
and refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

Assets to benefit: 
Eckert and Katarapko 
Creek anabranch 
systems 
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of flows 
Flow control structures 
Lack of fish passage 

 

2.3.2  Allow fish 
passage around 
Eckert Creek Log 
Crossing in place 
by 2011 

Construct a bypass around Eckert Creek Log Crossing to remove 
present flow and fish passage barrier. 
a.  Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force to guide 
the design of appropriate fish passage. 
b. Through negotiation with landowner and structure owner 
(DEH) and infrastructure funding body determine construction 
authority and infrastructure ownership and maintenance.  
c.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH). 
d. Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
e.  Construct bypass. 
f.  Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 
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2.3.3.  Removal 
of present flow 
and fish passage 
barrier at Eckert 
Creek Southern 
Arm Lock 4 Road 
crossing by 2011 

Upgrade Eckert Creek Southern Arm Lock 4 Road crossing to 
remove present flow and fish passage barrier. 
a.  Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force to guide 
the design of appropriate fish passage. 
b.  In co-operation with SA Water (structure owners) design and 
cost modifications to the road crossing to allow additional flow 
and fish passage. 
c.  Through negotiation with landowner (DEH), SA Water 
(structure owners) and infrastructure funding body determine 
construction authority, infrastructure ownership and 
maintenance.  
d.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH & SA 
Water). 
e.  Construct new road crossing. 
f. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

2.3.4  Katarapko 
Creek Weir 
modified to 
enable the 
delivery of 
appropriate 
water volumes to 
achieve the 
required water 
velocity and to 
allow fish 
passage by 2010 

Modify the Katarapko Creek Weir to enable the delivery of 
appropriate water volumes to achieve the required water velocity 
and to allow fish passage. 
a. Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force to guide 
the design of appropriate fish passage and weir modifications. 
b. In co-operation with SA Water (structure owners) and DEH 
design and cost modifications to the Weir to allow additional flow 
and fish passage. 
c. In co-operation with SA Water, SA MDB NRMB, DEH and MDB 
Fish Passage Task Force develop operational objectives and 
procedures. 
d. Negotiate with RMEM and SA Water to enable additional water 
to be diverted around Loxton.  
f. Obtain appropriate approvals (SA Water & DEH). 
g. Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
h. Modify weir and provide appropriate fish passage. 
i. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 
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2.4  Improve flows, carp 
control and fish passage 
at Ngak Indau wetland 

2.4.1  Upgrades 
to existing 
hydrological 
structures at 
Ngak Indau 
wetland 
completed and 
allowing for 
greater flow 
capacity, 
improved carp 
control and 
appropriate fish 
passage during 
inundation 
events every two 
out of three 
years for up to 6 
months, during 
Spring-Summer, 
by 2009. 

Upgrades to existing hydrological structures at Ngak Indau 
wetland 
a.  Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force to guide 
the design of appropriate hydrological control structures, fish 
passage and carp control methods. 
b.  In co-operation with DEH & SA Water design and cost 
modifications to existing hydrological control structures. 
c.  Through negotiation with landowner (DEH) and infrastructure 
funding body determine construction authority and infrastructure 
ownership and maintenance.  
d.  In co-operation with DEH, SA MDB NRMB and MDB Fish 
Passage Task Force review present Ngak Indau Wetland 
Management Plan  
e.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works(DEH & SA 
Water). 
f.  Develop agreement with structure owner on operational 
procedures. 
g.  Modify existing hydrological control structure. 
h.  Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures 
and refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

Assets to benefit: 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands (Ngak Indau) 
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of flows 
 
Flow control structures 
 
Lack of fish passage 
 
Alien fish 
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2.5  Improve inundation 
of high priority 
temporary wetlands 

2.5.1  Achieve 
wetland 
inundation 
frequency and 
duration to three 
out of five years 
for up to 4 
months during 
Spring-Summer 
for the following 
high priority 
temporary 
wetlands (Yabby 
Creek & 1576E, 
498, 434, 435, 
781, 1984 and 
540), by 2010 

Improve wetland inundation frequency and duration for high 
priority temporary wetlands. 

a.  Through a detailed AHD survey of the inlet and outlet flow 
paths of each wetland identify opportunities to increase 
inundation frequency and duration from a natural flood event 
(e.g. modify present infrastructure, removal of sills, construct 
additional hydrological structures). 

b.  Assess feasibility of supplying water artificially to each wetland 
using interventions (e.g. pumping). 

c.  In co-operation with DEH, RMEM and MDB Fish Passage Task 
Force design and cost works appropriate to achieving the required 
inundation frequency and duration for each wetland taking into 
consideration fish passage issues and possible carp control 
opportunities. 

d. Negotiate with River Murray Environmental Manager (RMEM) to 
secure a water allocation if pumping is required. 

e.  Through negotiation with landowner (DEH) and infrastructure 
funding body determine construction authority and infrastructure 
ownership and maintenance.  

f.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH). 

g.  Undertake required works. 

Assets to benefit: 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands (Yabby Creek 
& 1576E, 498, 434, 
435, 781, 1984 and 
540). 
 
Floodplain woodlands 
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of flows 
 
Flow control structures 
 
Lack of fish passage 
 
Alien fish 

 

2.5.2  
Operational 
guidelines in 
place by 2009 

Develop operational guidelines to maximise ecological benefits 
and minimise risks  
a. In co-operation with DEH SA Water, SA MDB NRMB and MDB 
Fish Passage Task Force develop operational objectives and 
procedures. 
b. Establish monitoring of key attributes. 
c. Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
d. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 
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2.6  Improve wetland 
inundation during 
natural flood events for 
the Berri and Katarapko 
Island Saline Water 
Disposal Basins and 
priority temporary 
wetlands 

2.6.1  By 2011, 
improve 
opportunities 
during natural 
flooding events 
for wetland 
inundation 
frequency and 
duration Berri 
and Katarapko 
Island Saline 
Water Disposal 
Basins 
 

Assess operational procedures and infrastructure for both Saline 
Water Disposal Basins to increase frequency of flushing flows 
through the basins to reduce soil salinity. 

a.  In partnership with the Saline Water Disposal Basin Working 
Group, CIT, DEH and River Murray Environmental Manager 
(RMEM) review operating procedures and present infrastructure 
suitability to achieve maximum flushing during flood event. 

b.  If appropriate, develop new operating procedures and remove, 
modify or create new infrastructure in  partnership with the Saline 
Water Disposal Basin Working Group, DEH, CIT and River Murray 
Environmental Manager (RMEM).   

c.  Establish monitoring of key attributes. 

d.  Through negotiation with landowner (DEH or CIT) and 
infrastructure funding body determine, construction authority and 
infrastructure ownership and maintenance.  

e.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works if required 
(DEH & CIT). 

f.  Undertake required works. 

g. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

Assets to benefit: 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands (Katarapko 
Island & Berri Saline 
Water Disposal Basins,  
 
Murray hardyhead 
habitat 
Floodplain woodlands 
Floodplain shrubland 
and open plain 
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of flows 
 
Increased soil salinity 
from disposal basins 
 
Lack of fish passage 
 
Alien fish 

 

2.6.2  By 2011, 
improve 
opportunities for 
wetland 
inundation 
frequency and 
duration at the 
following 
temporary 
wetlands (399, 
408 900 & 1541) 

a. Through a detail AHD survey of the inlet and outlet flow paths 
of each wetland identify opportunities to improve inundation 
frequency and duration during a natural flood event (eg removal 
of sills, construct additional hydrological structures). 

b.  In co-operation with DEH, ALT,  RMEM and MDB Fish Passage 
Task Force design and cost works appropriate to achieve 
increased inundation for each wetland taking into consideration 
fish passage issues and possible carp control opportunities. 

c. Through negotiation with landowner (DEH or ALT) and 
infrastructure funding body determine construction authority and 
infrastructure ownership and maintenance.  

d.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH). 

e.  Undertake required works. 

f. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

Assets to benefit: 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands (399, 408,900 
& 1541) 
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of flows 
Flow control structures 
Lack of fish passage 
Alien fish 
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2.6.3  
Operational 
guidelines in 
place by 2010 

Develop operational guidelines to maximise ecological benefits 
and minimise risks  
a.  In co-operation with DEH SA Water, SA MDB NRMB and MDB 
Fish Passage Task Force develop operational objectives and 
procedures. 
b.  Establish monitoring of key attributes. 
c.  Develop agreement with owner on operational procedures. 
d. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

2.7 Enhance 
connectivity (flow & fish 
passage) across 
identified floodplain 
areas 

2.7.1  Improve 
connectivity (flow 
& fish passage) 
across identified 
floodplain areas 
by the 
modification or 
removal of the 
following 
barriers: Eckert 
Creek Wide-
waters North arm 
and flood-runner, 
Bank C flow-path 
Lock 4 road 
crossings, by 
2010. 

Modify or remove barriers on Eckert Creek Wide-waters North 
arm and flood-runner, Bank C flow-path Lock 4 road crossings. 

a.  In co-operation with DEH (structure owner), and MDB Fish 
Passage Task Force design and cost works to limit floodplain 
barrier impacts on flow and fish passage. 

b.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH). 

c.  Through negotiation with landowner (DEH) and infrastructure 
funding body determine construction authority and infrastructure 
ownership and maintenance.  

d.  Undertake required works. 

e. Undertake monitoring to assess the suitability of structures and 
refine through modification of the structure or alteration to 
operating procedure. 

Assets to benefit:  
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands 
 
Floodplain woodlands 
 
Floodplain shrubland 
and Open plain  
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of flows 
 
Flow control structures 
 
Lack of fish passage 
 
Alien fish 
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Action Plan Theme 3: Murray hardyhead population management 
 

Management 
objectives 

Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

3.1  Secure present 
Murray hardyhead 
population within the 
Berri Saline Water 
Disposal Basin 

3.1.1  By 2009, 
manage water 
volumes and 
quality to achieve 
a salinity range 
5,000-31,000 
uS/cm and 
seasonal water 
level variation of 
10% +/- for 
primary Murray 
hardyhead habitat 
at the Berri Saline 
Water Disposal 
Basin. 

Manage water volumes and quality to achieve target ranges a 
salinity and water level. 

a. In partnership with the Saline Water Disposal Basin Working 
Group, CIT and SA MDB Threatened Native Fish Working Group 
design and cost: 

• The diversion of saline irrigation water from both the 
Monash and Puddletown outfall pipes into the smaller 
North Central Basin.  

• The diversion of overflow water from the North Central 
Basin directly to the Inlet creek where the present Murray 
hardyhead population is located. 

• Develop a deep water fish refuge site in the North Central 
Basin 

b.  In co-operation with the Saline Water Disposal Basin Working 
Group, CIT and SA MDB Threatened Native Fish Working Group 
develop operational objectives and procedures. 

c. Establish monitoring of key attribute. 

d. Determine the function population size using genetic samples 
and sex differentiation 

e.  Through negotiation with landowner (CIT) and infrastructure 
funding body determine construction authority and infrastructure 
ownership and maintenance.  

f.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DWLBC & 
CIT). 

g.  Develop agreement with structure owner on operational 
procedures.  

h.  Undertake required works. 

i. Establish a population of Murray hardyhead in the North Central 
Basin. 

j.  Monitor survival of Murray hardyhead population. 

Assets to benefit:  
Murray hardyhead 
habitat at the Berri 
Saline Water Disposal 
Basin. 
 
Threats targeted:  
Lack of fish passage 
 
Lack of managed flows 
for hardyhead 
 
Murray hardyhead 
exiting in one population 
only. 
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3.1.2  Increase 
water supply to 
the Berri Saline 
Water Disposal 
Basin 

Negotiate with the Berri Barmera District Council to have the storm 
water from the new housing subdivision west of the Berri Township 
directed to the North Central Basin. 

a. Maintain communications with the Berri Barmera District Council 
and subdivision developers. 

b. Develop an MoU with the Berri Barmera District Council and 
subdivision developers to maintain access to storm water. 

3.1.3  Secure a 
water allocation 
to maintain 
suitable Murray 
hardyhead habitat 
in the inlet creek 
site by 2009/10. 

Seek water allocation to support Murray hardyhead habitat in the 
inlet creek site. 

a. In partnership with the Saline Water Disposal Basin Working 
Group, CIT, River Murray Environmental Manager (RMEM) and SA 
MDB Threatened Native Fish Working Group determine water 
volumes and delivery parameters. 

b. Develop agreement with structure owner on operational 
procedures for the use of River Murray water.  

c. Develop a wetland management plan and obtain a water licence 
to maintain the critical habitat 

d. In partnership with the Saline Water Disposal Basin Working 
Group and CIT repair leaking hydrological structure on the inlet 
creek (Bank B). 
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Action Plan Theme 4: Pest species management 
 

Management 
objectives 

Target and 
timelines 

Action and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

4.1  Reduce and control 
carp populations in the 
Katfish Reach area 

4.1.1  By 2011 
reduce the 
measurable and 
visible impacts of 
carp at four key 
locations across 
the reach by at 
least 30% (at 
each).  In the 
longer term, set 
more challenging 
targets 
determined by 
what’s realistic.  

Undertake a range of management interventions to reduce and then 
control carp numbers. 

a.  Seek advice from the MDB Fish Passage Task Force and the 
National Carp Management Task Force to guide the design of new 
hydrological structures to take advantage of carp control 
opportunities if appropriate. 

b. Seek advice from the National Carp Task Force and local experts 
to assess opportunities to limit carp recruitment and fish numbers 
through the implementation of hydrological operational 
management procedures for waterways, wetlands and the 
floodplain. 

c. Control carp through strategic wetting-drying regime (such as 
timed water level drops to dessicate eggs laid on reeds), carp 
screens on regulators, and ‘carp buster’ events targeting areas of 
high carp aggregation.  

Assets to benefit:  
Katarapko Creek 
 
Eckert Creek, The Splash 
and Sawmill Creek 
 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands 
 
Threats targeted:  
Alien fish (Carp) 

Waterbirds 

Frogs 

4.2  Eradicate the 
environmental weeds 
Desert Ash, Popular, 
Bamboo and Prickly 
Pear. 

 

4.2.1  By 2011 
eradicate Desert 
ash, Popular, 
Bamboo and 
Prickly pear from 
the site 

 

Undertake a range of management interventions to eradicate the 
specified environmental weeds. 

a. In partnership with landowners and the SA MDB NRMB Animal & 
Plant Control Section map all infestations of the species of concern. 

b. Seek advice from the SA MDB NRMB Animal & Plant Control 
Section as to the most appropriate eradication method and costs for 
each species. 

c. In partnership with landowners and the SA MDB NRMB Animal & 
Plant Control Section commence eradication. 

d. Landowners to undertake ongoing monitoring and eradicate 
infestations. 

Assets to benefit:  
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands,  
Floodplain woodlands, 
Floodplain shrubland and 
open plain, 
Dune system 
Cultural assets and 
heritage resources 
 
Threats targeted:  
Weeds 
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4.3  Control the 
environmental weeds 
Tamarix, Gazania, Bridal 
creeper, Boneseed, 
Boxthorn and Swamp 
lantern-bush. 

4.3.1  By 2013 
control Tamarix, 
Gazania, Bridal 
creeper, 
Boneseed, 
Boxthorn and 
Swamp lantern-
bush on the site 

 

Undertake a range of management interventions to control the 
specified environmental weeds. 

a. In partnership with landowners and the SA MDB NRMB Animal & 
Plant Control Section map all infestations of the species of concern. 

b. Seek advice from the SA MDB NRMB Animal & Plant Control 
Section as to the most appropriate control method and costs for 
each species. 

c. In partnership with landowners and the SA MDB NRMB Animal & 
Plant Control Section commence control measures. 

d. Landowners to undertake ongoing monitoring and control 
measures. 

Assets to benefit:  
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands,  
Floodplain woodlands, 
Floodplain shrubland and 
open plain, 
Dune system 
Cultural assets and 
heritage resources 
 
Threats targeted:  
Weeds 

 

 
 
Action Plan Theme 5: Soil erosion 
 

Management 
objectives 

Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

5.1 Stabilise soil erosion 
on priority sand dunes. 

5.1.1  Soil erosion 
stabilised by 2010 
on sand dunes 
D3, D4 and D5. 

Undertake appropriate works to stabilise erosion. 
a. In partnership with DEH, CIT and SA MDB NRMB Animal & Plant 
Control Section and the Riverland Aboriginal community design and 
cost appropriate works and actions to stabilise the sand dunes (e.g. 
control of total grazing pressure, soil stabilisation, revegetation). 
b. In co-operation with DEH, CIT, SA MDB NRMB Animal & Plant 
Control Section and the Riverland Aboriginal community develop 
program objectives and procedures. 
c. Establish monitoring of key attributes. 
d. Through negotiation with landowner (DEH & CIT)) and 
infrastructure funding body determine construction authority, 
infrastructure ownership and maintenance. 
e. Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH & CIT). 
f. Develop agreement with landowners to maintain infrastructure 
and follow-up works 
g. Undertake required works.  

Assets to benefit:  
Dunes system  
Cultural assets and 
heritage resources 
 
Threats targeted:  
Soil erosion 
Inappropriate 
recreational activities 
Grazing impacts, native 
and introduced species 
Weeds  
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Action Plan Theme 6: Community involvement (Learning by doing) 
 

Management 
objectives 

Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

6.1 Ensure the 
community is engaged, 
aware of, and involved 
with project activities. 

6.1.1  Throughout 
the life of the 
Katfish Reach 
project support 
and maintain the 
Katfish Reach 
Steering Group. 

Support and maintain the Katfish Reach Steering Group as the 
driving force in the implementation of the project. 
a.  DEH to supply executive support to the Steering Group 
b.  Maintain a dynamic and diverse membership that involves all 
stakeholders. 

Assets to benefit:  
All 
 
Threats targeted:  
All 

 

6.1.2  Recruit and 
support volunteer 
involvements. 

Encourage and support volunteer involvement in the 
implementation of the project. 

a.  Recognize that the Friends of Riverland Parks are a significant 
volunteer group supporting the Katfish Reach project.  

b.  Host regular events to publicly acknowledge the participation of 
project supporters and sponsors. 

c. Develop a recreational fishing diary to allow the collection and 
collation of data on recreational fishing undertaken in the Katfish 
Reach. 
d. Promote community participation in on-going monitoring across 
the site as a way to enhancement engagement and understanding. 

6.1.3  Create and 
distribute 
appropriate 
educational and 
information 
material widely. 

Increase community awareness of project activities and the river 
and floodplain ecological processes through the creation of 
appropriate educational and information material. 

a. In partnership with landowners, funding bodies, the Riverland 
Aboriginal community and partners design appropriate signs, 
brochures and publicity to increase community awareness. 

b.  Obtain appropriate approvals for sign placement from 
landowner’s and media releases from partners. 

c. Promote partner organisations by linking the Katfish Reach web 
site to their web sites. 
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6.2  Enthusiatic and 
committed local school 
participation in 
restoration and 
monitoring activities 

6.2.1  By 2010 to 
see regular 
schools 
participation 

Encourage ongoing local school participation in restoration and 
monitoring activities to improve their understanding of the river and 
floodplain ecology. 

a. In partnership with the SA MDB NRMB education program and 
local schools develop programs and activities to promote student 
participation. 

b.  Identify potential barriers to student participation. 

c.  Seek sponsorship to assist in overcoming barriers. 

Assets to benefit:  
All 
 
Threats targeted:  
All 

 

6.3 Foster a better 
understanding of the 
links between traditional 
culture and the ecology 
of the floodplain 

6.3.1  By 2009 to 
see the link 
between 
traditional culture 
and ecology of 
the floodplain 
better 
documented, 
understood and 
respected in the 
general 
community 

Promote enhanced understanding of the connections between 
traditional culture and the floodplain 

a.  Work with the SA MBD Aboriginal Natural Resource Management 
Group to develop shared dural naming on all project interpretation 
and education material and events. 

b. Foster joint activities and information sharing between the 
Gerard Community and the Department for Environment and 
Heritage 

c. Work with the SA MDB Aboriginal Natural Resource Management 
Group to develop further activities to enhance aboriginal culture 
related to the land and water   

Assets to benefit: 
All 
 
Threats:  
Ignorance and vandalism 

 

6.4 Raise awareness of 
this demonstration 
initiative across the 
Basin 

6.4.1  Use the 
site as a 
demonstration to 
the community so 
they can learn 
from this in 
undertaking their 
own initiatives. 

Promote awareness of this initiative across the Basin. 

a.  Conduct onsite inspections when requested. 

b.  Invite community groups and organisations to site visits and 
participate in major project events.  

Assets to benefit:  
All 
 
Threats targeted:  
All 
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Action Plan Theme 7: Sustainable recreation 
 

Management 
objectives 

Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps 
Threats targeted 
Assets to benefit Issues 

7.1. Reduce the impacts 
and incidence of 
uncontrolled vehicles on 
public lands. 

7.1.1  By the end 
of 2009 to see 
approx 15kms of 
inappropriate 
tracks 
rehabilitated 

Reduce the number of inappropriate vehicle tracks on public lands 
through rehabilitation works. 

a. In partnership with landowner’s design and cost appropriate 
works to rehabilitate inappropriate vehicle tracks and where 
appropriate upgrade major access tracks. 

b.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works (DEH & CIT). 

c.  Develop agreement with landowners to maintain rehabilitated 
vehicle tracks. 

d.  Undertake required works. 

Assets to benefit:  
Dunes system  
 
Eckert Creek, The Splash 
and Sawmill Creek 
 
Temporary freshwater 
wetlands 
 
Floodplain woodlands 
 
Floodplain shrubland and 
Open plain 
 
Threats targeted:  
Inappropriate 
recreational uses 

 

7.1.2  By the end 
of 2009, increase 
community 
awareness about 
the inappropriate 
use of off road 
vehicles on the 
floodplain 
environment 

Undertake actions to encourage more responsible off-road vehicle 
use. 

a. In partnership with landowners design appropriate signs and 
publicity to increase community awareness. 

b.  Obtain appropriate approvals for sign placement and media 
releases from landowners and partners. 

c.  Undertake required actions. 
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7.2 Install appropriate 
recreational 
infrastructure 

7.2.1  By 2012, to 
see appropriate 
recreational 
infrastructure 
installed and 
being maintained 

Investigate and then establish appropriate recreational 
infrastructure for visitor use on the crown land between Eckert 
Creek and Berri Township. 

a.  Survey recreation use of the site and identify environmental 
issue. 

b.  In partnership with DEH, CIT and the Berri / Barmera District 
Council design and cost recreational infrastructure appropriate for 
the site. 

c.  Through negotiation with landowners and infrastructure funding 
body determine construction authority, infrastructure ownership 
and maintenance.  

d.  Obtain appropriate approvals for on-ground works. 

e.  Develop agreement with landowners to maintain infrastructure 
and follow-up activities. 

f.  Undertake required works. 

Assets to benefit:  
Crown land between 
Eckert Creek and Berri 
Township 
 
Threats targeted:  
Inappropriate 
recreational uses 
Vandalism 
Wild fires 

 

7.3 Promote sustainable 
fishing activities within 
the area 

7.3.1  By 2009 to 
see recreational 
fishing activities 
undertaken in a 
sustainable 
manner within the 
KatFish Reach 
area 

a.  In partnership with Rural Solutions SA and the Berri Barmera 
LAP promote the use of the SA recreational fishing log book by 
fishers using the waters of the Katfish Reach. 

b.  In partnership with SARDI integrate recreational fishing log book 
data into the assessment of fish health at the site. 

c.  Report back to recreational fishers on the fish health at the site.  

Assets to benefit:  
Native fish 
 
Katarapko Creek 
 
Eckert Creek, The Splash 
and Sawmill Creek 
 
Threats targeted:  
Inappropriate 
recreational uses 
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Action Plan Theme 8 - Heritage resource protection 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management objectives Target and 
timelines 

Actions and steps Assets to benefit 
Threats targeted 

Issues 

8.1 Complete a 
comprehensive inventory 
of heritage resources. 

8.1.1  Complete 
inventory of heritage 
resources by 2010. 

Undertake inventory of heritage resources 

a.  In partnership with landowners and the SA MDB Natural Resource 
Management Group and The National Trust of SA undertake an 
inventory of heritage resources of the site. 

b.  With agreement of the SA MDB Aboriginal Natural Resource 
Management Group record appropriate aboriginal site on the South 
Australian  Register of Aboriginal Sites and Objects. 

c. Ensure landowners and the Country Fire Service Riverland Group are 
aware of floodplain areas with  high densities of Aboriginal scar trees 
and that strategies are developed to protect these sites.  

d. Promote landowner awareness of heritage sites and how to access 
information from the Register of Aboriginal Sites and Objects from the 
Aboriginal Heritage Branch 

Assets to benefit:  
Cultural assets and 
heritage resources 
 
Threats:  
Non-registration of 
Aboriginal heritage sites 

 

8.2 Protect and increase 
awareness of heritage 
resources.  

8.2.1  
Comprehensive suite 
of management 
actions in place by 
2012 

Protect heritage resources and, where this is appropriate, use them to 
raise awareness. 

a. In partnership with landowners the SA  MDB  Natural Resource 
Management Group and The National Trust of SA; 

i) Priorities heritage sites that require protection, 

ii) Develop protection / stabilization plans for priority sites, 

iii) Undertake on-ground management actions. 

Assets to benefit:  
Cultural assets and 
heritage resources 
 
Threats:  
All to varying degrees 
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6. Monitoring asset condition and impact of actions 
 
 

6.1 Monitoring and Evaluation Group 
 
In order to comply with the requirements of the funding and planning bodies, a 
Monitoring and Evaluation Group (M & E Group) has been formed.  The roles and 
membership of this group are set out below. 
 
Roles 
 
Utilising The Nature Conservancy’s, Conservation Action Planning Tool, the M&E 
group will: 
 

• lead the development of the Monitoring and Evaluation Plan for the 
demonstration reach; 

• assist with reporting on monitoring and evaluation within the site; and, 
• provide advice to the Coordinating and Steering Groups on monitoring 

and evaluation issues. 
 
Members and representatives (as of June 2008): 
 

• DEH – Sonia Dominelli (Chairperson) 
• Friends of Riverland Parks - Kevin Smith 
• MBDC Native Fish Strategy Coordinator SA – Jason Higham 
• SA MDB NRM Board – Floodplain Management Officer – Rebecca Turner 
• SARDI Aquatic Sciences - Brenton Zampatti 
• River hydrology - Barry Porter 
• Plant ecologist – Nic Sutter 
• DEH – Wetland Officer - Mike Harper  
• DEH – Regional ecologist – Jody Gates 
• Friends of Riverland Parks Group - Marg Jennings 

 
 

6.2 Forms of monitoring to be undertaken 
 
The Katfish Reach Monitoring Framework will deal with three types of 
monitoring: 
 

• Intervention monitoring; 
• Condition monitoring;, and 
• Compliance monitoring 

 
As indicated above, the development of the Katfish Reach project has been 
guided by the Conservation Action Planning (CAP) process (TNC 2007), an 
approach for planning, implementing and measuring success for conservation 
projects.  
 
An important component of this approach is to monitor the results of 
management actions to determine whether they are achieving the desired 
results, and to assess the effectiveness of management actions (Margoluis and 
Salafsky 1998). This information can be used to further adapt the 
implementation plan to ensure the conservation targets are being met.  This 
type of monitoring has been termed intervention monitoring (termed strategy 
effectiveness in the CAP process, CMP 2007), and specifically relates to 
determining how an asset changes over time as a result of a management 
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intervention.  Intervention monitoring answers the question “Are the 
conservation actions we are taking achieving their desired results?” 
 
Intervention monitoring is based on a conceptual model of how a system 
functions, the threats it faces and interventions required to ameliorate these 
threats. The identification of threats and appropriate management activities are 
applied using the best available knowledge of how a system will respond. If 
these ‘best guesses’ are incorrect, it is possible that the decline of some other 
asset or an unidentified threat will go unnoticed.  
 
A way to overcome this problem is to perform less intensive monitoring of assets 
identified as of low priority, and reaffirm they do not require any management 
attention. Preferably this monitoring is performed in conjunction with 
intervention monitoring. This type of monitoring is termed condition 
monitoring in this framework (termed status assessment in the CAP process, 
CMP 2007). Condition monitoring measures how an asset changes over time, 
but its status is not specifically linked to a management intervention. Ideally the 
intensity, frequency and costs of condition monitoring should be lower than 
those used for intervention monitoring (Salzer and Salafsky, 2006).  
 
Compliance monitoring is simply a check of whether an intervention was been 
carried out as planned. It focuses on the outputs of the intervention (for 
example, was an area flooded for the agreed length of time?) rather than the 
outcomes of the intervention (for example, did flooding improve tree health?). 
Compliance monitoring keeps a record of how interventions were performed, 
and can later be used in correlations with data obtained from intervention 
monitoring. 
 
Indicators 
 
An indicator is a measureable entity that is used to measure progress towards 
achieving an objective (CMP 2007). Indicators can be quantitative measures or 
qualitative observations. Good indicators are: 
 

• Measurable – able to be recorded and analysed in quantitative, or in 
discreet qualitative terms; 
 

• Clear – presented or described in such a way that its meaning will be 
the same to all people; 
 

• Sensitive – changing proportionately in response to actual changes 
in the condition or item being measured. 

 
Tables 25, 26 and 27 below summarise the intervention, condition and 
compliance monitoring (respectively) proposes for this project.  The Monitoring 
and Evaluation Plan will outline these in full.   
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Table 25:  Summary of intervention monitoring for the Katfish Reach 
project 

 
Category Focus Indicators 
Water  Water quality Salinity 

pH 
Turbidity 

Vegetation River red gum 
Black box 
Lignum 

Condition 
Seedling/sapling relative 
abundance 

Typha Distribution 
Aquatic macrophytes 
Littoral plant assemblage 
Understorey plant assemblage 

Species diversity 
Relative abundance 

Fish Murray hardyhead 
Murray cod 

Relative abundance 
Size class distribution 

Native fish assemblage Species diversity 
Relative abundance 
Distribution 

Frogs Frog assemblage Species diversity 
Relative abundance 

Waterbirds  Waterbird assemblage Species diversity 
Relative abundance 
Breeding 

 
Table 26:  Summary of condition monitoring for the Katfish Reach 

project 
 
Category Focus 
Vegetation Tree health – condition at landscape scale (aerial and infra-red 

imagery) 
Fish Native fish assemblage – diversity & relative abundance of 

both native and exotic species at a landscape scale 
Woodland birds Diversity and relative abundance of woodland bird species 

Brush-tailed Possums Relative abundance of Brush-tailed possums 

Regent Parrot Number of known breeding sites 

 
Table 27:  Summary of compliance monitoring for the Katfish Reach 

project 
 
Category Indicators 
Hydrology Frequency, extent and duration of flooding 

Water levels 
Water use when pumping 
Frequency and duration of particular events (e.g. dry periods) 
Depth and salinity of groundwater 
Volume (ML/day) 
Number of barriers to flow 

Soils Number of known sand dune sites stabilised 
Length of uncontrolled vehicle tracks rehabilitated 

Fish Relative abundance of fish using fishways 
Number of hydrological structures for carp control 
Number of carp caught in ‘carp buster’ event 
Number of fish passages 

Weeds Number of known areas weeds eradicated 
Distribution of each weed species 

Heritage Resources Number of projects/programs 
Number of sites placed on SA Register of Aboriginal Sites and 
Objects 
Number of sites in a stable condition 
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6.3 Results (or response) chains 
 
For each Management objective identified in section 5 of this Plan, a results (or 
response) chain has been developed. Each results chain provides a series of ‘if-
then’ assumptions that link the objectives and desired results, and represent a 
predicted response of the system to management interventions (see below). See 
Figure 33 below. 
 
These results chains summarise indicators used in intervention and compliance 
monitoring. Indicators for intervention monitoring are shown in red beneath 
desired outcomes. Indicators for compliance monitoring are shown in green 
beneath the objective. The assets to benefit from each objective are also shown.  
 
 
 

 
Figure 33:  Results (or response) chain concept explained 
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Figure 34: Results chain for Management Objective 2.1 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 35: Results chain for Management Objective 2.2 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 36: Results chain for Management Objective 2.3 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 37: Results chain for Management Objective 2.4 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 38: Results chain for Management Objective 2.5 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 39: Results chain for Management Objective 2.6 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 40: Results chain for Management Objective 2.7 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 41: Results chain for Management Objective 3.1 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 42: Results chain for Management Objective 4.1 (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 43:  Results chain for Management Objectives 4.2 and 4.3.   
(Cale, 2008) 
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Figures 44 and 45:  Results chains for Management Objectives 5.1 (Top) and 
7.1 (bottom) (see Section 5).  (Cale, 2008) 
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Figure 46:  Results chain for Management Objective 8.2 (see Section 5).  
(Cale, 2008) 
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Appendix A. Precautionary approach explained 

 

From: ‘THE PRECAUTIONARY PRINCIPLE IN A NUTSHELL’ 

By Peter Montague, Environmental Research Foundation, August 27, 2005   

 
“The precautionary approach suggests five actions we can take: 
 
(1) Set a goal (or goals); 
 
(2) Examine all reasonable ways of achieving the goal, intending to choose the least-
harmful way; 
 
(3) Monitor results, heed early warnings, and make mid-course corrections as 
needed; 
 
(4) Shift the burden of proof -- when consequences are uncertain, give the benefit of 
the doubt to nature, public health and community well-being. Expect responsible 
parties (not governments or the public) to bear the burden of producing needed 
information. Expect reasonable assurances of safety for products before they can be 
marketed – just as the Food and Drug Administration expects reasonable assurances 
of safety before new pharmaceutical products can be marketed. 
 
(5) Throughout the decision-making process, honor the knowledge of those who will 
be affected by the decisions, and give them a real "say" in the outcome. This 
approach naturally allows issues of ethics, right-and-wrong, and justice to become 
important in the decision. 
 
In sum: Faced with reasonable suspicion of harm, the precautionary approach urges a 
full evaluation of available alternatives for the purpose of preventing or minimizing 
harm.” 
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APPENDIX B: Summary Description of Flow Barriers (DEH 2008) 

 

Report 

ID 

Barrier Stream/ 
Wetland 

Easting Northing Sill 

EL 

Flow at 

Entitlement 

EL Top 

Barrier 

Overtop 

Flow 
ML/day 

Barrier 
Type 

1.1 Berri Disposal Basin Bank B 
Inlet Structure 

Berri Disposal 
Basin 

0461594 6204158 11.63 Yes 14.82 100,000 Bank & Pipe 

1.2 Berri Disposal Basin Bank A 
Outlet Structure 

Berri Disposal 
Basin 

460810 6203565 11.60 No 14.80 100,000 Bank & Pipe 

2.1 Eckert Creek North Arm 
Inlet (Bank N) 

Eckert Creek 0461987 6203649 12.87 Yes 13.44 42,000 Bank & Pipe 

2.2 Main Eckert Creek Inlet 
(Bank J) 

Eckert Creek 0461815 6202838 12.37 Yes 13.60 45,000 Bank & Pipe 

2.3 Eckert Creek North Arm 
Bridge 

Eckert Creek 0460905 6202956 Nil Yes 13.81 50,000 Concrete 
Bridge 

2.4 Main Eckert Creek Bridge Eckert Creek 0460489 6202536 Nil Yes 13.26 50,000* Concrete 
Bridge 

2.5 Eckert Creek South Arm 
Road Crossing 

Eckert Creek 0460999 6202116 11.77 Yes 13.19 42,000* Bank & Pipes 

2.6 Eckert Wide-water North 
Arm Road Crossing 

Eckert Creek 0457667 6201923 12.39 No 11.81 40,000* Bank & Pipes 

2.7 Eckert Wide-water Flood 
Runner Road Crossing 

Eckert Creek 0457568 6201641 13.70  13.14 50,000* Bank & Pipes 

2.8 Eckert Creek Log Crossing Eckert Creek 0458257 6200500 ? Yes 11.91 42,000* Wooden logs 

3.1 Bank D Eckert Island 0460724 6201439  NO 14.94 100,000 Bank 

3.2 Bank C Flow Path Lock 4 
Road Crossing 

Eckert Island 0459921 6201701 12.39 No 13.18 45,000 Bank & Pipe 

4.1 Ngak Indau Inlet Structure 
(Bank C) 

Ngak Indau 0460555 6201368 12.59 Yes 13.76 50,000 Bank & Pipes 

4.2 Ngak Indau Wetland Inlet 
Channel Road Crossing 

Ngak Indau 0459958 6201556 12.95 Yes 14.20 60,000 Bank, Pipes & 
Box Culvert 

4.3 Ngak Indau Wetland Outlet 
Structure 

Ngak Indau 0459583 6201156 12.56 Yes 13.61 50,000 Bank & Weir 

*  Only approximates as effects of Eckert Creek Inlet structures  are unknown
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APPENDIX B:  Summary Description of Flow Barriers (Continued) 

Report 

ID 

Barrier Stream/ 
Wetland 

Easting Northing Sill 

EL 

Flow at 

Entitlement 

EL Top 

Barrier 

OvertopFlow 
ML/day 

Barrier 
Type 

5.1 Katarapko Creek Stone Weir Katarapko Creek 0458712 6198910  Yes 10.58 8,000 Rock Bank 

6.1 Piggy Creek Inlet North Arm 
Road Crossing 

Piggy Creek 0458653 6199001 12.60 No 13.22 45,000 Bank 

6.2 Piggy Creek Inlet North Arm 
Old Road Crossing 

Piggy Creek 0458682 6199001 11.4 No 12.44 32,000 Bank 

6.3 Piggy Creek Inlet South Arm 
Road Crossing 

Piggy Creek 0458692 6198975 10.9 No 13.35 48,000 Bank 

6.4 Piggy Creek Outlet Bank Piggy Creek 0457880 6198230 10.2 No 13.22 45,000 Bank 

6.5 Piggy Creek Western Outlet 
Bank 

Piggy Creek 0457894 6199238 12.00 No 12.33 30,000 Bank 

6.6 Piggy Creek Western Track Piggy Creek 0458063 6199960 13.25 No 13.42 48,000 Bank 

6.7 Piggy Creek Cutting & 
Channels 

Piggy Creek 0457999 6199032 N/A No N/A  Trench 

7.1 Carpark Lagoons Inlet Katarapko Floodplain 0456979 6197629 12.12 No 12.81 45,000 Bank & Pipe 

7.2 Carpark Lagoons Outlet Katarapko Floodplain 0458156 6195618 11.97 No 13.03 40,000 Bank & Pipe 

7.3 Kat Creek South Lagoon Inlet Katarapko Floodplain 0457423 6192086 12.04 No 12.89 55,000 Bank 

7.4 Kat Creek South Lagoon 
Cutting 

Katarapko Floodplain 0457295 6192005 N/A No N/A  Channel 

7.5 Kat Creek South Floodrunner 
Inlet 

Katarapko Floodplain 0457447 6192054 11.07 No 12.83 55,000 Bank 

7.6 Kat Creek South Floodrunner 
Outlet 

Katarapko Floodplain 0457305 6191812 11.42 No 12.94 58,000 Bank 

8.1 Katarapko Island Disposal 
Basin Bank No 6 Inlet Control 
Structure 

Katarapko Island 
Disposal Basin 

0461150 6191750 11.10 No 13.20 70,000 Weir 

8.2 Katarapko Island Disposal 
Basin Bank No 1 

Western Flow Path  

Katarapko Island 
Disposal Basin 

458828 6188962 11.5 No 13.37 80,000 Bank 

8.3 Yabby Creek Outlet Katarapko Island 
Disposal Basin 

458859 6188308 10.00 No 13.35 80,000 Bank & Pipe 

Source: DEH, Murraylands Regional Jan 2008  katfish Reach Register of Flow and Fish Barriers 
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Appendix C: Flora species recorded within the Katfish Reach  
(DEH Biological Database) 

 
Species Name Common Name 

Panicum laevinode   

Sporobolus sp.   

Senecio glossanthus (NC) Annual Groundsel 

Schismus barbatus * Arabian Grass 

Aster subulatus * Aster-weed 

Austrostipa nitida Balcarra Spear-grass 

Atriplex lindleyi ssp. lindleyi Baldoo 

Critesion sp. (NC) * Barley-grass 

Echinochloa crus-Pavonia * Barnyard Grass 

Eragrostis infecunda Barren Cane-grass 

Avena barbata * Bearded Oat 

Atriplex semibaccata Berry Saltbush 

Sclerolaena sp. Bindyi 

Atriplex stipitata Bitter Saltbush 

Solanum nigrum 8 Black Nightshade 

Halosarcia pergranulata ssp. pergranulata Black-seed Samphire 

Hordeum glaucum * Blue Barley-grass 

Erodium crinitum Blue Heron's-bill 

Maireana sp. Bluebush/Fissure-plant 

Eucalyptus cyanophylla Blue-leaf Mallee 

Stemodia florulenta Bluerod 

Osteocarpum sp. Bonefruit 

Amyema miquelii Box Mistletoe 

Asparagus asparagoides * Bridal Creeper 

Halosarcia indica ssp. leiostachya Brown-head Samphire 

Salsola tragus Buckbush 

Medicago polymorpha var. polymorpha * Burr-medic 

Xanthium californicum * Californian Burr 

Eragrostis australasica Cane-grass 

Chamaesyce drummondii (NC) Caustic Weed 

Chenopodium pumilio Clammy Goosefoot 

Plantago cunninghamii Clay Plantain 

Einadia nutans ssp. nutans Climbing Saltbush 

Eragrostis elongata Clustered Love-grass 

Threlkeldia diffusa Coast Bonefruit 

Agrostis avenacea var. avenacea (NC) Common Blown-grass 

Enneapogon avenaceus Common Bottle-washers 

Millotia muelleri Common Bow-flower 

Chrysocephalum apiculatum Common Everlasting 

Heliotropium europaeum * Common Heliotrope 

Alternanthera nodiflora Common Joyweed 

Marsilea drummondii Common Nardoo 

Lepidium africanum * Common Peppercress 

Phragmites australis Common Reed 

Centipeda cunninghamii (NC) Common Sneezeweed 

Sonchus oleraceus (NC) * Common Sow-thistle 

Eleocharis acuta Common Spike-rush 

Senecio quadridentatus Cotton Groundsel 

Digitaria sanguinalis * Crab Grass 

Myoporum parvifolium Creeping Boobialla 

Heliotropium supinum * Creeping Heliotrope 
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Persicaria prostrata Creeping Knotweed 

Erodium cicutarium * Cut-leaf Heron's-bill 

Swainsona greyana Darling Pea 

Crassula colorata var. acuminata Dense Crassula 

Pachycornia triandra Desert Glasswort 

Abutilon otocarpum Desert Lantern-bush 

Vittadinia dissecta var. hirta Dissected New Holland Daisy 

Rumex sp. Dock 

Eragrostis leptocarpa Drooping Love-grass 

Melaleuca lanceolata ssp. lanceolata (NC) Dryland Tea-tree 

Cyperus rigidellus Dwarf Flat-sedge 

Atriplex eardleyae Eardley's Saltbush 

Euphorbia terracina * False Caper 

Reichardia tingitana * False Sowthistle 

Chloris virgata * Feather-top Rhodes Grass 

Sclerolaena muricata var. muricata Five-spine Bindyi 

Actinobole uliginosum Flannel Cudweed 

Conyza bonariensis 8 Flax-leaf Fleabane 

Poa fordeana Forde's Poa 

Chenopodium desertorum ssp. desertorum Frosted Goosefoot 

Rumex crystallinus Glistening Dock 

Malacocera tricornis Goat-head Soft-horns 

Cuscuta campestris * Golden Dodder 

Chenopodium sp. Goosefoot 

Gramineae sp. Grass Family 

Sclerolaena decurrens Green Bindyi 

Teucrium racemosum Grey Germander 

Angianthus tomentosus Hairy Angianthus 

Calotis hispidula Hairy Burr-daisy 

Glinus lotoides Hairy Carpet-weed 

Maireana ciliata Hairy Fissure-plant 

Brachyscome lineariloba Hard-head Daisy 

Lysiana exocarpi ssp. exocarpi Harlequin Mistletoe 

Onopordum acaulon * Horse Thistle 

Carpobrotus modestus Inland Pigface 

Juncus aridicola Inland Rush 

Rorippa laciniata Jagged Bitter-cress 

Pseudognaphalium luteoalbum Jersey Cudweed 

Solanum lacunarium Lagoon Nightshade 

Atriplex suberecta Lagoon Saltbush 

Phyllanthus lacunarius (NC) Lagoon Spurge 

Alternanthera denticulata Lesser Joyweed 

Muehlenbeckia florulenta Lignum 

Phyla canescens * Lippia 

Medicago minima var. minima * Little Medic 

Brachyscome dentata Lobe-seed Daisy 

Bolboschoenus medianus Marsh Club-rush 

Hemarthria uncinata var. uncinata Mat Grass 

Callitriche sonderi Matted Water Starwort 

Crinum flaccidum Murray Lily 

Marsilea sp. Nardoo 

Typha domingensis Narrow-leaf Bulrush 

Dodonaea viscosa ssp. angustissima Narrow-leaf Hop-bush 

Pittosporum angustifolium Native Apricot 

Glycyrrhiza acanthocarpa Native Liquorice 

Chenopodium nitrariaceum Nitre Goosefoot 
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Hornungia procumbens * Oval Purse 

Helminthotheca echioides * Ox-tongue 

Azolla filiculoides Pacific Azolla 

Cucumis myriocarpus * Paddy Melon 

Calocephalus sonderi Pale Beauty-heads 

Dianella porracea Pale Flax-lily 

Goodenia glauca Pale Goodenia 

Persicaria lapathifolia Pale Knotweed 

Eleocharis pallens Pale Spike-rush 

Zygophyllum glaucum Pale Twinleaf 

Exocarpos strictus Pale-fruit Cherry 

Panicum sp. Panic/Millet 

Anagallis arvensis * Pimpernel 

Polycalymma stuartii Poached-egg Daisy 

Pratia concolor Poison Pratia 

Lactuca serriola (NC) * Prickly Lettuce 

Opuntia sp. (NC) * Prickly Pear 

Calotis cuneifolia Purple Burr-daisy 

Eragrostis lacunaria Purple Love-grass 

Cyperus pygmaeus Pygmy Flat-sedge 

Solanum esuriale Quena 

Maireana radiata Radiate Bluebush 

Vulpia myuros f. myuros * Rat's-tail Fescue 

Sporobolus mitchellii Rat-tail Couch 

Bromus rubens * Red Brome 

Myriophyllum verrucosum Red Milfoil 

Lotus cruentus Red-flower Lotus 

Wahlenbergia fluminalis River Bluebell 

Eucalyptus largiflorens River Box 

Schoenoplectus validus River Club-rush 

Acacia stenophylla River Cooba 

Vallisneria americana var. americana River Eel-grass 

Eucalyptus camaldulensis var. camaldulensis River Red Gum 

Atriplex rhagodioides River Saltbush 

Myriophyllum papillosum Robust Milfoil 

Cressa australis Rosinweed 

Hypochaeris radicata * Rough Cat's Ear 

Sonchus asper ssp. Glaucescens * Rough Sow-thistle 

Disphyma crassifolium ssp. clavellatum Round-leaf Pigface 

Enchylaena tomentosa var. tomentosa Ruby Saltbush 

Carthamus lanatus * Saffron Thistle 

Sporobolus virginicus Salt Couch 

Spergularia marina (NC) * Salt Sand-spurrey 

Atriplex sp. Saltbush 

Echium plantagineum * Salvation Jane 

Silene apetala * Sand Catchfly 

Lomandra collina Sand Mat-rush 

Sida ammophila Sand Sida 

Sarcozona praecox Sarcozona 

Urtica incisa Scrub Nettle 

Lepidium pseudotasmanicum Shade Peppercress 

Maireana brevifolia Short-leaf Bluebush 

Sclerolaena brachyptera Short-wing Bindyi 

Pimelea microcephala ssp. microcephala Shrubby Riceflower 

Eragrostis falcata Sickle Love-grass 

Solanum elaeagnifolium * Silver-leaf Nightshade 
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Maireana pentagona Slender Fissure-plant 

Mesembryanthemum nodiflorum * Slender Iceplant 

Austrostipa scabra ssp. falcata Slender Spear-grass 

Atriplex leptocarpa Slender-fruit Saltbush 

Tragus australianus Small Burr-grass 

Bulbine semibarbata Small Leek-lily 

Eleocharis pusilla Small Spike-rush 

Austrodanthonia setacea Small-flower Wallaby-grass 

Swainsona microphylla Small-leaf Swainson-pea 

Hypochaeris glabra * Smooth Cat's Ear 

Heliotropium curassavicum * Smooth Heliotrope 

Parietaria debilis (NC) Smooth-nettle 

Isolepis australiensis Southern Club-rush 

Frankenia pauciflora var. gunnii Southern Sea-heath 

Sonchus sp. Sow-thistle 

Cirsium vulgare * Spear Thistle 

Digitaria ammophila Spider Grass 

Elytrophorus spicatus Spike-grass 

Cyperus gymnocaulos Spiny Flat-sedge 

Pseudoraphis spinescens Spiny Mud-grass 

Cyperus exaltatus Splendid Flat-sedge 

Eremophila divaricata ssp. divaricata Spreading Emubush 

Goodenia heteromera Spreading Goodenia 

Epaltes australis Spreading Nut-heads 

Atriplex limbata Spreading Saltbush 

Centipeda minima (NC) Spreading Sneezeweed 

Vicia monantha * Spurred Vetch 

Picris squarrosa Squat Picris 

Centaurea calcitrapa * Star Thistle 

Damasonium minus Star-fruit 

Dittrichia graveolens * Stinkweed 

Helianthus annuus * Sunflower 

Brachyscome basaltica var. gracilis Swamp Daisy 

Abutilon theophrasti * Swamp Lantern-bush 

Epaltes cunninghamii Tall Nut-heads 

Sclerolaena intricata Tangled Bindyi 

Potamogeton tepperi Tepper's Pondweed 

Senecio runcinifolius Thistle-leaf Groundsel 

Bergia trimera Three-part Water-fire 

Sclerolaena tricuspis Three-spine Bindyi 

Frankenia serpyllifolia Thyme Sea-heath 

Calotis scapigera Tufted Burr-daisy 

Calandrinia volubilis Twining Purslane 

Asperula gemella Twin-leaf Bedstraw 

Cyperus difformis Variable Flat-sedge 

Senecio pinnatifolius Variable Groundsel 

Fimbristylis velata Veiled Fringe-rush 

Vittadinia cervicularis var. cervicularis Waisted New Holland Daisy 

Danthonia sp. (NC) Wallaby-grass 

Setaria jubiflora Warrego Summer-grass 

Nymphoides crenata Wavy Marshwort 

Eragrostis parviflora Weeping Love-grass 

Brassica tournefortii * Wild Turnip 

Acacia salicina Willow Wattle 

Vittadinia gracilis Woolly New Holland Daisy 

Trichanthodium skirrophorum Woolly Yellow-heads 
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Eriochiton sclerolaenoides Woolly-fruit Bluebush 

Calostemma luteum Yellow Garland-lily 

Rorippa palustris * Yellow Marsh-cress 

Eclipta platyglossa Yellow Twin-heads 

* Introduced species 
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Appendix D: Fauna species recorded within the Katfish Reach  
(DEH Biological Data Base) 

 
Mammals  

Species Name Common Name 

Rattus rattus * Black rat 

Lepus capensis * Brown hare 

Felis catus * Cat 

Trichosurus vulpecula Common brushtail possum 

Vulpes vulpes Fox 

Mus musculus * House mouse 

Oryctolagus cuniculus * Rabbit 

Macropus rufus Red kangaroo 

Tachyglossus aculeatus Short-beaked echidna 

Hydromys chrysogaster Water rat 

Macropus fuliginosus Western grey kangaroo 

Tadarida australis White-striped freetail-bat 

* Introduced species 
 
Reptiles 
Species Name Common Name 

Chelodina expansa  Broad–Shelled turtle 

Heteronotia binoei Bynoe's gecko 

Morethia boulengeri Common snake-eye 

Menetia greyii Dwarf skink 

Chelodina longicollis Eastern long-neck turtle 

Egernia striolata Eastern tree skink 

Eulamprus quoyii Eastern water skink 

Varanus varius Lace monitor 

Christinus marmoratus Marbled gecko 

Varanus gouldii Sand goanna 

Tiliqua rugosa Sleepy lizard 

Diplodactylus tessellatus Tessellated gecko 
 
Frogs  
Species Name Common Name 

Limnodynastes dumerilii Bull frog 

Crinia parinsignifera Eastern sign bearing froglet 

Litoria raniformis Golden bell frog 

Litoria peronii Peron's tree frog 

Limnodynastes tasmaniensis Spotted grass frog 

 
Fish 
Species Name Common Name 
Retropinna semoni Australian smelt 

Nematalosa erebi Bony bream 

Macquaria ambigua Callop 

Hypseleotris spp. Carp gudgeon spp. 

Gambusia holbrooki * Eastern gambusia 

Cyprinus carpio * European carp 

Philypnodon grandiceps Flathead gudgeon 

Craterocephalus 
stercusmuscarum 

Unspecked hardyhead 

Carassius auratus * Goldfish 

Maccullochella peeli Murray cod 

Craterocephalus fluviatilis Murray hardyhead 
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Melanotaenia fluviatilis Murray rainbowfish 

Perca fluviatilis * Redfin perch 

Bidyanus bidyanus Silver perch 

* Introduced species 
 
Birds 
Species Name Common Name 

Struthidea cinerea Apostlebird 

Tachybaptus novaehollandiae Australasian grebe (Little grebe) 

Anas rhynchotis Australasian shoveler 

Falco longipennis Australian hobby 

Gymnorhina tibicen Australian magpie 

Aegotheles cristatus Australian owlet-nightjar 

Pelecanus conspicillatus Australian pelican 

Corvus coronoides Australian raven 

Barnardius zonarius Australian ringneck (Ring-necked parrot) 

Tadorna tadornoides Australian shelduck 

Porzana fluminea Australian spotted crake 

Threskiornis molucca Australian white ibis 

Chenonetta jubata Australian wood duck (Maned duck) 

Tyto alba Barn owl 

Milvus migrans Black kite 

Cygnus atratus Black swan 

Coracina novaehollandiae Black-faced cuckoo-shrike 

Elseyornis melanops Black-fronted dotterel 

Elanus axillaris Black-shouldered kite 

Gallinula ventralis Black-tailed native-hen 

Himantopus himantopus Black-winged stilt 

Northiella haematogaster Blue bonnet 

Oxyura australis Blue-billed duck 

Entomyzon cyanotis Blue-faced honeyeater 

Falco berigora Brown falcon 

Accipiter fasciatus Brown goshawk 

Coturnix ypsilophora Brown quail 

Climacteris picumnus Brown treecreeper 

Melithreptus brevirostris Brown-headed honeyeater 

Phaps elegans Brush bronzewing 

Sterna caspia Caspian tern 

Ardea ibis Cattle egret 

Anas castanea Chestnut teal 

Pomatostomus ruficeps Chestnut-crowned babbler 

Acanthiza uropygialis Chestnut-rumped thornbill 

Acrocephalus stentoreus Clamorous reedwarbler 

Nymphicus hollandicus Cockatiel 

Phaps chalcoptera Common bronzewing 
Sturnus vulgaris * Common starling 

Oreoica gutturalis Crested bellbird 

Ocyphaps lophotes Crested pigeon 

Sterna bergii Crested tern 

Platycercus elegans Crimson rosella 

Anhinga melanogaster Darter 

Gallinula tenebrosa Dusky moorhen 

Artamus cyanopterus Dusky woodswallow 
Turdus merula * Eurasian blackbird 

Fulica atra Eurasian coot 

Petrochelidon ariel Fairy martin 
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Petroica phoenicea Flame robin 

Stictonetta naevosa Freckled duck 

Cacatua roseicapilla Galah 

Pachycephala inornata Gilbert's whistler 

Pachycephala pectoralis Golden whistler 

Phalacrocorax carbo Great cormorant 

Ardea alba Great egret (White egret) 

Cracticus torquatus Grey butcherbird 

Strepera versicolor Grey currawong 

Rhipidura albiscapa Grey fantail 

Colluricincla harmonica Grey shrike-thrush 

Anas gracilis Grey teal 

Lichenostomus plumulus Grey-fronted honeyeater 

Coracina maxima Ground cuckoo-shrike 

Aythya australis Hardhead (White-eyed duck) 

Melanodryas cucullata Hooded robin 

Chrysococcyx basalis Horsfield's bronze-cuckoo 
Passer domesticus * House sparrow 

Acanthiza apicalis Inland thornbill 

Ardea intermedia Intermediate egret 

Dacelo novaeguineae Laughing kookaburra 

Phalacrocorax sulcirostris Little black cormorant 

Cacatua sanguinea Little corella 

Egretta garzetta Little egret 

Philemon citreogularis Little friarbird 

Megalurus gramineus Little grassbird 

Phalacrocorax melanoleucos Little pied cormorant 

Corvus mellori Little raven 

Grallina cyanoleuca Magpie-lark 

Vanellus miles Masked lapwing 

Artamus personatus Masked woodswallow 

Dicaeum hirundinaceum Mistletoebird 

Psephotus varius Mulga parrot 

Biziura lobata Musk duck 

Glossopsitta concinna Musk lorikeet 

Falco cenchroides Nankeen kestrel 

Nycticorax caledonicus Nankeen night heron 

Manorina melanocephala Noisy miner 

Oriolus sagittatus Olive-backed oriole 

Anas superciliosa Pacific black duck 

Cuculus pallidus Pallid cuckoo 

Geopelia placida Peaceful dove 

Falco peregrinus Peregrine falcon 

Cracticus nigrogularis Pied butcherbird 

Phalacrocorax varius Pied cormorant 

Malacorhynchus membranaceus Pink-eared duck 

Porphyrio porphyrio Purple swamphen 

Glossopsitta porphyrocephala Purple-crowned lorikeet 

Merops ornatus Rainbow bee-eater 

Anthochaera carunculata Red wattlebird 

Todiramphus pyrrhopygia Red-backed kingfisher 

Charadrius ruficapillus Red-capped plover 

Petroica goodenovii Red-capped robin 

Erythrogonys cinctus Red-kneed dotterel 

Recurvirostra novaehollandiae Red-necked avocet 

Psephotus haematonotus Red-rumped parrot 
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Polytelis anthopeplus Regent parrot 

Myiagra inquieta Restless flycatcher 

Anthus novaeseelandiae Richard's pipit 

Columba livia * Rock dove 

Platalea regia Royal spoonbill 

Pachycephala rufiventris Rufous whistler 

Todiramphus sanctus Sacred kingfisher 

Calidris acuminata Sharp-tailed sandpiper 

Larus novaehollandiae Silver gull 

Zosterops lateralis Silvereye 

Lichenostomus virescens Singing honeyeater 

Ninox novaeseelandiae Southern boobook 

Drymodes brunneopygia Southern scrub-robin 

Aphelocephala leucopsis Southern whiteface 

Acanthagenys rufogularis Spiny-cheeked honeyeater 

Eurostopodus argus Spotted nightjar 

Pardalotus punctatus Spotted pardalote 

Threskiornis spinicollis Straw-necked ibis 

Pardalotus striatus Striated pardalote 

Plectorhyncha lanceolata Striped honeyeater 

Cacatua galerita Sulphur-crested cockatoo 

Malurus cyaneus Superb fairy-wren 

Circus approximans Swamp harrier 

Podargus strigoides Tawny frogmouth 

Petrochelidon nigricans Tree martin 

Malurus lamberti Variegated fairy-wren 

Aquila audax Wedge-tailed eagle 

Smicrornis brevirostris Weebill 

Hirundo neoxena Welcome swallow 

Haliastur sphenurus Whistling kite 

Haliaeetus leucogaster White -bellied sea-eagle  

Cheramoeca leucosternus White-backed swallow 

Artamus leucorhynchus White-breasted woodswallow 

Pomatostomus superciliosus White-browed babbler 

Artamus superciliosus White-browed woodswallow 

Lichenostomus leucotis White-eared honeyeater 

Egretta novaehollandiae White-faced heron 

Epthianura albifrons White-fronted chat 

Phylidonyris albifrons White-fronted honeyeater 

Ardea pacifica White-necked heron 

Lichenostomus penicillatus White-plumed honeyeater 

Corcorax melanorhamphos White-winged chough 

Malurus leucopterus White-winged fairy-wren 

Lalage tricolor White-winged triller 

Rhipidura leucophrys Willie wagtail 

Acanthiza nana Yellow thornbill 

Platalea flavipes Yellow-billed spoonbill 

Lichenostomus ornatus Yellow-plumed honeyeater 

Acanthiza chrysorrhoa Yellow-rumped thornbill 

Manorina flavigula Yellow-throated miner 

Taeniopygia guttata Zebra finch 

* Introduced Species 
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Appendix E: Summary of the condition of individual temporary wetland  

Wetland 
Number 

Area 
(ha) 

Dominant Riparian Vegetation Vegetation 
Health 

Regeneration 
Present 

Commencement 
to Flow ML/day 

Impacts 

540 1.1 Dead River Red Gum / Lignum Unhealthy  55,000 Saline soil 

2 10 River Red gum/Cooba/Lignum   Healthy  Yes 30,000 Structures need upgrade 

1393 1.2 Cooba  Unhealthy  55,000 Salt scold 

1506 0.5 Dead River Red Gum/Black Box/Lignum Unhealthy  65,000 Salt scold 

483 3 River red Gum/lignum Healthy  55,000 Clay banks on inlet/outlet 

498 0.8 River Red Gum/Cooba Healthy  65,000 Road crossing restricts flow 

434 0.1 River Red Gum/Cooba Healthy  65,000 Road crossing restricts flow 

435 8.1 River Red Gum/ Lignum Healthy Yes 65,000 Road crossing restricts flow 

781 0.7 River Red Gum/ Lignum Healthy  65,000 Road crossing restricts flow 

149 5.8 99% dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Black Box Unhealthy  50,000  

1078 2.3 Dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Lignum Unhealthy  62,000  

437 11.6 98% dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Lignum Unhealthy Yes 55,000  

779 2.7 30% dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Lignum Unhealthy Yes 55,000  

1541 8 Dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Black Box Unhealthy Yes 40,000  

1616 2.6  River Red Gum /Black Box/ Cooba/Lignum Dead to 
Unhealthy 

Yes 58,000  

1575 (N) 41.2 80% dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Black Box/ Lignum Unhealthy Yes 50,000 Structure operating rules 

1575 (N) 33.2 70% dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Black Box/ Lignum Unhealthy Yes 50,000 Structure operating rules 

1984 1 40% dead River Red Gum/Lignum Unhealthy Yes 58,000 Clay banks on inlet/outlet 

565 3.7 Dead River Red Gum/Lignum Unhealthy  68,000  

1576 24.2 60% dead River Red Gum/Black Box Unhealthy Yes 30,000 Structure operating rules 

1576E 7 5% dead River Red Gum/Cooba/Lignum Healthy Yes 30,000 Structure operating rules 

408 11.5 99% dead River Red Gum/Black Box Unhealthy  30,000 Salt Scold/seepage water 

405 26 Dead River Red Gum/Black Box /Lignum Unhealthy  65,000  

399 8.4 Dead River Red Gum/Lignum Unhealthy  30,000  

900 7.3 80% dead River Red Gum/Black Box Unhealthy Yes 52,000 Salt scold 
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Appendix F: Summary of the condition of individual dunes 

 
Dune 
Number 

Area 

(ha) 

Dominant native vegetation No of 
blowouts 

Aboriginal Sites Impacts 

D1 8.3 Dryland Tea Tree / Murray Cypress Pine / Broad Leaf Hopbush / Cooba 
/ Poached Egg Daisy / Ruby Salt Bush 

Three  Nil High grazing pressure / 
Boxthorn / Vehicle tracks 

D2 17.4 Dryland Tea Tree / Murray Cypress Pine / Broad Leaf Hopbush / Black 
Bush / Poached Egg Daisy / Ruby Salt Bush 

Nil Nil High grazing pressure / 
Boxthorn/ Vehicle tracks 

D3 9.5 Dryland Tea Tree / Broad Leaf Hopbush / Poached Egg Daisy Three Nil Off road vehicles/ High grazing 
pressure / Boxthorn / Rubbish 

D4 3.4 Dryland Tea Tree / Broad Leaf Hopbush / Poached Egg Daisy / Darling 
Lilly 

Nil Burial / Campsite High grazing pressure  

D5 4.4 Murray Cypress Pine / Broad Leaf Hopbush / Poached Egg Daisy / 
Darling Lilly 

Two Burial / Midden High grazing pressure  

D6 6 Dryland Tea Tree / Murray Cypress Pine / Broad Leaf Hopbush / 
Poached Egg Daisy / Darling Lilly 

Two Campsite High grazing pressure  

D7 15.6 Dryland Tea Tree / Murray Cypress Pine / Broad Leaf Hopbush / 
Sandhill Wattle / Poached Egg Daisy / Darling Lilly 

Five Campsites High grazing pressure / 
Boxthorn 

D8 13.1 Broad Leaf Hopbush / Sandhill Wattle / Poached Egg Daisy / Darling 
Lilly 

Five Burial / Campsite High grazing pressure / 
Boxthorn 
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Appendix G: Assessment of conservation asset viability (condition) – as at October 2007 
 

Conservation Asset Category 

Key Attribute 

Indicator Poor Fair Good Current 
Rating 

 
Desired 
Rating 

1 Katarapko Creek Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Fish Recruitment 
(number of age 
classes of native fish 
species present) 

adults only all 
fish species 

more than 
one age class 
for many fish 
species 

numerous age 
classes for 
many fish 
species 

Fair Good 

1 Katarapko Creek Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Velocity when 
flowing 

<0.1m/s 
velocity in 
Katarapko  at 
all times 

 0.2m/s 
velocity in 
Katarapko 
Creek at all 
times  

 0.3m/s 
velocity in 
Katarapko 
Creek at all 
times  

Poor Fair 

1 Katarapko Creek Landscape 
Context 

Longitudional and 
lateral connectivity 

# of barriers to flow 
and fish passages 

multiple barriers 
with no fishways 

 1 barriers 
with no 
fishways 

 1 barriers with 
fishways Fair Good 

1 Katarapko Creek Condition Characteristic native 
fish assemblage 

Number of native 
fish species present 

<60% (or 
particular 
species list) of 
native fish 
species 
regionally 
represented 
present  

 60% of 
native fish 
species (or 
particular 
species list) 
regionally 
represented 
present  

 80% of native 
fish species (or 
particular 
species list) 
regionally 
represented 
present 

Fair Good 

1 Katarapko Creek Condition Fringing vegetation 
condition - trees 

health class scoring <50% of the 
trees in a 
responsive or 
healthy canopy 
condition 

>50% of the 
trees in a 
responsive or 
healthy 
canopy 
condition 

>80% of the 
trees in 
responsive of 
healthy canopy 
condition 

Fair Good 

1 Katarapko Creek Condition In-stream habitat 
complexity and 
structure 

# of snags per km, 
presence of over-
hanging banks 

none few (tbd) some (tbd) 
Good Good 

1 Katarapko Creek Condition In-stream vegetation 
condition 

% cover of 
submergent aquatic 
plants (Milfoil, 
Ribbon weed) 
instream 

 10% of areas 
less than 1m 
deep have 
submergent 
vegetation 

 20% of 
areas less 
than 1m deep 
have 
submergent 
vegetation 

 50% of areas 
less than 1m 
deep have 
submergent 
vegetation 

Fair Good 
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Conservation Asset Category 

Key Attribute 

Indicator Poor Fair Good 
Current 
Rating 

 
Desired 
Rating 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Fish Recruitment 
(number of age 
classes of native fish 
species present) 

adults only all 
fish species 

more than 
one age class 
for many fish 
species 

numerous age 
classes for 
many fish 
species 

Fair Good 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Velocity when 
flowing 

<0.1m/s 
velocity when 
flowing 

 0.2m/s 
velocity when 
flowing 

 0.3m/s 
velocity when 
flowing 

Poor Good 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Duration and 
Frequency of drying 

Permanently 
wet 

Variation in 
water level +- 
0.5m 

Dry for 6-9 
months 1 in 
every 3 years 

Poor Good 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Landscape 
Context 

longitudional and 
lateral connectivity 

# of barriers to flow 
and fish passages 

multiple barriers 
with no fishways 

 2 barriers 
with no 
fishways 

 2 barriers with 
fishways Fair Good 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Condition Characteristic native 
fish assemblage 

Number of native 
fish species present 

<60% (or 
particular 
species list) of 
native fish 
species 
regionally 
represented 
present  

 60% of native 
fish species (or 
particular 
species list) 
regionally 
represented 
present  

 80% of native 
fish species (or 
particular 
species list) 
regionally 
represented 
present 

Poor Good 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Condition Fringing vegetation 
condition - trees 

Health class scoring <50% of the 
trees in a 
responsive or 
healthy 
canopy 
condition 

>50% of the 
trees in a 
responsive or 
healthy canopy 
condition 

>80% of the 
trees in 
responsive of 
healthy canopy 
condition 

Poor Fair 

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Condition In stream habitat 
complexity and 
structure 

# of snags per km, 
presence of over-
hanging banks 

none few (tbd) some (tbd) 
   

2 Eckerts Creek, 
The Splash and 
Sawmill Creek 

Condition In stream vegetation 
condition 

% cover of emergent 
plants along creek 
banks and instream 

 100% cover 
of emergent 
vegetation in 
stream at any 
location 

 60% cover of 
emergent 
vegetation in 
stream at any 
location 

 20% cover of 
emergent 
vegetation in 
stream at any 
location 

Poor Fair 

3 Temporary 
Freshwater 
Wetlands 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Frequency and 
duration 

Above pool 
level wetland 
with flooding 
time > 3 years 
for < 3 months 

 Above pool 
level wetland 
with flooding 
time < 3 years 
for < 3 months 

 Above pool 
level wetlands 
with flooding 
return time < 3 
years for > 3 

Poor Good 
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Conservation Asset Category 

Key Attribute 

Indicator Poor Fair Good 
Current 
Rating 

 
Desired 
Rating 

months 

3 Temporary 
Freshwater 
Wetlands 

Condition Characteristic native 
fish assemblage 

Number of native 
fish species present 

<60% (or 
particular 
species list) of 
native fish 
species 
regionally 
represented 
present  

 60% of 
native fish 
species (or 
particular 
species list) 
regionally 
represented 
present  

 80% of native 
fish species (or 
particular 
species list) 
regionally 
represented 
present 

Fair Good 

3 Temporary 
Freshwater 
Wetlands 

Condition Frog diversity and 
abundance 

Frog Calls one species 
present with one 
to few 
abundance 

< four 
species with 
few to many 
abundance 

<6 species 
with few to lots 
abundance Fair Good 

3 Temporary 
Freshwater 
Wetlands 

Condition Native Flora Cover Frequency score of 
significant 
environmental weeds 
(Swamp Chinese 
Lantern, Golden 
Dodder, Noogoora / 
Californian Burr) 

Majority of 
wetlands have 
>50% frequency 
score of 
significant 
wetland weeds 

Minority of 
wetlands 
have >50% 
frequency 
score of 
significant 
wetland 
weeds 

All wetlands 
have <50% 
frequency 
score of 
significant 
wetland weeds 

Fair Good 

3 Temporary 
Freshwater 
Wetlands 

Condition Tree health Health Class Score < 50% of 
trees in a 
responsive or 
healthy 
canopy 
condition in 
majority of 
wetlands 

> 50% of trees 
in a responsive 
or healthy 
canopy 
condition in 
majority of 
wetlands 

> 80% of trees 
in a responsive 
or healthy 
canopy 
condition in 
majority of 
wetlands 

Poor Good 

4 Murray Hardyhead 
Habitat 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Duration and 
Frequency of drying 

Dry No variation Seasonal 
Water level 
variation 10% 
+- 

Fair Good 

4 Murray Hardyhead 
Habitat 

Landscape 
Context 

Water salinity regime Conductivity uS/cm   <5000 uS/cm  5,000 - 
31,000 uS/cm Fair Good 
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Conservation Asset Category 

Key Attribute 

Indicator Poor Fair Good 
Current 
Rating 

 
Desired 
Rating 

4 Murray Hardyhead 
Habitat 

Size Murray hardyhead 
population size & 
dynamics 

Catch per unit effort 
(hour) 

<0.5/hour <2/hour <6/hour 
Poor Good 

4 Murray Hardyhead 
Habitat 

Size Murray hardyhead 
Recruitment 

Length of fish All fish over 
30mm 

<1% <30mm, 
remainder > 
30mm 

>10% < 
30mm, 
remainder 
>30mm 

Poor Good 

4 Murray Hardyhead 
Habitat 

Size Size / extent of 
characteristic 
communities / 
ecosystems 

Number of locations No locations One location Two locations 

Fair Good 

5 Floodplain 
Woodland 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Flood frequency - 
Black Box 

Flood return 
time > 10 
years 

Flood return 
time < 10 
years 

Flood return 
time < 5 years Poor Good 

5 Floodplain 
Woodland 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Flood frequency 
River Red Gum & 
Cooba 

Flood return 
time > 5 years 

Flood return 
time < 5 years 

Flood return 
time < 3 years Poor Good 

5 Floodplain 
Woodland 

Condition Tree Age Structure  Age class ratios 
(mature / sapling / 
seedling) 

Only mature 
trees for each 
species 

Two species 
have mature 
trees and 
saplings 

Two species 
have 3 age 
classes 

Fair Good 

5 Floodplain 
Woodland 

Condition Vegetation condition 
- trees 

Health class score  < 50% healthy > 50% healthy > 80% healthy 
Poor Fair 

6 Floodplain 
Shrubland & Open 
Plain 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Flood frequency - 
Lignum & open plain 

Flood return 
time> 5 years 

Flood return 
time < 5 years 

Flood return 
time < 3 years Poor Good 

6 Floodplain 
Shrubland & Open 
Plain 

Landscape 
Context 

Hydrological regime Flood dependent 
species (e.g. Rat's 
Tail Couch) extent 
frequency score 

Reducing in 
area 

Stable Expanding in 
area 

Poor Good 

6 Floodplain 
Shrubland & Open 
Plain 

Condition Dominant vegetation 
type 

Flood dependent 
species  

salt tolerant 
species 
dominant  

chenopod 
species 
dominant 

flood 
dependent and 
chenopod 
species 
dominant 

Poor Good 

7 Dune System Condition Native flora species 
richness 

Frequency of 
significant 
environmental weeds  

Majority of 
dunes have > 
50% 
frequency 

Minority of 
dunes have > 
50% frequency 
score of 

All dunes have 
< 50% 
frequency 
score of 

Poor Good 
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Conservation Asset Category 

Key Attribute 

Indicator Poor Fair Good 
Current 
Rating 

 
Desired 
Rating 

score of 
significant 
environmental 
weeds 

significant 
environmental 
weeds 

significant 
environmental 
weeds 

7 Dune System Condition Site stability Site erosion  2 of 8 known 
sites stabilized 

4 of 8 known 
sites stabilised 

6 of 8 known 
sites stabilised Poor Fair 

7 Dune System Size Pre-European 
vegetation cover 

Extent and 
regeneration of 
Murray Pine 

5 sites with 
tree cover, 2 
sites with 
regeneration 

5 sites with 
tree cover and 
all with 
regeneration 

all 8 sites with 
tree cover and 
regeneration Poor Fair 
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Appendix H:  Ranking stresses and threats on each conservation asset 
 
Asset 1: Katarapko Creek 
 

  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 

1 Altered hydrological regime (velocity) High High High   

2 Altered longitudinal and lateral connectivity High Medium Medium   
3 Altered native fish assemblage Medium High Medium   
4 Altered fringing vegetation condition - trees Medium Low Low   
5 Altered instream habitat complexity and structure Low Medium Low   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 

Altered 
hydrological 

regime 
(velocity) 

Altered 
longitudinal and 

lateral 
connectivity 

Altered native 
fish assemblage 

Altered fringing 
vegetation 
condition - 

trees 

Altered 
instream 
habitat 

complexity and 
structure 

- - - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

High Medium Medium Low Low - - - 
1.  Lock 3 & 4 Management (maintenance of stable pool levels) Threat to Target Rank:   High 

Contribution High Low High           
Irreversibility High High Medium           
Threat Rank High Low Low - - - - - 

2.  Flow Control Structures (e.g. road / log crossings, watering embankments, inlets, Kat Weir)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution Very High Very High High           
Irreversibility Medium Medium Low           
Threat Rank High Medium Low - - - - - 

3.  Lack of Fish Passage  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution Low Very High Very High           
Irreversibility Low Low Low           
Threat Rank Low Medium Medium - - - - - 

4.  Lack of environmental flows (over allocation)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution Very High High Very High           
Irreversibility High High High           
Threat Rank High Medium Medium - - - - - 

5.  Alien fish (Carp, Gambusia, Red fin, Oriental weatherloach)  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     Medium           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 
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2 Eckerts Creek, The Splash and Sawmill Creek 
  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 

1 Altered hydrological regime High High High   
2 Altered longitudinal and lateral connectivity High High High   
3 Altered native fish assemblage Medium High Medium   
4 Altered fringing vegetation condition High Medium Medium   
5 Altered instream habitat complexity and structure Medium Medium Medium   
6 Altered emergent vegetation condition High Medium Medium   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 
Altered 

hydrological 
regime 

Altered 
longitudinal and 

lateral 
connectivity 

Altered native 
fish assemblage 

Altered fringing 
vegetation 
condition 

Altered 
instream 
habitat 

complexity and 
structure 

Altered 
emergent 
vegetation 
condition 

- - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
High High Medium Medium Medium Medium - - 

1.  Lock 3 & 4 Management (maintenance of stable pool levels)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution High Low Low Low         

Irreversibility High Low Medium High         
Threat Rank High Low Low Low - - - - 

2.  Flow Control Structures (e.g. road / log crossings, watering embankments, inlets, Kat Weir)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution High Very High High High Medium High     
Irreversibility Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium Medium     
Threat Rank Medium High Low Low Low Low - - 

3.  Lack of Fish Passage  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution   Medium High           
Irreversibility   Medium Medium           
Threat Rank - Medium Low - - - - - 

4.  Lack of environmental flows (over allocation)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution Very High Very High High High High Very High     
Irreversibility High High High High High High     
Threat Rank High High Medium Medium Medium Medium - - 

5.  Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution       High         
Irreversibility       High         
Threat Rank - - - Medium - - - - 

6.  Alien fish (Carp, Gambusia, Red fin, Oriental weatherloach) Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     Medium           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 

7.  Increased soil salinity from Diposal Basins Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution       High         
Irreversibility       High         
Threat Rank - - - Medium - - - - 
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3 Temporary Freshwater Wetlands 
  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 

1 Altered hydrological regime High Very High High   
2 Altered native vegetation species composition Medium High Medium   
3 Altered tree health High High High   
4 Altered frog diversity and abundance Low High Low   
5 Altered native fish species assemblage Medium High Medium   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 
Altered 

hydrological 
regime 

Altered native 
veg species 
composition 

Altered tree 
health 

Altered frog 
diversity and 
abundance 

Altered native 
fish species 
assemblage 

- - - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
High Medium High Low Medium - - - 

1.  Flow Control Structures (e.g. road / log crossings, watering embankements, inlets, Kat Weir)  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution Medium - Medium   High       
Irreversibility Medium - Medium   Medium       
Threat Rank Medium - Medium - Low - - - 

2.  Lack of environmental flows (over allocation)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution Very High   Very High Very High High       
Irreversibility High   High High High       
Threat Rank High - High Low Medium - - - 

3.  Weeds Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution   Very High Medium           
Irreversibility   High High           
Threat Rank - Medium Medium - - - - - 

4.  Grazing impacts by over abundant natives  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution   Medium             
Irreversibility   Medium             
Threat Rank - Low - - - - - - 

5.  Alien fish (Carp, Gambusia, Red fin, Oriental weatherloach)  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution       Medium Medium       
Irreversibility       Medium Medium       
Threat Rank - - - Low Low - - - 

6.  Lack of Fish Passage Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution         Medium       
Irreversibility         Medium       
Threat Rank - - - - Low - - - 

7.  Historical (Incompatible) Highland Irrigation  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution   High             

Irreversibility   High             

Threat Rank - Medium - - - - - - 
8.  Increased soil salinity from disposal basins Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 

Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     High           
Threat Rank - - Medium - - - - - 

9.  Lock 3 & 4 Management (maintenance of stable pool levels) Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     High           

Threat Rank - - Medium - - - - - 
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4 Murray hardyhead habitat 
  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 

1 Deviation from desired water salinity range Very High Very High Very High   

2 Incompatible hydrological regime Medium Very High Medium   
3 Altered Murray hardyhead population size and dynamics Very High Very High Very High   
4 Altered Murray hardyhead recruitment Very High Very High Very High   
5 One location of hardyhead populations Very High Very High Very High   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 
Deviation from 
desired water 
salinty range 

Incompatible 
hydrological 

regime 

Altered Murray 
Hardyhead 

population size 
and dynamics 

Altered Murray 
Hardyhead 
recruitment 

One location of 
Hardyhead 
populations 

- - - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
Very High Medium Very High Very High Very High - - - 

1.  Lack of managed water for Hardyhead Habitat () Threat to Target Rank:   Very High 
Contribution High Very High High High         

Irreversibility Low Medium Low Low         
Threat Rank High Medium High High - - - - 

2.  Murray hardyhead population existing in one location () Threat to Target Rank:   Very High 
Contribution     High High High       
Irreversibility     Low Low Low       
Threat Rank - - High High High - - - 

3.  Lack of Fish Passage  Threat to Target Rank:   Very High 
Contribution         High       
Irreversibility         High       
Threat Rank - - - - Very High - - - 
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5 Floodplain woodland 
  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 

1 Altered hydrological regime High High High   
2 Altered vegetation condition – trees High High High   
3 Altered vegetation age structure Low High Low   
4 Altered fauna species composition Low High Low   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 
Altered 

hydrological 
regime 

Altered 
vegetation 
condition - 

trees 

Altered 
vegetation age 

structure 

Altered fauna 
species 

composition 
- - - - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

High High Low Low - - - - 

1.  Lack of environmental flows (over allocation)  Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution Very High Very High             
Irreversibility High High             
Threat Rank High High - - - - - - 

2.  Weeds  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Low           
Irreversibility     Medium           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 

3.  Inappropriate recreational use (off-road vehicles, track proliferation, firewood collection)  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Low           
Irreversibility     Low           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 

4.  Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution   Low             
Irreversibility   Medium             
Threat Rank - Low - - - - - - 

5.  Predation by foxes  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution       Medium         
Irreversibility       Medium         
Threat Rank - - - Low - - - - 

6.  Grazing impacts by over abundant natives  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     Low           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 

7.  Grazing impacts by introduced herbivores  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     Medium           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 

8.  Increased soil salinity from disposal basins Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution   High             
Irreversibility   High             
Threat Rank - High - - - - - - 

9.  Lock 3 & 4 management (maintenance of stable pool levels)  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution   Medium             
Irreversibility   High             
Threat Rank - Medium - - - - - - 
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6 Floodplain shrubland and open plain 

  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 
1 Altered hydrological regime High Very High High   
2 Altered dominant vegetation types High Very High High   
3 Altered native flora species richness High High High   
4 Altered native fauna species composition Low High Low   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 
Altered 

hydrological 
regime 

Altered 
vegetation 

types 

Altered native 
flora species 

richness 

Altered native 
fauna 

composition 
- - - - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

High High High Low - - - - 

1.  Lack of environmental flows (over allocation)  Threat to Target Rank:   Very High 

Contribution Very High Very High Very High Medium         

Irreversibility High High High High         

Threat Rank High High High Low - - - - 
2.  Weeds  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 

Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     Medium           
Threat Rank - - Medium - - - - - 

3.  Grazing impacts by introduced herbivores  Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 

Contribution     Medium           

Irreversibility     Medium           
Threat Rank - - Medium - - - - - 

4.  Grazing impacts by over abundant natives  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     Low           
Threat Rank - - Low - - - - - 

5.  Historical (incompatible) highland irrigation  Threat to Target Rank:   Low 

Contribution   Low             

Irreversibility   Medium             

Threat Rank - Low - - - - - - 
6.  Predation by foxes () Threat to Target Rank:   Low 

Contribution       Medium         
Irreversibility       Medium         

Threat Rank - - - Low - - - - 

7.  Increased soil salinity from disposal basins Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution     High           

Irreversibility     High           
Threat Rank - - High - - - - - 

8.  Lock 3 & 4 management (maintenance of stable pool levels) Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 

Contribution     Medium           

Irreversibility     High           
Threat Rank - - Medium - - - - - 

9.  Inappropriate recreational use (off-road vehicles, track proliferation, firewood collection) Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution     Medium           
Irreversibility     High           
Threat Rank - - Medium - - - - - 
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7 Dune system 

 
  Stresses – Altered Key Ecological Attributes Severity Scope Stress Rank User Override 

1 Altered native flora species richness Medium High Medium   

2 Altered dune stability High High High   

 

Threats - Sources of Stress 
Altered native 
flora species 

richness 

Altered dune 
stability - - - - - - 

Stresses           #.. 
                   Rank.. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Medium High - - - - - - 

1.  Grazing impacts by introduced herbivores Threat to Target Rank:   Medium 
Contribution High High             

Irreversibility Medium Medium             
Threat Rank Low Medium - - - - - - 

2.  Grazing impacts by over abundant natives Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution High High             

Irreversibility High High             

Threat Rank Medium High - - - - - - 
3.  Weeds Threat to Target Rank:   Low 

4.  
Inappro

priate 
recreati

onal use (off-road vehicles, track proliferation, firewood collection) Threat to Target Rank:   High 
Contribution High Very High             
Irreversibility Medium Medium             

Threat Rank Low High - - - - - - 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Contribution Medium               
Irreversibility Medium               
Threat Rank Low - - - - - - - 
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Appendix I:  Current projects, activities and reports 
relating to the project area 

 
The following identifies current activities of note within the area of the Katfish 
(Demonstration) Reach, and those believed to be responsible for each.  It is expected this 
list will be fine-tuned as consultations proceed, baseline information is generated and more 
activities are identified to address threats and issues related to river health. 
 

Current projects or activities within the project area 
 
Activity Responsible 

authority/ Primary 
contact 

Status 
Ongoing/concluded 

Management of River Murray National Park 
(trails, camping, fox control etc) DEH (Phil Strachan) 

Ongoing 

Implementation of Ngak Indau Wetlands 
Management Plan DEH (Mike Harper) 

Ongoing 

Maintenance of Ngak Indau walking trail Glossop High School 
Friends of Riverland 
Parks 

Ongoing 

Collection of baseline fish and habitat data SARDI Ongoing 

DTM-Lidar data collection DEH 
AAM Hatch 

Ongoing 

Bathymetric survey - Katarapko  SA Water Ongoing 

Bathymetric survey - Eckert/Splash/Wide Waters DEH 
Green Corp 

Ongoing 

Aquatic habitat survey (Eckert Creek) DEH 
Green Corp 

Ongoing 

Recreational fishing diary survey and monitoring RSSA/PIRSA 
BBLAP & recreational 
anglers 

Ongoing 

Use of irrigation drainage water on Katarapko 
Island – modification of structures 

DEH Ongoing 

Lock 4 fishway/Navigable pass upgrade River Murray Water 
SA Water 

Ongoing 

Red Gum Rescue SA MDB NRM Board 
(RMEM) 
DEH 

Ongoing 

Primary regulator on anabranches – identify and 
assess structures impacted by weir pool 
manipulation 

DWLBC 
SA MDB NRM Board 
(RMEM) 

Ongoing 

Annual Watering Plan SA MDB NRM Board 
(RMEM) 

Ongoing 

Floodplain prioritisation SA MDB NRM Board - 
River Murray 
Environmental 
Manager (RMEM) 

Ongoing 

Wetland prioritisation SA MDB NRM Board - 
(RMEM) 

Ongoing 

River Murray Forest DWLBC 
DEH 
RSSA 

Ongoing 

Weir pool manipulations SA MDB NRM Board 
(RMEM) 

Ongoing 
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DWLBC 

Update of the Katarapko vegetation health map DEH Ongoing 

Operation of the Disher Creek saline irrigation 
water disposal basin 

DWLBC 
SA Water 

Ongoing 

Tree planting Friends of Riverland 
Parks  

Ongoing 

Tree planting Riverland schools Ongoing 

Monitoring program - Brush tail possum surveys DEH 
Friends of Riverland 
Parks  

Ongoing 

Monitoring program - Regent parrot surveys DEH 
Friends of Riverland 
Parks  

Ongoing 

Monitoring program - Mammal surveys DEH 
Friends of Riverland 
Parks  

Ongoing 

Monitoring program - Reptile surveys DEH 
Friends of Riverland 
Parks 

Ongoing 

Monitoring program - Waterbirds  DEH 
Friends of Riverland 
Parks  

Ongoing 
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